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Rates of Advertising: One inch of
space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square, daily first week; 75 cents per
week after; hree insertions or less, $1.00; conticu
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per week after.
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Press (which has a large circulation in
every part
of the State) fn $1 00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent
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ENTEKTAIXAIENTS.
PORTLAND

FRANK CCRTIS

STORE

Uai and

ADAH

4pply to
HENUY DEEKINO,
No. 37 Exchange

27

RICHMOND,

HARRY BLOODCOOD.
A coierie of specially se'ected arii-ts in Dexter
Smit .’a Musical Comedy,

pleasant rooms suitable tor ladies or
gentlemen. Enquire at 4 PROSPECT ST.
raylfc
dtf
or two

Wednesday,

uec27

(ltd

Friday

HENSCHEL
GRANDCONCERT
At

wh ch the following artists will appear:

LILLIAN

BAILEY, Soprano,

GEORGE Hi NscHKL,
(Th« c» lebrat id London Baritone,)
T.

ADAMOWSKI,

the Eminent

dec27

did

FIRST GRIND ASSEMBLY
Under ihe Auspices of St. Jninc* Band,

NEW YEAR’S EVE, FRIDAY, DEC. 31,1880,
AT AB1IY AND MAW HALL.
Gen 6’Tickets 50c.
The Committee reserve the
to refuse admittance to all such persons as
th**v may see lit.
•Mii*ic
€olliu«’ Orchestra.
dec27 dtd

right

I

tenements on High St. Sebago water and
Gas, Furnaces in cellar. Stable for one tene
ment. Apply to W. H. S1M0NT0N, 304 Commercial St.
oct27dif

TWO

dow.

179 MIDDLE

Wanted.
First Class Salesman to travel. Oue well post-

BY THE

PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES
CITY HALL,
—

ON

..

now

.,

Fine Custom Work

a

Thursday Evening-, Dec 30, ’80

Music by Chandler's Band.
■Tick®, s admitting Gent ami Ladies, 76 cts. Galli
Iery
kets, 2f> cem s, which can be obtained at
tbe door ana of the Committee of Arraugeineuis;

A

Chits. A wax well, chairman; S. F Starbird, VI. A.
Roes. D. W. Bussell, *1. '•cully.
All members of
Military are rcque*-ted to appear in full uniform.
Floor Manag r, Opt. li s. W D *vis. Aids, Sargent W. P. Osborn, G. A Knight; Privates D. W.
Bussell, S. F. Mar bird, I W Scott.
d«c23dtd

MAS of

A

Trade,

Fraternity

~11

Tlinrsduy Eveuiug,

ALL

Nov. 25, Tuesday

IN AID OF THE

Portland

INI

Fraternity.

Entertainment*.
J. H. Drummo d, Jr.,
Fred E. Farrington,
Wm. H. chumacher,
Wm. Senter, Jr.,
P. T. Griffin.
E. C. Jordan,

Mimic
nov1

ESTATE.

Yon could not

A

RICH,
16 Exchange St., Portlanu Me

WE

”“d ■■•“'P'MMsl for WEAK
FOCI,
wE^?"«£E^Vhi5?i.VI£??,,u‘1,,ded
**
® ** A V EX. BB'«HT'< DISEASE, LO)M of ENERGY

offer for sale in large or small lots, all our
property in 1 leering, the same being a part

Wes and Vaughn streets.
To ibose wishing to build or to in>est in real
tate, a rare opportunity is now offered.

Store No. 51
change st. and

J. D.

obtained of the
Evening tickets, §1.

by Chandler’* Full Quadrille Band.

on

es-

If not found at your
Express ..dice to you.

Ex-

Tuesday and

Plain

BARLEY-MAI,T we have disKidneys
Urinary Organs, removing deposits in the
-rotation in the water passages, giving them strength, vioor

SIZE B0TTI.F8 FOR GENERAL AND FAMILY USF.
Druggist’s or Grocer’s, wo w II send a bottle and pamphlets prepaid to the nearest

QUART
Price

$1.00

or

six bottles for

$5.00.

Proprietors. Chicago, Ills.
BRANCH. No. 6 BARCLAY, ST., New York.
Sold ill Portlaud by all Druggists.
111
eod&eowlyr 46
|V___

LA WRKNLE
MARTIN
IV HI
YyXl Ac
A n I lit,

F. FESSEADEft,

EITI II If DA

172 Middle Street.

BUSINESS CARDS.

Eagle Sugar Refinery.

are

Directors, and for action up< *n any other business

of

kc.u Kstate Agents.

that may come before th in, will be held at
the efi ery Office on TUESDAY, the 11th day of
January 1881, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
dec25d3t
JoS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.

PKlICTEk. No, t»:t kxchaHgi

STEPHEN

Boob Binders.

BEItICV.

TJNJLON WHARF

Book, Card and lob Printer,

<1 UM l, tCooiu It, Printer.’
Exchange No III ttxvhanjtc Mtreel.
A.

vw.
II. It. vflLKlt. Sewing machine Repairer, 4 marieV Terrace, in the Rear of 494
Congrean Mtreei.
my24dly

3

CHARLES
Teacher of

proprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are
hereby n tified that their ANNUAL MEETING will be hoi den at the office of the clerk, om
said wharf on TUESDAY, the 4th day of
January,
1881, at 2 o’clock p. m., to act on the following

THE

GRIMMER,

Vialin and other I nsfriiiiieui..

ISO

NO.

Annual Meeting.

1'I.I H N'rBKFT.

MIDDLE

STREET.

sep26_

articles,

dtf

and

03

You Go To Boston,

Visit Oak Hall

£3xcliaugo
JOST A

Cheapest place In Hew England. Write for
Samples and Rules for Self-measurement.

legally
_

FRESCO

A;MDec.

■

I

..1-

j

1826-1880.

The old Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.
Best Cough Medicine in the World.”
Small old styl«, 35c.
Cutler Bros. & Co., Boston.

!

|

*

P. O.

BOX G38.

weather,*

iness that

i

CLAIRVOYANT
hat bat

ever
lone

visited this
of the beet

PHYSICIANS,

He is now treating
citisens of Portland.

city.

0500.00 REWARD
Where I do not describe

accurately

of the

and
question

every ache

pain in the human iiody without asking

a

patien

Diseases of all nature treated and

A Cure

Cunrnuteed

er

No

Pay.

If your Doctor has failed to know your diseases,
send nr come to me and I will give you full dia*n—
#ig in five rnlnutp*.
You b vp but to Lear m<* and be convincpd of tbe
wonderful power God gives to man. Ex&mtnfttion
Fee $1.00.
...
J

Catarrh

a

Specialty.

atf

annual

at their Banking-house, on
TUESDAY,
the lltn day of January, 1881, at ten o’clock A. VI.
for t he choice of 1 tirectors for the
ensuing
year, and
the transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them.
'V. H. SOULE, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 11th. 1880.
dec!3dtd

Weber,
Kranich& Bach,

‘ASCO NATIONAL
Annua!

meeting of the
THECasco National
Bank of
choice of
and

and Wheelock

AND

at greatly reduced
ments. Also

prices, tor cash

and

on

11_

on

January 11, 1881, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
for the choice of Directors and for the transaction
of any other legal business.
WILLI iME, GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 11, 1880.
decl3dtd

instal-

Stools, Covers & Books. Oak
Piles, Ship Timber & Plank,
d
to be do'ivered Christmas
Jar-Goods

Piano

so

now

Day. Pianos and Organs tuned, repaired, polished
and renter..

Is Wealth

W.M.Furbush&Son

Nerve a_nd Brais Tre at
Hy« eria. Dizziness, Con vul
8ions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
of Memory, Spermatoriocea, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions, Premature Old Age, caused by
over exertion, self-abuse, or
over-indulgence, which
leads to miserj, decay and death.
One box will

Farrington Block, Portland.

dec 14

dtf

WHY PISE,
I

DECK FLASK,

Car Timber and Plow
Beams, Treenails.
Treenail WcdgeM nod
Planning \\ edges*
Pine and Hemlock Building Lnmber9 Box Boards, Shingle*

B. C.

JORDAN,

Alfred,

Maine
tf

_

GREAT BARGAINS IN HOLIDAY GOODS,
Toilet Sets, Vases. Mustache Cups and
SUCH
S*ucei8. Crumb Tra>s
Brushes, Children's
sets.

cure

Splendid BUSINESS SUIT, Dark Union mills

$10.00.

beaver

ov^SS^tEIjYSIAN

Former

price $9.
bargain,

as

& £ 9 *1 9“ £s

lAl
■B

I

|

M

|L II
«| 1

||r
|
V ■ lllnn I
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Idlers make Money wrta
vv T. SOULE # CO.. 1B0
La Salle Street, Chicago,
111. Write for particulars.

eodiy

suspicion.

Toy
Fancy Trays, Mugs, sleds, Hocking Horses,
Chairs, and a great variety of useful and ornamental goods, suitable for Holiday Gilts.
For bale by

ADAMS &

R^BIASON,

IV®. 140 Exchange, t’®r. Federal Ota.
^
M,W&F3m

ald, as necessary to
political party as to

the

management of a
other enterprise.
The same paper believes that the men who
pay the required price in time and labor obtain the positions of influence and trust, to
which they have a title that cannot be sucany

contested.

Washington Star: “The country has
so well in the face of a stamp tax
of two cents on bank checks that the House
did wisely yesterday to defeat the effort to

prospered

it.

It is th“ part of

statesmanship
The
enough alone.

The Augusta, Georgia, Chronicle, a representative Southern
Democratic paper,
has the following significant words to say
concerning the political future: Senator
Hoar knows, no man better, that the
sceptre of political domination is about to
depart from the east, unless indeed a great
ally shall be secured in the south. We
dare say Senator Brown appreciates this
The

his

compliments

east

has

to

New

intellect and

The south has need of

education

and capital.
Without stopping to discuss
the past, we shall simply regard the exigencies of the future. We regard Senator
Hoar’s speech, in some measure, as an offer of alliance, and the South, in our opinion, would do well to consider it. Great
changes are about to take place politically.
The star of promise for the Soutli is not in
the west but in the east.
We should not
wonder, whatever may become of the educational bill, if the keynote of future
political combinations should hare been struck
by Senator Hoar.
Some Amusing Mistakes.

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,
UNDER PREBLE

HOUSE, CONGRESS STREET.

PORTLA^TO,

,,
aec23

MA.INTE.

dtf

crous

endings.

Before the Paris Exhibition was open to the
public, and when the building contained only
the cases which were being ranged for the re-

spective exhibits, quite

a crowd
one Sunday
flattened their noses against the glass entrance
door to look at the contents of a case contain,
ing a pair of boots, a battered hat, an overcoat
much the worse for wear, and a necktie of

many color s, the report being circulated

that

objects belonged to King Dagobert, Robespierre, or Charles X. The enigma was
solved by a painter arriving and throwing off
his blouse and slippers, and commencing to
dress himself amid, what was a puzzle to him,
loud laughter, in which the police joined.
Referring to mistaken ideas about relics, recalls tha story in a German paper abont a certain Professor, which is a parallel to the Bill
the

Stumps

We shall make
our

an

effort tliis

season

“I must have this stone in my colcost what it may,” thought the savant.
a tenant farmer, who was the propriethe Professor said to him eagerly:
’Did
not obtain this stone from the castle ruin

lection,
Cailiug

tor,
you
on the hill yonder?”
‘‘It may be that my grandfather fetched it
thence when he built tho stable,” was the

HOLIDAY GOODS,

reply.

The antiquary then asked what he would
take for the stone.
“Since you appear to have a fancy for it,”
said the farmer, “give me forty guldens and I
will bring it to your house.”
“Rather a large sum,” said the Professor;
“but bring it to my residence and you shall
have the money.”

elegant line of desirable
Cut Glass Bottles, Plate Mir-

an

Perfumes, Soaps,
rors, Fancy Face Powders, Jewel Boxes, Odor
Cases, Cologne Stands, Mirrors, Infant’s Toilets,
Cigar Cases. Specimens of Ivory, Celluloid,
Ebony, Rose Wood, Russia, Morocco, Pearl,

Whn.i

are

F. T. Mealier 6c Co.,
DRUGrOISTS
Cor. Preble and Congress Sts, Portland, Maine.
dec21
dlw

Christmas Goods.
SEASON

OF

18 8 0-8 1.

FURNITURE OF ALL KINUS
AT PRICES THAT DEPY COMPETITION.
just

We hare

manufactured and have in store

Chamber Sets

$18 to $175

Mirrors,

Parlor Suits

35 to 200
40c to 65c
95c to $4.50
$3 to 7.00
5 to 20
25 to 75

Tables—Marble Top
Tables—Black Walnut,

Chairs—wood seat,
Chairs—cane seat,
Chairs—hair cloth,
Lounges,
Side Boards,

Spring Beds,
Mattresses,
Wardrobes

Folding Chairs,

15c to $50.00
to 20
1.00 to
8
9
2.00 to
2.75 to 16
10.00 to 25
Foot Rests, Slipper Cases

$3.50

Sets in the State, and full line of goods nsually
fo^dta3a fiSTt
aa6,,rtTcnt ofofPointed
Office Desks and Tables, Camp Chairs. Office Chairs,
WiUow^ChSS, aiypfrtSiSS’A?.”51
Perforated Seats. VVe should be pleased to have narticn
rail and axamina
stork
a

wiiiow unairs ana

ejjrnPm

be ftmnd with
ana see us before

our

IT

action anti low prices to all who may choose
call upou
■£rH?11Joe lPtrfr^nCtrf^atist
d
connected with the furniture business,
to

as
^J^ably'known
and
5i?,oM fr,enj8
can save dollars
for you.

t 1

you purchase,

w e

meet

acquaintances.

HF-Don’t

A. EVANS

n9s.VaLA
{
E. H, S1SE.

2 Free

Street,

€fe

us.
can

lail to call

OO.,

{Portland,

in

rliiA

mnrKA

fhn farmnr

hrnnarht

tlm

upon a truck the zealous antiquary
turned it over to refresh his eyes with a sight
of its venerable chronological inscription, not
without anxiety that it might have been damaged in its removal.
"Why,”he exclaimed, “what isthis? This
is not the right stoue. On the stoue I bought
from you was the date 1081, while this bears
the very modern date 1801; which proves that
the other was exactly seven hundred and twenty years older than this.”
“Do not trouble about that,” said the peas“The masons, you see, sir, turned the
ant.
stoue upside down when they set it in the doorway, because it fitted better fiat way. You can
turn it whichevei way you like; but of course
I must have the money agreed upon.”
The Professor it is said at once paid the
whole sum, and gave the men a present beside
to take away the stone and say no mo'o about
the matter.
Tilerj is an amusing account of a French
lady who was very jealous of her husband, and
determined to watch his movements. On one
occasion when he told her ho was going to Versailles, she followed him, keeping' him in
sight until she missed him in a passage leading
to the railway station.
Looking about her for
a few minutes, she saw a man coming out of a
glove shop with a rather over-dressed lady.
Slaking sure from the distance that this man
was her husband, she came suddenly up, and,
without a word of warning, gave him three or
four boxes on the ear. The instant the gentleman turned round, she discovered her mistake, and at the same time caught sight of her
husband, who had merely called at a tobacconist’s, and was crossing the street. There
in the arms of
was nothing for it but to faint
the gentleman whose ears she had boxed,
while the other lady moved away to avoid a
scene. The stranger astonished to find an unknown lady in his arms, was further startled
by a gentleman seizing him by the collar and
demanding whas he meant by embracing that
stoue

to be found in our Stock.
As we mentioned above, we are determined to
sell them this season.

Florence, &c., &c.,

This German

tion 1081.

Immense Stock of

which consists of

adventure of Pickwick.

antiquary made the delighted discovery that a
stone placed over a stable door bore the inscrip-

to reduce

ana

I

of

A writer in Chamber’s Journal narrates
some enrions
instances of mistakes with indi-

dtd

Annual moeting of the Stockholders of this
THEBank
will be held at the Bank,
TUESDAY.

ORGANS

just subject

4-

Constant attention, close study and continued effort are, says the Norristown Her-

wealth.

,,

The First National Bank of Portland, Me.

Smith American

d& wtf

orti&nd.

(1«s

fito

Tueisn is still a flavor of the Wild West
iu the journalism of Omaha, the Republican
of that city referring to a cotemporary as
‘.‘that funny, fatuous, truculent, preposter-

England.

It ANIL

Stockholders of the
Portland, for the

lie transaction of such
Directors,
other business as may legally come befire them,
will be held at their Banking House, on TUESDAY,
the 1 lth day of January, 1881, at 10 o’clock A. M.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1880.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.

PIANOS

Dr. E. C. Best’s
MENt; a specific for

■epGdeow&weowly

CONANT. Sec’y.

meeting of the Stock-holders of
the Cumberland National Bank of
THE
Portland,
will be held

Portland.

recent cases. Each box contains ono month’s
treatment.
One dollar a box, or six boxes for five
dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
We guarantee six boxes to cu^e a y case.
With
each order received by us for six boxes,
tccompaniad with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our
written guarantee to return the money if the treatment does uot eiibet a cure,
uuarantees issued by
*
all druggists in Portland and everywhere
JOH W PiiitKLNS & CO., General Agents.

acted upon.

(i,'jw
13^__
CUMBERLAND NATIONAL RANK

J. H. GAUBERT, PROPRIETOR,

Health

legally
it. O.

EXERCISE AINU SALESROOM*

gep!7_

then be

dec

woman, furnishing the best form of physical culture ai d development in the safest, easiest,
most thorough and expeditious manner.
It is better than the gymnasium, and free from its dangers;
cheaper than the s while; less lab-iri us than b"ating
and infinitely better than drugs in a majori'y of
chronic diseases.
it roundB and hardens the muscles, and educates them into ever ready, faithful
and efficient servants of the will.

Place
now permanently located at No. 3 Deering
oil Doering Street. He has been tried, tested, Rnd found to be one of the
most wonderful

declldtd

Insurance
Company.
Annual Meeting;.

may

rli'ni/1/iD

Science is making faces at our coal cellars. The American Architect says it is
unsafe to store soft coal in unvmtilated
bins under a house because of its liability
to heat, and anthracite because it gives off
unhealthful gases.

too. and hence

BANK.

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Comare hereby notified to meet at the
Office
oi said Company, on UnNoAV, the third day of
January, A. L»., 1881, at 3 o’clock P. M„ for the
purpose of choosing seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any other bus-

Kxerelue.—It is the most perftet exercise for

Rodgers

TRADERS

THEpany

every man or woman i*» every walk of life.
It furnishes an exerc se which may, and should be introduced in o every house; which may be practiced at
all seasons, in all kinds of
by persons of
l*>th sexes, all ages or degrees of strengt' or weakNo one c a say too
ness, alone or in company.
niuohi n praise of it. and no one can .fford to do
without it. All wrho investigate ihor uglily, use it,
and consider it in valuable and indispensable.
11 is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered.
No claim is set up for
it which is unscientific or impracticable.
(StM ial. It is the best of rest.
It is perfectly
safe. No harm ever came from its use.
It strains
no portion of the system.
It dire- ts the vital forces
to the affected parts, liv its use the health is easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.
ITIiud nml Iftrain.
it invigorates and strengthens the brain, and renders it more active and efficient in all its operations.
Bleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic.
It is the most natural and probably the best means
of inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Nerves.—It is a wonderful tonic to the whole
nervous system.
It is a most efficacious remedy in
paralysis, if taken in time.
LungM. Throat imd Voice.—It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice moie fully under control.
As a preventive and cure of lung diseases it has no

SOI Middle Street,

B.C. SOMEKBY, Cashier.
declldtd

Dec. 11, 1880.

Ocean

man or

Prof. D. A.

of Fine Cassimere Ms

BARGAINS.

o’clock A. M. to choose five Directors for the ensu
ing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

Reasons Why All Should Use the Re
actionary Health Lift.

aeoaacwow

back for $6.00.

that may

hereby titled that their aumeeting will be held at their banking room, on
TUESDAY, the 11th. day of January next, at 11

ISP*All kinds of Patent business promptly and
sep3u d3m

equal.

noi2

business

a

FOR

nual

carefully executed

OAK HAIjL,
32 to 44 NORTH STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

sheep’s

Cassimere.

Share-holders of the National Traders Bank,
r|IHE
m.
of i ortland. are
n*

Exchange Slireet,
PORTLAND,.MAINE.

on.

labor of attaching these stamps is not very
arduous, and the tax itself, considering
where it mostly falls, is not so onerous as to
call for a day of national fasting and prayer
to secure its abolishment.

dec24dtd

11,1880.

NATIONAL

BRIGGS,

thaf

sometimes to let well

THE

Ofi

C. W. SIMMONS & SON,

bare wool on the

And thus we might continue enumerating bargain after
which for intrinsic value could not be approached in America.

annual meeting of the Stock-holders of “The
c anal National bank, of Port
and,” for the
election of seven directors.and for the Dansaotion of
any other busines- that may legally come before them
will be held at their
banking house, on TUESDAY
the elevent day of January, 1881, at eleven o’clock

Attorney at Law and Patent Solicitor,

men or

AO

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

PAINTERS,

PAtlPapn

remove

N. O. CRAM. Clerk.

_,

St.

HORTON,

HERBERT C.

Bicycle Uniforms. Everything worn by
boy's—can be bought at OAK HALL.

act on any
other
come before them.

Dec. 23d, 1880.

** Mm k«t Square, Portland.
Price- reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
dly
Je^__

—

President.
a Clerk and other officers for

Third—t o

DJU’MMOM). JOSLAH U. DBGMHOND, JB.
nn2Rdtf

For Men’s. Youth’s end Children’s Suits.

—

buy the

j|4 411

fOSlAH a

the

—

a

Second—To choose
the ensuing ye >r.

Connsellor$>aM<aWt

^4

For

viz:

First—To choose

kDOMiTluaMn

Tick-

MEVERY DAY SUITS for children --Wi ter
Suits for gentlemen
English Dressing Gowns—
Blanket Bath Wraps
Driving and Walking
Gloves—Rugby Foot Balls Leather .Ta* kets

$£iiUU

away for

Cream of All

$5 00

of this corporation
hereTHEby Stockholders
notified that the Annual meeting for choice

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,
When

given

Worth

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

Street. Portland.

Fancy Dancing meets
nov29 dtf
Friday Evenings.

in

ass

“'iUooHL*
BLOOD

«
Aioofor

PUT Up i\

on

Every Thursday Evening
lickete admi ting Gents «i h Ladies, 75c.
ets for a course of six Assemblies, §3 00.

**'

Don’t make the tails

tread

to

advises

lengthen

The great objection to the Panama canal
scheme is that it is already paying dividends.

cessfully

QO Art

These Suits have been marked down from $12, $13 and $14.

KID

NFRBP«'t IONS, arising from KIDNEY or BLADDER
nnd KIDNEY POINON1NG, iu infrned malaria

snorting b^at

eodtd

Gilbert’s Assemblies,

Gray Overcoats,

*

Accountant and Notary public.
OftO. c:. COD.nAN,Ollic< No. iN4 llidifb

w.n.

Size

sold for $5.00,

season

Complete Line

b adder and any straining,
or
and causing a healthy colorailft ea-vHoW of Urine
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of the farm of the late lain ■« I leering.
This is the most valuable suburban property in the
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It lias cost Mr. Christian Ross sixty
thousand dollars to liuut for his lost boy.
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the Price

for the IVt-w Kuglnnd Pictorial* a sixteen page illustrated paper Devoted
to e eral Literature »nd New' England interests.
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DEANE BROS. &
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Vi)linist,

W. H. SHKR\V«»OI>,
the Popular Pianist of Boston.
Reserve i Seafs 75 cts. For sale at Stock
bridge’s
Music '•tore Monday morning, Dec. 27.
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CITY

HALL,
Evening, Jan. 7th.

IMME3KSS

fMlENEMENT in house, n<-w number 37 Smith St.,
I
eight rooms, rent m> derate, to a desirable
family. Also teneme t of four rooms in same
house, seven dollars per month.
BENJAMIN SH AW,
dec24 dlw*
48 Exchange St.
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now
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change St.
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anonymous letters and communiand address of the writer are in
all cases indispeusable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
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THEAThE.

Comedienne,

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, stemboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demandiug credentials
of every person claiming to represent our journal.
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Me.

lady.

"Why, she boxed my ears, and then
fainted,” exclaimed the aggrieved gentleman.

"She is my wile!” shouted the angry husnever have struck you withAnd worse than angry words
a cause.”
would ptobably have followed, had not the
cause of tho whole misunderstanding recovered sufficiently to explain how it happened.
A Dublin youth was at a party in the Irish
capital, and joined with great spirit in a game
of forfeits. Amid the fun and merriment it
that to regain his forfeit ho
was proposed
should pay a visit to the turf stacks on tho adjacent canal bank and briug some turf into the
room. Thinking only of the diversion which
hiB return with an armful of turf would create,
he immediately hastened to the place indicated
and filling his arms was in the act of returning, when to his horror he became aware that

band, “and would
out

policeman was in pursuit. Almost paralyzed
with fright, he
dropped his burden and
awaited the officer’s arrival.
“O, constable,” he stammered, “I’ve boeu
trying a game of forfeits, and was told to
bring some turf from the canal into the
house.”
“Not a bad story; but you'll have to come
with me," declared the constable.
There had been continued complaints of
turf pilfering; so, rogardless of his protestations, the uni oky youth was locked up for the
night. The first intimation his merry-making
friends roceived of his whereabouts was when
the next morning they heard he had been explaining the mistake to the presiding magistrate, who fortunately comprehended the case
in a moment and dismissed him.
A misconception as ludicrous, but in which a
policeman figured less creditably than the oue
just referred to, took place in the Isle of Man.
At a Deemster’s Court in Ramsey a Jew was
about to be sworn to give evidence. As Jews
are always sworn on the Old
Testament, and
not the New, the Deemster requested the constable in attendance to fetch an Old one. After a while that worthy returned and handed
to the witness an ancient-looking
dilapidated
book, which on examination proved to be a
New Testament. The Deemster’s attention
being nailed to it, he asked the constable why
he had not brought an Old Testament, to
which the innocent reply was, “Please your
honor, it was the oldest one I could find.”
An embarrassing incident, we are told, onCe
happened to an Englishman in Rome. Entering one of the churches in that city, as service
was going on, he sat
quietly down, placing his
hat on the ground beside him. Some little
time passed, and as there seemed no immediate prospect of the ceremony coming to an end,
he reached for his hat in order to leave, but
was stopped by an unseen hand which
grasped
him from behind. Thinking some custodian
of the church wished him to remain till the
service was over, he again waited; but his patience becoming exhausted, he again readied
for his hat, and again he was prevented from
going in the same manner. Convinced that
the service was some really
important one, tho
Englishman once more delayed his departure;
but at the expiration of a quarter of an hour
he determined to go in spite of etiquette, so he
repeated the same manoeuvre in the direction
of his head covering. A third time the same
hand detained him; but as he determinedly resisted its grasp, a voice behind him exclaimed
in English:
“I beg your pardon but that is
my hat vou arB takinv.”
fSnrh wan thu f w-1
tie bad boon detained all this
while because
each time he had reached in mistake for the
hat of another stranger placed in close proxima
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store now occupied by G. M. Bosworth, in
Free St. Block, No. 4. Possession given Nov. 1.
Fo terms, apply at the office of H. J. LIBBY &
CO.,
over First National Bank.sepMOdlwte >dtf
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corner Congress and Chestnut streets.
Has been occupied for the past 12
years by
Samuel Rolfe, Esq. as an apothecary store.
This is
an excellent location for a
Fancy Grocery or Provision store.
A
so; to be let on and after Nov. 1st, 1880, the
Boarding house corner Fore an d India streets. This
is one of the best locations in the
city for a lodging
and victualing house.
Has been occupied by the
present tenant for the past 15 years.
Full particulars regarding the above can be obtained by applying to the subscriber.
JOHN B. CURTIS.
oc21 dtf
Corner Fore and Deer Sts.
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Bismarck,

t,he

Empress, and

Crown Princess.

the

[.From The London Echo.]
Prince Bismarck is credited with a
saying
which bids fair to occupy many a German
political essayist; perhaps it may pass the boundaof
tho
German
ry
fatherland, and be made the
t“xt of journalistic sermons all over
Europe.
When the latest “Bismarck crisis” wasov.'r,
o ie of his special intimates is said to have ask
e 1 the Man of Iron what he took to be the
cause of these incessantly
recurring “frictions.” The Imperial Chancellor replied, and
can imagine his
grim smile which accompanied tho answer: There are throe causes,
“Junkers, Petticoats, and Parsons.” The three
motive-powers of the political grindstone

we

which is always coming into
disagreeable
contact with tho iron Chancellor, and prowhat
ducing
he
pleasantly calls “friction,” have their seat and centre in the court
circles of Berlin.
The collective title of
“Court Camarilla” is pretty freely used

by

Bismark’s admirers; and whenever a fresh
"Bismarck crisis” Is evolved, and the German
Achilles shuts himself up in his tent, or sends
his resignation to the Emperor, the Junkers,
the Petticoats, or the Parsons around the Empress Augusta, or the three in collision, usually get the credit of being the guilty causes.
It is impossible to talk for long with
any

thoroughly Bismarckian German without discovering how widely the opinion is accepted,
although it is only darkly hinted at in the public press, that the German Empress is the
opponent-in-chief of the German Chancellor
and the

Empire. This lady is known to be a
cultivated woman, and also to be
aware of her own
undoubted intellectual
gifts and powers; for a long time she was a
highly

zealous admirer of the genius of the man who
has made her an Empress, and it is

presumed

tuat me admiration

would have continued to
if he had been more of a cour-

the present day
tier, if he had paid more respectful tribute to
her mental powers, or if he had now and then
assented to her title to utter a decisive word in
the inner and outer circles of the Empire.
But Bismarck seems to share the views of
John Knox about “the monstrous regimen of
women:”
perhaps his similarity to Knox is
one of the incidental reasons which

colfeend

him so strongly to the admiration of Mr. Carlyle. The great English Reformer made no
distinction between an Elizabeth of England
and a Mary of Scotland:
and Bismarck in

1880,

in 1880 and 1870, makes no concealof his opinion that women ought to keep
silence in the State, as the Apostle Paul and
John Knox said they should do In the church:
nor does he hold that the
wearing of a Geras

ment

man

crown—Imperial, Royal

or

Grand-ducal

—exempts a woman in any measure from this
segregation of her sex. He has too much of the
aristocratic Junker’s blood in him to be outwardly rude; too much of a Prussian to be
anything but deferential and reverent in the
presence of his Queen and Empress: but there
is a sort of politeness and deference which is
evon more exasperating than open rudeness
and defiance. As Sir Joshua Reynolds shifted
his ear-trumpet when he heard
prigs and inexperts talk of Rafiaele and Corregio, so Bismarck has turned from the Empress to the
Emneror, from the Crown Princess to the
Crown Prince, and from the Grand Duchess
of Badeu to the Grand Duke, when these
high ladies have ventured to give their advice on political affairs. All these three great
ladies—the Empress, her daughter-in-law,
who is the daughter of our (jueen, and her
daughter—aro popularly credited with a powerful degree of self-conciousness and of will_
whether truly or falsely we must leave to
those who are more intimate with them than
we are.
Hence it is uot unnatural that the
intellectual, High-Churchly, and Imperial
Augusta should have willingly accepted the
position of a standing Court of Appeal against
Bismarck.
The high aristocratic Orthodox
Protestants, the ITltramontano prelates, the
frondeurs and feudals, the leaders of the Parliamentary Centre, all make their court to
her, and hope to promote the reaction and
undo Falk’s work throngh her influence
upon
the Emperor.
The Empress and the Crown Princess are
notably very widely opposed in their religious
sympathies; the former is religiously Orthodox, while the other has W credit of belonging to the other extreme.
They harmonize,
however, in their auti-Bismarckism.
The
Crown Prince is a favorite with the German
people; they like his homely, unassuming,
tolerant, good-humored and noble character.
In his palace tho Bismarck.and-Falk ecclesiastical policy has always been strongly
approved, while the anti-English and pro-Austrian policy in the Eastern Question lias been
as strongly disliked.
It was not the latter
alone, however, which lost Bismarck the favor
of the Liberal Crown Princess, but his nn--j

h

«**v

wApiOTou/u,

xlort

.Julius Rohde has publicly stated that he
feared that
“the intirmixture of English
blood” might bring about a “degeneration” of
the “splendid Hohenzollern
race."
The
Crown Princess hereupon let fly the winged
word (as the same lively describer of Prussian
Court informs us,) “This man is a genuine
Cromwell.” The foes of the Chancellor reply—not without truth—that the daughter of
Queen Victoria aud Prince Albert is quite as
German as her spouse himself is.
The Royal
Family of England, from the time of George
I., has been uumixed Teutonic, thauks to the
English Parliament, which would uever permit either King or Queen to marry a Roman
Catholic or a Greek Christian.
The fact that
the house from which the Crown Princess descends is h auoverian, is probably a good deal
moreivexatious to the great Prussian statesman than the fact that it
is English; and
when he speaks of English blood there is good
reason for supposing that he means
Hanoverian blocd.

Strategy.
[The Saturday Review.)
It is a common delusion to suppose that the
German successes against France were due
principally to the virtues of a particular tactical formation. “Success,” says Lord Chelms-

ford,

“is apt to mislead, and it seems to me
that superior numbers, entire disregard for
loss of life, and the faults of the French, had
probably much more to say to the victories of
the Germans than the tactical formation
by
which they were won.”
And the Duke of
Wurtemberg says: “One mast be cautious in
drawing conclusions regarding the possible results of tactics in the future from what the
Prussians succeeded in doing.” We allow,
what indeed cannot be disallowed, that ceteris
paribus, the best guns and rifles and the most

appropriate

manoenveres will win the day;
but the moral and iutellectnral side of war is
bound to play as great a part as ever it did.
Prescience and genius, courage and stanchness,
will make their mark, however much material
conditions may shift and change. When wo

hear,

as we have heard it said, "that Napoleon
would be nowhere nowadays,” we reply, if
his was true genius, that genius would assuredly utilize to the same extent, though not
in the same way as before, the material cir-
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cumstanoes

its surrounding.
To understand fully why the moral conditions of war
will still bear as conspicuous a share as ever
in its successful conduct, it must be borne in
mind that in the term moral is comprehended
the spirit animating every branch of warlike
administration and every soldier with colors.
The prescience which takes account of the
preparations and potential force of possible
foes, which provides for the intelligent instruction oi its own instruments, which recognizes the value of mechanical improvements
and takes measures for securing the best armaments; the virtue, the patriotism which
aim at making of honest citizens dutiful and
valiant soldiers— such are the moral and intellectual arms furnished with which a nation
moves into the field with bold and confident
front. But, though art has not lost its importance, and though war is not at all likely to
degenerate into a vulgar matter of “hammer
and tongs,” it must be allowed that many conditions are now exploded under which certain
feats of strategy were possible. In some ways
the strategical art has found greater limitations to its exercise during the last few years
than in all the centuries separating the passage
of the Alps by Hannibal from the “turning”
of the Alps, as he himself expressed it, by Napoleon. It would be found impossible now to
pursue undetected the manoeuvre which led
to Marengo.
Again, the celebrated manoeuvre
of the Count Nero, when, leaving in his
lines before
Hannibal a small
force—a
dummy array—to blind him, he marched
north
to
forestall the succoring
army
of Hasdrubal,
was a feat
which might
have heen repeated with success down to the
other day. It would be little likely to succeed

Telegraphs, railroads, improved communications, ballooning, signalling, messenger-

now.

pigeons, all such

have been devised
for cheating time and distance, have, as it
were, blocked some of the sources of strategy.
Tie siream, however, is but dammed up to
overflow on other lines, as we shall presently
means

as

Me.

Eloquence

at the Bar.

Your note on the decline of eloauence at the
bar brought to my mind a passage which I re-

gard

of the gems of our judicial literature.
It is from William Eden's “Principles
of Penal Law,” published anonymously in
as one

1771. “It is a consequence of that wisdom
which characterizes the English, as a people
in the whoie system and administration of
their laws, that all artifices of speech are banished from the bar. The passions ought not to
be addressed in appeals to the reason. The
unsubstantial harmony of declamation may be
wrli adapted to the cars of an arbitrary tribunal; but the decisions of English judges are
founded on the argumentative inferences of
strict statutes and recorded precedents
Our
courts

have furnished proofs indeed, that the

strains in

ancient

table

unattainable; but

eloquence

are neither

inimi-

nobler and more
proper theatre hath been found for the exertion of that talent. Plain sense, delivered in
nor

accurate

law.”
Lord Bacon said: “When the famous case
of the copper-mines was argued in this court
[the ExchequerJ, and judged for the king, it
was not upon the fine reason of
wit; as that
the king’s prerogative drew to it the chief ‘in
quaque specie;’ the lion is the chief of beasts,
the eagle the chief of birds, the whale the
chief of fishes, and so copper the chief of minerals; for these are but dalliances of law, and
ornaments; but it was the grave records and
precedents that grounded the
judgment
of that cause; and therefore I would have you
both guide and arm yourself with them against
these vapors and fumes of the law, which are
extracted out of men’s invention and conceits.”
Having thus displayed before us in the old
books the true model of forens ic
eloquence, it
is not to be wondered at that the highest legal
talent should aim at a calm and temperate
method of speech. As in the progress of the
nation all the arts become more refined and
subject to the rigid laws of taste, it is but natural that our profession should feel the influence of this progress. The fervid flights of
Patrick Henry and the vehement declamation
of Pinckney would hardly be deemed
fitting
at the present day in the discussion of
grave
questions before a competent court. The finest exhibitions of legal eloquence to which it
has been my fortune to listen have been made
by the late George Wood of New York and by
Judge B. R. Curtis. Their arguments always
filled the mind, the ear and the sense of fitness and good taste. And of the two I
always
thought the style of George Wood the more
admirable. It was chaste, yet rich in choice
legal diction, pervaded by the odor of jurisprudence. as parchments with the sandalwood
in which they are
kept, and conveying the impression that it was the law itself, and not an
argument upon the law which the advocate
was unfoldin'?.—Associate Justice
Joseph P.
Bradley in Albany Law Journal.

How Emerson Writes His Essays.

Alcott,

in one of his lectures de-

scribing how Emerson’s

essays are composed,
said; "Like other great men, he keeps a common-place book or diary; he puts in this whatever interests him at the time, without refer"
ence I o further use; if he sees a sentence that
pleases him while reading he notes it down; if
he takes a walk and sees anything that interests him or suggests a thought which he wishes
to preserve he puts it down; if he is
a
letter

writing

^1

he pens a sentence which arises
naturally, he puts that down; if he visits a picture gallery, or wherever he goes, he notes
down all that he may wish to remember. All
these things which he notes down have an intrinsic value, but they need a setting; he does
not let any of these sentences
drop. How
then to arrange and string together these
pearls? He emp.oys no logic in this,
are

they

when he has set them.
That is his art.
He copies them on paper and sees how
they
will come together. One jewel after another
is examined until he finds one which he thinks
gems

will do in a certain place. After
having arranged his lecture, he goes on the platform
and dips in at the fifth or sixth
paragraph perhaps, according as he feels. He is as apt to begin in the middle or toward the end of hfa
ture, as he has arranged it beforehand, and go
backward, as any way. After trying his lecture in this way four or five
times, it is printed
and goes before the public.
‘‘There is no ordinary coherence in his essays. Each paragraph is written at a time,
and is complete in itself. Whatever he writes
is finished and good, but he considers
every
sentence well before it is put on
paper; it is
slept upon, dreamt on, and they are printed
just af his audience have heard them. A lawyer or a divine would begin with a beginning
and proceed according to logic, but lie works
by analogic. In pictures, each paragraph must
be read caaefully to get the value of it. You
can't read one of bis books at a
sitting and get
any good out of it. Each word almost must
be pondered over. Emerson is now
seveutyseveu years of age, but be seems to have
all his
wits about him, except the loss of
memory for
nouns.
That he will write any more is
proper
not probable, but he has written a
great deal
not yet published, and we shall
probably have
as much new as he has
already printed. An intelligent editor has been engaged to publish
his writings after his death.
Emerson’s voice
is very charming, and no one can
forget it who
has once heard him lecture.”

A

The boatmen were then told
pull smartly, which they did, and when the
father returned to the river bank the boat was
in
midstream, the blanket assumed an
an animated appearance, and
then jumped up
and clasped the hand of the faithful one. The
clerical gentleman stepped forward, the oarsmen rested on their oars, and while the lovers
joined hands the accommodating
Baptist minister pronounced them man and wife.
The
infuriated
on
the
father
stood
shore
and stamped his feet
and wrung
his hands in impotent rage. The wedded pair
kept on to the opposite shore and subsequently
sent the grandfather back to conciliate the
irate father,which he finally accomplished,and
happiness reigns in the two families.

Idolatry in Georgia.
A phase of hero worship, says the Americus
(Ga.) Recorder, has cropped out among the negroes of a certain part of Lee county, which is
peculiai and at the same time very suggestive
of an interesting chain of ethnological points.
Lewis Barber, a colored preacher of the Baptist denomination, had in his
charge a membership numbering perhaps three thousand,
making up his four churches. He was a typical specimen of the negro preacher, and
wielded almost an absolute power over his

large

“Brudder
congregation.
Barber’s”
word was law and gospel unto his followers,
and none ever dared to question his authority
or dispute his sway.
Vehement, magnetic and

powerful, one swing from his long arms and a
chant from his strangely musical voice would
set a hundred sisters swaying their bodies tc
and fro, and as many brothers keeping time
to the weird rhythm with beating feet: in awful interest the sermon would grow, a medley
of declamation and recitative, until one wild,
deafening cry brought to a climax the ecstatic
joy in shouts and trances and moanings. Last
Summer the preacher died and his friends and
followers refused to be comforted. He was
honored with burial rites beyond precedent,
and such a funeral was indeed “seldom seen.”
The deeds and memory left by the good pastor
were not sufficient for his members, and not
comforted with these, they have set up a sort
of graven image, so to speak, of Barber, which
is placed above the pulpit of his
principal
church. The image itself is a work of the
crudest art, made of white and black cotton
cloth, stuffed with straw and painted with
charcoal. To an unbiased critic it looks more
like a scarecrow set up to frighten hawks than
anything else; but a devout member informed
the writer that it was a very striking likeness
of the preacher.
We marvelled somewhat at
the strange thing withanother brother of this
church, and asked him its object. He gave
us to understand it was a remembrance of the
beloved dead, and said “although Brudder
Barber is gone, we still has de shapes of him
wid us.”
M H, i'MOKG LOGICAL
INDICATIONS

FOR

Reporter's Device.

Another reporter in a western
city heard a
pistol shot one Sunday night, on a deserted
commercial street, rushed in the direction of
the report, heard the rapid patter of a man’s
heels on the sidewalk, and saw a
figure under
a dark awning.
It was a very respectable
looking man with his silk hat crushed at his
feed. He was shaking ali over, and held a still
smoking revolver in his hand. The reporter
arrested him at once in lhe interest of
journalism, and on the way to the station got from the
quaking man, who never doubted that he was
an officer, the name of the
person at whom he
had tired. A real
policeman appeared, and
nothing more could be got out of the shooter
Reference to a directory showed that the man
shot at was one of the wealthiest
foundrynien
in the city. The re|>orler hastened to his
house, which was not very far distant, and
found it deserted. Inquiry at the next door
disclosed that the foundrvman a few weeks
before had moved to an adjoining street
Did
the reporier immediately hasten to the new
residence? Not at all. He sauntered
leisurely
along into a neighboring saloon, got a cigar and
quietly asked for pen and ink. In a moment
lie had a neat little placard
prepared, saying
that Mr.-had removed to No.—, Van Ness
avenue, about three miles away.
Procuring at
an
apothecary’s some wafers, and creeping back
to the door of the late
re-ideuce
foundryman’s
the reporter affixed his “fib” to the
panel and
then sped to the home of his victim. A flaming two-column social scandal enriched one
newspaper the next morning, and the gratification of the reporter was wortli a
year’s salary
to him as he found that his
rivals, who had
worried the victim at the station into
giving
the name of his intended prey, had been sent
off on a barren hunt to Van Ness avenue.

Love’s Strategem.
Captain J C. Shoup, who lives near Harrisburg, Va., and was a daring scout during the
war, has a pretty daughter of sixteen
years,
with whom a young farmer named Reed fell
in love. The captain objected to the

suitor,

who is only twenty years old, but the latter
was determined, and
the father, finding that
she encouraged liis passion, determined to
send her to Missouri to break up the affair.
The young lady acquiesced without a murmur
when she received orders to pack up. It was
arranged that she should cross the river at
Harper's Ferry a few days ago and take the
train at an adjacent station, her grandfather
accompanying her. When they reached the
large flatboat used for ferrying nassengers they
saw in one corner a clerical
looking gentleman
and near him was a bundle of something rolled
up iu a blanket. That bundle was Mr. Reed
the lover. Before going aboard the young lady
6lyly dropped tier shawl and just as the boat
was shoving off she exclaimed to
her father
that she had left that useful article and he

THE

THE

NEXT

STORM.

THE DOMINION

Violent Gale With Snow in the Middle
and Southern States.
New York, Dec 25.—It lias snowed most of
the day. It is cooler .onight and cloudy.
Danville, Dec. 25.—A heavy snow storm
commenced at 11 o’clock this morning and
continued all day.
The snow was several
inches deep at sunset and still falling.
Cincinnati, Dec. 25.—-Telegrams report a
const nt heavy snow all day between the longitude of Vincennes and the Alleghenies, and
from the latitude of the southern line of Kentucky north.
A

Gloucester, Dec. 26.—Storm signals have
been up all day and it is blowing fearfully

from the eost. At Thatcher’s Island the velocity of the wind is 84 miles. Steamer Dallas
and several coasters are at anchor in the harbor.

London, Dec. 26.—The weather is very severe in Scotland.
Trains on several lines are
snowed up and travel is seriously impeded at
nearly every point north of the Grampions.
Boston, Dec. 26.—A heavy easterly gale
with light snow has prevailed along the coast
all day and contiunes unabated.
Thus far no
wrecks or damage to shipping is reported.
Lewes, Del., Dec. 26.—A heavy easterly
gale set in early yesterday evening and still

continues. The wind changed this morning
to northwest and increased in violence. Bark
W. T Harwood, here for orders, is
high upon
the beach above the railroad pier and the little
side-wheel steamer Wanderer from New York
hound
south
has gone to pieces.
The
crews of both were saved.
But few vessels
in
are
the harbor and no further disasters are
heard of.
This is the severest gale here since
October, 1877, when so many vessels foundered in the harbor. The gale has been accompanied by a heavy rain which this afternoon changed to a blinding snow storm.
Fredericksburg, Va., Dec. 26.—A severe
northeast storm, hail,rain and snow, has raged
here Bince early last evening. Trains are considerably delayed. The Baltimore steamer
was compelled to return on account of the ice.
Country roads are badly blocked and communication is very difficult in all directions.
It is
the severest weather for many years.
Baltimore, Dec. 26.—A heavy snow storm
is raging here today. At 11 o’clock this morning there was one foot of buow.
Bordentown, N. J., Dec. 26.—A heavy
win., and snow storm has prevailed all day.
There are large drifts on the line of the railroads. Nine inches of snow have fallen.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The Phoenix House in Dedham, Mass., an
old landmark, occupied as a hotel by Mr. Eaton, was burned Saturday. Loss $3500.
Patrick Winuee and wife, living in Brooklyn, set their house on fire Saturday and were
both terribly burned.
Mrs. Winnee has since
died.
Fire iu Pembroke, Out., Saturday morning,
destr jyed J. W. McHaren & Co.’s general
store, Masonio Hall, James Stewart’s *in shop,
Mrs. Bent’s confectionery store and the Town
Hall. Loss $25,000; insurance $11,700.
A frame dwelling in Trenton was burned
Saturday and Mrs. Henry Johnson perished in
the flames. Her husband was drunk and it is
believed kicked a kerosene lamp over.
He
has been arrested.

ly

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 27, 2 A. M. I
For New England,
threatening weather and snow, high northeast
winds becoming variable, falling followed by
rising barometer during Monday and no decided change in the temperature.
Cautionary siuals continue at Wood’s Hole,
Boston, section 8, Portland, section 7 Eastport.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Fire In Dexter.
Dexter, Dec. 25.—Eire this morning destroyed Hamilton block, on Main street. It
contained two stores, a law office and jewelry
shop. The co-operative store, groceries, was

largely damaged by water.

Insured for $1500.
C. E. Moore, meat market stock, was damaged, not insured. The building was owned
by George Hamili on, and insured for $1500.

Cause, defective chimney.
Fire In South Gardiner.

Gardiner, Dec. 25.—A house owned by
Charles Eldridge, in South Gardiner, wag deLoss $1200; instroyed by fire last night.
sured for $800.

Cause unknown.

MASSACHUSETTS.
A Big Railroad War Impending.
Boston, Dec. 26.—A special from Concord,
N. H., to the Journal says it is expected one of
the most timportant railway contests which
ever occurred in New England will soon be inIt involves the old issue of conaugurated.
necting railroads from Chicago to Boston via
Central Vermont.

Ex-Gov. Scott of South Carolina Kills a
Man in a Quarrel.
Napoleon, Ohio, Dec. 25.—Gen. R. K.
Scott, ex-Governor of South Carolina, now
resident of Napoleon, shot and killed a young
man named Drury last night.
The affair was
the result of a quarrel in relation to a son of
Scott. Drury was a clerk in a drug store and
was a young man in
He was
good standing.
to be married Tuesday next.

Toledo, Dec. 25.—The shooting of Walter G. Drury at Napoleon, Ohio, by Gen.
Robert K. Scott, formerly colonel of the 68th

Ohio infantry, and afterwards Governor of
South Carolina, which occurred this morning,
causes intense excitement and the danger of
lynching so great that a military company
guards the hotel where Scott is detained by a
sheriff unuer arrest
Toledo, O., Dec. 26 —Gen. R. K. Scott, who
killed W. G. Drury at Naooleou
yesterday
morning, was last night taken to Defiance for
safe keeping in consequence of the
feeling
againt-t him at the former place. The evidence
thus far indicates that the deed was done in a
fit of anger caused by the refusal of Drnry to
admit Scott to a room to which Drury had
taken the son of Scott, whom he had found
upon the street in an intoxicated condition.

NEW

YORK.

Reoraramzng the Gotham Democracy.
New York. Dec. 26.—A mass meeting will
be lield in Cooper Institute Tuesday night,
looking to a reorganization of the Democracy
of this city.
Fratlcide.
Utica, N. Y.,Dec. 26.—Henry S. Ostrander,
aged 29, shot and killed his brother George
Ostrander, aged 26, at their home near Camden. Henry was jealous because his little sister Carrie was caressing hss brother and
spit
tobacco juice into her face.
George warned
him to stop when Henry shot him
through the
eye killing him instantly. Henry says George
had his pistol half cocked, bat he was too
quick for him. Both men are laborers.
Three Persons Shot In a Railroad Car.
Neelyville, Mo., Dec. 25.—While the passenger train passed here yesterday an unknown
man from St. Louis shot R. P. Jones and wife
of Smiths Ferry, Pa., and Dr. J. H. Rogers of
Orrel, Tex., and escaped to the woods.
All
were passengers on the train.
Mrs. Jones was
dangerously wounded in the head, her husband shot in the baud, and Rogers received a
severe flesh wound in
the shoulder.
Jones
and wife left at ouce, coming in charge of a
railroad agent, and Rogers continued his journey to Texas. The affair is involved in great
mystery.

Mutiny In an Ohio Jail.
Columbus, O., Dec. 25.—Twenty prisoners
in th6 county jail mutinied today and a detachment of police from the south end of ihe
town was called in to quell them.
One shot

was lired
without fatal result. Water and
chunks of coal tired at the prisoners were
found to bo sufficient arguments to quell the
trouble. Several convicts were seriously injured by being bit with pieces of coal.

Failure of the Grain Crop of Manitoba.
Winnipeg Man., Dec. 25.—The latest news
received
from
Saskatchawan shows the
grain crop this year is a partial failure both in
and
quality
to
quantity
owing
the late spring, cold and wet summer ana early frost.
Although much more grain was
sown than last
year it is doubtful if there will
be as many bushels threshed and what there
is will not be as good quality.

Fatally Stabbed.
St. Louis, Dec. 25—A party of men attempted to get into a keno bank tonight and were
refused admission.
A row ensued and three
men standing on the sidewalk
sided with the
In
the
melee several persons were
doorkeeper.
knocked down. Jos. O’Brion and Joe Garner
were fatally stabbed and another man
badly
cut.
No arrests.
Two Children Burned to Death.
Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 25.—Mr. Anthery, a
farmer living 25 miles south of here, went
with his wife to a fair, leaving thair two children at home.
Returning they found their
dwelling in ashes and the charred bodies of
their children lying among the live coals.
Strike of Ohio Coal Miners.
Columbus, O., Dec. 26.—There is a general
strike of coal miners at Nelsonville, Shawnee,
Straitsville and Corning, ostensibly for the
payment of wages twice per month.
Four Americans, calling themselves Wills
and wife, and Calbert and wife, have been arrested and imprisoned in Florence on suspicion of selling Tunisian, French and other securities, which are forgeries.
John Hittson, one oi the best known cattlemen of the West, was killed at
Deuveryesterday by being thrown Irom a carriage.
Chas. F. Stevens, an Eastern railroad employee, was burned at Portsmouth, N. H.,
Saturday, in a shocking manner, by pulling a
kettle of kerosene over which subsequently
caught fire.
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NOTIC5IC.—For the past thirty three years
“CONGRESS” Yeast Powder has been extensively
sold.
It has
always been made pure and
healthy, and is to-day without a rival.
BSp-Slade’s English Mustard and Congress Yeast
Powder are standard and always reliable.

Albert C. Snipe and Miss
Sarah A. McManus, both of Arrowsic.
In Brunswick. Dec. 20. Lemuel W. Carter and
Miss Betsey A. Gatchell.
In Brunswick, Dec. 22, Franklin P. Bailey and
Miss Silvia A. Coombs.

DEATHS.
In

aged

Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 24, Miss Sarah Davis,

85 years.
In Gorham, Dec.
33 years.

4 months.
In Phipsburg, Dec. 11, Col. Jordan Golder, aged
75 years.
In South Toland, Dec. 8, Mr. Levi L. Soper, aged
73 years.
In West Farmington. Dec. 21, Mr. Reuben Hosmer, aged 73 years.
In Brownfield. Dec. 16, Octavia C., wife of L. O.
Wentworth, aged about 30 years.
In Litchfield, Dec, 15, Mr. Rufus Smith, aged
66 years.
In Pittston, Deo. 16, Mr. Benjamin P. Thompson,
aged 62 years 9 months.
In Denver City, Col., Dec. 21, of double neumonia,
James E. Dyer, formerly of Cape Elizabeth, aged
27 years.

OEPARTrBE OF OiBAN 8TEA.T1ER9
NAME

FROM

FOR

DATE

Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Dec
Bothnia.New York. .Liverpool_Dec
Muriel.New York..Antigua.Dec
Niagara.New York..Havana.Dec
Frisia.New York..Hamburg_Dec
City of Montreal.. .New York. Liverpool.. .Dec

28
29
29
29
30
30

Toronto.Portland....Liverpool_Dec 31
Australia.New York..London.Jan
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Jan

1
1
Sardinian.Halifax.Liverpool. ..Jan 1
Britanic.New York..Liverpool_Jan 1
Nevada.New York..Liverpool_Jan 4
France.New York..Havre.Jan 5
Baltic.New York..Liverpool_Jan 6
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool... .Jan 5
Lake Winnipeg.. ..Portland. ...Liverpool.. ..Jan 7
City of Berlin.New York.. Liverpool_Jan 8
Scythia.New York..Liverpool....Jan 12
City of Brussels... .New York. .Liverpool_Jan 13
Brooklyn.Portland_Liverpool.... Jan 14
Quebec.Portland ...Glasgow.Jan 14
Lake Manitoba —Portland....Liverpool_Jan 21
Ontario.Portland ..Liverpool_Jan 28

Turkey.

Constantinople. Dec. 25.—If the Porte accepts the arbitration of the Greek question it
will stipulate that the Ottoman troops shall oc-

cupy the Balkaus.
Athens, Dec. 26.—Premier Commaudorous
declares the report that Greece is willing to a<cept arbitration entirely false.
Philippopolis, Dec. 25.—The second session
of the Provisional Assembly of Eastern Roumelia to-day was closed by Aleko Pasha, Governor General, in the presence of the consular

I

Moon rises.

MARINE

French

ambassador, has informed the Porte that the
powers have accepted the arbitration proposed.
Resignation of the Governor of Roumelia

The Transvaal Republic Not Anxious for
War.
Durban, Dec. 25.—Sir George Pomeroy
Colley has received a dispatch lrom Pretoria of
the 18th inst., communicating a decree of the
Transvaal Republic, declaring that there was
no desire to revolt, nor did the
republic wish
for war. It rested with the British whether
the republic would be forced to appeal to arms
in self-defence, which would be with all reverence for the Queen, and with the full
knowledge that it was a straggle for the sanctity of the treaties which had been broken by
British officers. It was hoped an amicable arrangement could be arrived at with Maj. Hanyon for the republic was anxious to co-operate
with England in everything leading to peace.
This could only be done when its independence was acknowledged. An answer was expected within twenty-four hours.
It was in answer to this decree that Major
Lanergan issued the proclamation offering
pardon to all who immediately withdrew from
the malcontent camp.
London, Dec. 25.—The Sixth dragoons have
been sent to Natal from England.
Durban, Dec. 26.—The Boers fired on a detachment on the Pretoria and Lydeuburg road
under cover of a flag of truce.
At Potcbefstrom the greatest excitement
prevails. Four persous have been murdered.
A block in Ogdensburg, N. Y., occupied by
the Advance office, C. B. He-rimau, grocer,
and J. N. Nickerson, painters’ supplies, was
burned Saiurdav.
Loss 314.000; insurance

POBT OF

PORTIiAKD.

SATURDAY,

Just

Dec. 25.

Cleared.

Steamship
Nepigon, t,Br) Campbell, Liverpool—Thompson, Murray & Go.
Steamship Franconia, Mangum.New York—Henrv
J
Lake

Fox.
SAILED
Barqoes Minnie Hunter, and Ocean
Pearl; sch Grace Webster.
Steamship

!

SUNDAY. Dec. 26.
Nepigon left at 4 PM.

IIEIIOKANDjI.
Brig Manson, Gardner, from Inagua for NNew
was spoken
19th inst, entirely out of provisous ex-

cept a little salt beef. She bad been 16 nays North
ot Hatteras, with bad weather, and had been blown
off Several times. Fresh provisions were furnished
and she proceeded.
Sch Stephen Harding, which stranded at
Sandy
Hook in February last, has remained in
good condition up to 18th inst, and the Coast
Co
Wrecking
had lately succeeded in moving her a considerable
distance, but the storm of the 21st has proved disasterous to her and she is now badly
hogged. The
wreckers are stripping her and she will be sold as
she lay.
DOJIEHm ports.
FRANCISCO Cld 24 tb, ship Wandering
*^^5,
*
Jew, lapley, Queenstown.
GALV ESTON—Sid 17th, sch
Normandy, Adams.
Providence.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 24th, ship Andrew Jackson, Bartlett. Liverpool; sen Daisy E Parkhurst,
Hooper, Baltimore.
PENSACOLA—Ar 21st, brig Amy A
Lane, Carver
Sagua; sch Fostma, Philbrook. Macauzas.
SAVANNAH—Ar 24th, brig Katandin, Dodge,
6
Baltimore.
Cld 24th, sch Loretto Fish, Watts, Boston.
NORFOLK-Cld 22d, sch City of
Augusta, John-

uiS

W™

McGlIvery. Nickels,

New York

Baker, Newport.
24th, schs Jennie A Stubbs, Stubbs, for Cape
Harry White, Hopkins. Jacksonville; WH
Gard'
D Elli8' Torrey. NorS'5?wlrrilei.Jafks2nTille;
folk, Seabird,
Doyle, Providence.
Moonbeam, Dunbar,
frnn
24,lh' barque(aud
c^K-*ieVMYSr*iifor
anchored); achs
do for Warren; F P
Seabtid, McMullen, ^verP°°l»
Hall, Lawrence, Hoboken for Marblehead; L M
Strout, do for
d° l0r d°; 1 W Alleu’
Johnson*for*Bos’tonZ
anna,
Cld

Port lamb
rieh]Vjr
FALL RIVER—Ar
i>augor.

24th’ bri«

Clara »

«°od-

23, sch Louise Smith, Webber,
22d' scb FrancisJ Coffin, Kelley,

River tor New York.
port, sebs Mindora. Baker, for New York; Ella
Frances Bulger, Calais for Baltimore.
?,ob cbart«r Oak will winter at Newport.
ARD-HVAEN—Ar 23d, schs Geo D Perry,
111111 Xnnena'
Thompson, from Hoboken for
Boston
Fall
In

Fivin
m

°W-N-Ar 23d, schs Princeton, John-

Champion, Norton, do
?n?,ibieW \?rk lor
McFarland, do for Boston.
1,Ji?“,n,.f?,°,amer.
I foJSailed
23d, schs Moses Eddy, Warren, from

too late to
duplicate stock before Christ- ARTISTIC’
Htuiaonery
Clark’s Circulating Library.
mas, we advise an early se- BOOK*,
now

dr Blank Book-.

FBANK B.

CLARK, Co press St.
and Hhoe-, Fine Cu-toin Work,
for I^adies and Gents to Vleasure.
B. F. WHITNEY & Co., 222 Middle St.

lection.

BOOTH

Ac *HOEH. Your difficult and troubSign of Gold Boot
IRVING J. BROWN, 421 Congress St

and

a new

Cannot be

Street

ARTIFICIAL Flffi

Surpassed.
market,

and

will

see

what I

am

soiling for

Otter Muffs and Boas,
Seal, Chinchilla and Beaver Sets
very cheap.

A

lot of

new

and with

tliu'"

Hoy*’
CLOTHING,
dreu’s, Wholesale and Retail.

CARD !
Mr. Woodbury having been admitted
to the membership of the Boston Stock
Exchange, we are prepared to execute
orders at that Exchange at the same
rates of commission as those charged by
Boston Brokers.
Daily quotations of
the leading stocks are telegraphed us
morning and afternoon, and will be bulletined at our office for the benefit of the
WOODBUBT & MOULTON,
public.
Corner Middle & Exchange Streets.

E. N. PERRY,

decl

245 Middle Street.
dec4
„

FARRINGTON, 182

Banker

&

W. E.

one

lady.
Boquets made

194 Middle Street.

just received
New York Lace

importer some choice styles
in real Duchess and Thread

Government Bonds, First Class

Jabots, Necklaces, Handkerchiefs, Scarfs, &c., particularly desirable for gifts.
Gentlemen wishing to se-

Securities,

Bank
Stock,
&c.,
bought and sold. Orders at New
York and Boston Stock Exchanges
executed by wire.
o®28

have
a large

eodtf

nice present for lashonld
caU on ns and
dies,
see the above goods.
cure a

Woodbory&Moulton,
Cor. Middle &

CROCKERY,
DRY

GOODS, Sillu, Shawls,
DRY
Goods, Woolens, Linens, 4c.
MILLKTT 4

to order.

dec23

Buy and sell first-class State,
town and Railroad Bonds.
vestments for trust funds

Owen, Moore & Co.

city,
In-

dec23

con-

on hand.
Correspondence
solicited.
Orders in Stocks and
Bonds executed daily in Boston,
New York and Philadelphia Stock

Exchanges.

TSNGRAVING.
Wedding and Calling
JLi Cards and Fine Stationery.
WILLIAM s. LOWELL, 513 Congress St,

For Christmas.

GOOD!, Toys, Gaines, Bird
FANCY
Cages, Baby Carriages, Archery 4c.

CHAS DAY, JR., 4 CO., 187 Middle St

Cnatom and Ready Hade Clothing
Gents’ Famishing Goods.
ALLEN 4 COMPANY, 229 Middle St

FINE

Designs and Choice
Flowers specialty.
FLORISTS,Funeral
W. E. MOR ON
a

Plant
Brackets,
Stands, Willow Work Stands,
Feather Dusters, School
Bags, Lap Boards, Dried Grasses,
Including Pampas Plumes,

CO., 615 Congress

4

I

Pot

St

Foreign and Domestic, Candies,
FRUIT,
Children’s Christmas Toys.
GEO. H.
CUSHMAN, 486 Congress St
Ranges and Slave*. Sole
agents for the improved Highland Range.
O. M. 4 D. W. NASH, No. 6 Exchange St
and upholstery*

FURNACES,

Furniture
Fine.

Medium and Common Goods.
40 Exchange St.

FURNITURE Co.,

PORTLAND

and Hartford Ferns.

T/IUBNITUBE, Carpet*, Crockery,
and House Furnishing Goods.

A

HOOPER, EA JON4 CO., 123 Exchange St
A Kerosene Fixtures, Lamps Ac.
Old Fixtures Rebronzed.
CLEVELAND 4 MARSTON, 128 Exchange St

Kendall & Whitney,
PORTLAND,
declO

GAS

Kerosene Lamps A
GAS Fixtures,
Fixtures Rebronzed and Uilded.
LEVI S.

ME.

goods

BROWN. 28 Market Square
Furnishing Good*. Neckwear,

dtf

GENTS’
Underwear 4c.
CHARLES

Fine Shirtfi to order.
CUST18 4 CO., 493 Congress St

Wholesale and Retail.
Fine Teas, coffees and Fancy Groceries.
GEO. C. SHAW 4 CO., 6854587Cong. 4 235 Middle

GROCERIES,

1st. PREMIUM
State
N. B.

AT

—

Fine goods and low prices.
Grocers.
W. L.

1880.
1870.

WILSON 4 CO., Exchange 4 Federal St.
anri
Flour.
S. T. SOULE 4 CO.,
47 Free Street.
Flour, Fine Teas, and
Coffee, Pare Spices, Butter, 4c.. 4c.
WILLIAM MILL1KEN 4 CO., 683 Congress St

Fair,
Fair,1877.

GROCERIES”Tras

_

GROCERIES,

store. Hair Jewelry and Human
Hair Goods of all kinds made to order.
HAIR
A.

BLOCKLLNGER, 5 7 Congress
CnUery, Took,
HARDWARE,
Glass and Builders’ Supplies.

OF—

St.

T. L. MERRILL 4 CO., No. 9 Market Square
nanulr*. and denlrn in
Harness Leather, Wholesale and Retail.
CHAS. J. WA LKER 4 CO., 163 4 155 Middle St.
a FIRS. Special Fine, New
York Goods. Buffalo 4 Wolf Robes a specialty

HARNESS

Falmouth Hotel,

ana ueaiers m

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
DEALERS

FkYEING, Cleansing, Carpet Cleaning

Lamson
C0.7
Artist Photographer,
VENTILATION, Opposite

HEATING and

eodtf

Fine

U and Feather-Bed Renovating at FuRKSTCITY
DYE HOUSE ISPreble St. op., Preble House.

W. B. PENNELL &
—ENGINEERS

ilka,

DRY

dlw

stantly

*

4c.
RINKS BROS, 241 4 243 Middle St.
Goods,
Fancy Goods, Hosiery,
Gloves, Worsteds, Yarns, 4c.
A B. BUTLER, 247 Middle St.

dtf

Portland.,

•

Dress

LITTLE, 227 Middle Street

Owen, Moore & Co.

—

Exchange Sts.,

(Clapp’s Blk.)
Glares, Ribbons,
Laces, Embroideries, Worsted Crewels, 4t
E. S. MERRILL. 467 Congress St
China and Glass Ware.
R. S. RAND,
5 1) Congress St.
GOODS, Silks, Satins, Yelrets
cloaks. Dress Goods, Fringes, Domestics 4c.
TURNER BROS.. 4884 490 Congress St.
Kid

Goods, Fancy Goods,
DRY
Dress Goods. Cloaks, Sbaals,

Flower

We

from

PLUMMER,

COB8ET8,

Boys’ Sleds, Girls’ Sleds, Bird
Cages, Carpet Sweepers,

Broker,

Kid
and
405 Congress St.

>

eodtjanl

dim

St

Middle

Glares, Laces,
Hosiery,
selling rapidly, C10K8ET8.
Embroideries
Worsteds.

of the elegant Vases which we
offer
a
Large Assortment of, makes an acceptable presesnt for any

LACES.

Child-

Hen’s, Youth’* A Boys’
/ Fine Goods 4 Gents’ Furnishing Goods.
C1LOTH1NG.
0. J. & F. R.

Trimmings

just received, at a low price.

and

BOSTON & PORTLAND clothing Co., 205 Middle.

siieodtf

Fur

rum. nu.l F urui*hiug Good*.
J. BURLEIGH & Co.
Middle Street.

_184

We have just received a
lot of Roses and fine
flowers so much in demand for boquets. These
are

to

CIGARH.

new

goods

successor

CABINET

>

PERFECT FIT WARRANTED.
Call and examine, and
Seal goods.

DIES and
1. F. I/JRD.

C't.o
se

at

Allen Gow, 566 Congress Street
RakerN and IJpholsterers,
Dealers in Fine and Medium Furniture.
DEANE BROS. « SANBORN, 183 & 185 Middle St.
RHoufortarer and Importer
of Havana* igars, Wholesa'e and Retail.
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle St.

SACQUES,

Thev are superior to any in ihe
offered at a very low price.

Fine and Medium Goods

WETHERELL A CO.,
LOWELL, 225 Middle St.
Fine Confection-,

J
C'IAN

lot of

These garments have just been made up from
lected skins by the best New York makers. and for style and finish,

I S. “Culled” Bonds CASHED or
exchanged on favorable terms.

MAINE. HATS
Steam, Gas, Water Pipe Fix- PORTLAND,
MERRY, the Hatter
I p One Flight Only.
tures, &c.
sep21
dtf
Cap*
Manufacturer
aud
HATS.Dealer inA. Furs,Fum.
Robes,
NOS. 17 & 19 UNION STREET.

IN

’237 W 1,1.11* at

and

*c.

(JovernnieDt Ms,

G.

are prepared to furnish and set up in the best
manner and at short notice all kinds of
appliances
for Beating by Steam or flat Water.
We hare some specialties to which we would ask
the attention of all Interested. The Duaaiu
Magazine Bailer for steam, and the
•“«»’ Magazine Boiler for hot water, are introduced by us this year and commend themselves
to all who understand the needs of our winter climate. Combination heating, or hot water in connection with hot air
which has proved so successful in this State
the past five vears, will
still receive our careful attention. All work of this
kind guaranteed to give perfeot satisfaction.
We are especially prepared to undertake all kinds
of Sonitnry work and would be
glad to furnish
estimates free to all who may dosire our services.

JRitcb?

BANK STOCK, &C.

No. 32

Exchange

PORTLAND.

Street

heating,
during

MAUVE.

*n8t>_

BOdtf

BANKING HOUSE
—

OF

—

°clo

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,
IS NEW
NEW

SYLVESTER,

CALL and SEE

Clocks,

Silverware.
WM. SENTER A CO., 64 Exchange St

Watches, Diamonds,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware.
JEWELRY,
CARTER

BROS., 621 Congress, cor. Casco St
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks.
Manuf’rs, Gold and Silver Platers
ATWOOD A WENTWORTH, 609 Congress St
Watches, docks, Halve* Sc.

'

Decker Bros Pianos,

JEWELRY,
Silverware

JEiYELBl.
Plated VVare, Fine Watch Repairing.
ROBERT
SW

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CARE.

d3m

Also

a

T. 613 Congress
Watches. Clocks and Mire.
Ware, Manufacturers of Masonic Goods, Ac.
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 239 Middle St
B.

for Dwellings, Stores and Green-houses is McDonald V Water Heater.
It is a home im ntion and
honur manufacture, not one cent’s worth of labor
Demg spent on it outside of this city.
I challenge
any man to show its equal in efficiency, simplicity,
economy, durability and price. People preferring
water heat can best serve their own
good by trying
it, and if it will not do as I will tell them, I will remove it at my own exi»ense.
Tb
e is no need of
to New York for heaters,
n
to Montreal
or experts, as my heater has no peer in the former
city or State, and 1 myself will not ’ake the second
place to any man set ting them.
1 trust that try
fellow citizens will not take “Bosh” for truth and
facts, and be induced to buy inferior articles because far-fetched.
I refer the public to the followparties who are using my “Hot Wate> System:’
John Mai >,
Wm. Mundy,
Wm. E. Morton*
Wm. Morton, Joseph Bradford. Orin Hooper, C.
M Baine, Edward Waite and myself,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

All Wool Goodsat Low Prices.
just received the following goods:
One large lot Fine 44 inch Plain
Momie Cloth Dress Roods, in best
Colors, at only 54>cls.
These are just opened for sale
to-day, and are liaer and better

ing

value than the other Plain or Polka Spot Itlomies which sold so
quick last week.
One lot Extra Heavy 44 inch
black Momie Cloths, also at 50c.
One lot very
nice large li»-4
Blankets, all perfect, sold everywhere for $8.00, we shull sell at
once, at only $o.oo. This is a rare
chaner for a useful Christmas
present at 3-4 real value. One lot
Double width Twilled «7ct. Dress
Flannels, at only 50cts.
Cloaks
marked down to close seasons’
stock.

H.IKTE8

B

decl8

*

227 FEDERAL
oct23

BY

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts. Bunions and
Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
ElCURE IS O UARAN TEED. ^
Price 25 cents.
For sale by all Druggists.

of 1881 should notify the
Superintendent or Trustees at once, as a special care of
ots should include dressing, which must he
placed
ipon such lots before covered with snow.
Per order of Trustees.
or

the

same

uol5

Carriages

dtf

Stored.

Building.

MUfcIC,

of Boston—JOHN
Li At CIO —for sale by

William S.

MUSIC

Lowell,

CARD PLATE ENGRAVER

U. 11.

FAJtLEY,

No. 4

Exchange

Street.

HANGINGS, Interior DecoraPAPER
tions, Drapery Work, Upholstery Goods, Ac.
M.

Congress Street.

HOLIDAY

G.
BOS WORTH 591 Congress t
Chickering & Sons, l.indrrmnn

GIFTS.

We call parti-alar attention to

our

large stooK

FLOUR,
selling

—

8th, 1880.

declO

dtf

That

we are

Gifts.

A Maine Piano Co.’s
BAILEY & NOYES, 72 Exchange St.
and
oi best makes.
Five makes of Pianos and four ot Organs.
SAMUEL THURSTON. No.3 Free st Block

Manos.

! PIANOH

Orgna*

and Organ*.
General Agenis
fora Select Stock of Fine Instruments.
PIANOS
W. M.

of

FURBUSH A SON, 435 Congress St

Frame Mf*y. All kinds Frames
to order.
PICTURE
Fine Gold Frames
Specialty.

SWEET ORANGES.
!5 bbls.
(very

Holiday

Imported and Domestic.
flue Teas, Coffees, and good pure Spices

Line of

a

WM. MILLIKEN & CO., Grocers,
decl6

5S‘J CONGRESS STREET. d2w

PORTO RICOS,
sweet

and

price low.)

/alencia and Florida
received this day.

NO. 19 MARKET ST.

ON

account of a probable change in our firm January 1st, 1881, we shall offer our entire stock

dlw*

STAPLE AND FANCY GOODS,
GENUINE

taod Made Custom

Harnesses,

Best Stock, Latest Styles, Fine
warranted

as

represented.

Work,

113CenterSt.
iVm.Heimessy&Co.,
dec22
d2w

during the present month, at prices that will ensure its speedy sale.
We will sell our stock ami good will in trade to
any responsible party desirous of engaging in the
Wholesale Fancy Goods Business.
Examination of stock and correspondence solicited.

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,
151 middle Street,
dec7

37

Temple Street.

,

JKATE8,-twenty-live
Also Guns and

different

Sporting Goods.

>J

G. L.

BAILEY,

4S

styles-

Exchange

St

< JTOVES, Range* and Furnaces.
Agent for Wood, Bishop & Co.s’ Goods.
W. D. AMES, 29 Market Square.

►

Ranges,
j<TOY'EH,
Sole
for

aud Furnaces.

Agents

Magee Furnace Co.'s Goods.
A, N. NOYES A SON, 12 Exchange St
A JTOVES, Furnaces, and Ranges.
J
Sole Agents for the "Falmouth Range."
F. A C. B. NASH, 172 A 174 Fore St
Always on hand the be it
German, French and English Goods.
W. H. KOHldNG, S9
Exchange St
[lAILOK and Draper. Fine Goods and

»

I rAlLOR.

SpecialNotice.

Oranges,

C. W. SMITH,

dec23

Low prices for
full stock of

KNIGHT,

J.IDDLEKY Hardware, Harness Leather
35 and Horse Goods. Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE M. NELSON A CO. 119 Exchange St.

Both

Also a choice lot of
^

at
A

R. H.

Cigars, Canned Goods, Olives,
Pickles, Sauces, At-.,
specialty.

season

PATRICK DUFFEY, Superintendent.

1 & 2

Congress St.

402

& cuti s,
States Hotel

Music Books, Hiring*, Mimical
Instruments and Merchandise.
IRA C. STOCK BRIDGE, lot> Exchange St
Sc inusic BOOKS, Pianos,
Organs, Musical Instruments. Ac.
C. K. HAWES, 177 Middle St
rYPTICAL Goods.
Glass Eyes an Great
LP Variety of Shape aud Color,
The best make.

By the Celebrated Kngravers
LOWEIi

BARNES,

;
Millinery^
Eastman
Nos.
United

New.

BY

Portland, I)

Try

care

A. E.

A Son. Ed McCameron
PI4N09;

Kendall & Whitney,

Coro, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

of lots in

and
Millinery Goods,
MILLINERY
Velvets, Satins, Ribbons, lowers A Laces.

riiKisms cards.
Something

Sc

a

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Superintendent’s Office, Nov. 13, 1880.

Millinery.
MRS. E. R. FOWLE,

ENGRAVED

Patent and 8t. Louis Brands of

—

Cemetery and parties having
OWNERS
lots in charge who desire special
of

Merchant

No. 4 Elm St
FANCY GOODS,
Velvets, Flowers and Real Laces.
MRS. *J. DRYDEN, Cor. Congress and Casco Sts

A.T WHOLESALE & RETAIL

USING

EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

Goods.

F. A. SMITH, 231 Federal St.
tailor, a Fine
assortment of Cloths for Gentlemen’s Wear.
AUG. S. FERNALD. 237 Middle St

_

5JI?

Scrap,
Work,
Wood,
Lunch, School, Hamper,
Clothes & Dog Baskets.

Corns!

Imported

]Af ILLINEHY

dtjanl

Office,

OS.

it and you will be convinced like thousands
vho have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for kchlotterbeck’s Corn nn<l Wort
Solvent and take no othc:.
nov23
sndif

STREET,

»TLANP.

_I'O

BASKETS.

dtf

Cure Your

McDonald,

CO., 607 A 509 Congress
Tailor.
A Piue Assort
A

VfEBCIIAIVT
inent of

1XA

dtf

A.

k.

wares

OWEN,

PORTLANP.

sep29

?;omg

We have

GLOVES, Laces, Small
and
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods, wholesale and retail.
KID
MOORE

Thurston,

8 Free St. Block,

I

JEWELRY,

choice stock of lirst-class

Bl f MATING APPA- PIANOS AND ORGANS.
TBS YET,
Samuel

T

410 Congress St

M. D.

Watches, Chronometer**,
JEWELRY*Charts,
and

ST.,

YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Securities bought and sold strictly on commission
and carried as long as required, on tavorable
termand on a moderate margin.
Deposits payable on deman i received.
Four per cent, interest allowed on
uaily balances. .Members of the N. Y. Stock Fx•;'»"gedeclS S&TnVianl

SUbSKRAUT, 232 Middle St.

phabhacv.
Homeo. Medicines, Books ami Cases.
Homeopathic
S. E.

We

CITY AND TOWN RONDS,

Rockland.

BALTIMORE—Cld 23d, schs B F Walker, WestF N Tower, Adams,
Wilmington.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 23d, barque Ada F Crosby, Hess, Lisbon.
24th, barque R A Allen, Shaw, Havana.
£ld
Sid »m Delaware Breakwater 23d, sch L B
Gregg
BB
Havener, from Philadelphia for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, schs
Quoddy,
Fanning,
Annie
F
Lui.ec;
Collins, Cousins, Providence; Adri-

As it is

Hhne-:
low prices.
BnotJ H
Successors to CYRUS

SEAL DOLMANS,

ieodtf

son, New V ork.

HAMPION '5
ROADS—In port 24th, sebs Kate M
Hilton, for Portland; Paul Seavey, for Port Spain;
Frank Harrington, for Boston; D H
Ingraham, for

FREI) T. MEAHER s CO., 473 Congress St
A POT HEP ARY;The Cnrefal Prepnrn.
xA tion of Prescriptions a Specialty.
E. DANA JR., 589 Congress St.
4 BT PHOTOGRAPHY
A
by LAMSON, opposite Falmouth Hotel.
Absolutely permanent Photographs a specialty.
HI ATE RIALS, Architect-’ A
Engineers’ Supplies, Picture Frames, Art Goods
CYRUS F. DAVIS, No. 5M3 Congress St

—AND—

—

Lake

received,

FINE SEAL

(CANAL BANK BLOCK.;

3.04

NEWS.

in

BASKETS.

“SEAL DOLMANS.”

Dealers In Government, municipal and Knilroad Securities.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.... DECEMBER 27.
Sun rises.7 35 j High water. 7.27
Sun sets. 4.28

Stylish Shapes

APOTHEC

“SEAL SACQUES,”

Street.

do

26th, Charles E. Usher, aged

[Funeral Wednesday, at 2 P. M., from the residence of A. M. Benson.]
In Scarboro, Dec. 11, Miss Stattra. daughter of
Samuel and Abigail Newcomb, aged 22 years and

question.
Berlin, Dec. 26.—The Russian minister at
Athens is summoned to St. Petersburg to enlighten the Czar on the Greek question and receive instructions.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 25.—The
Agence
Russe, in announcing that Russia has agreed
to the arbitration of the Greek frontier
question, provided Turkey and Greece are prompt
to accept the decision of the
powers, explains
that the refusal of Greece to accept the arbitration scheme does not refer to the proposal of
the powers, but to the demand put forward bv

BROKER,

Swan & Barrett,

Cummings.
In Woolwich, Dec. 22,

some

Ac.

LAMSON, 201 Middle street
ARIES; Drug-, Filial-, Oil-.
Agts. Pratt’s Astral Oil.
W. W. WHIPPLE A CO., 21 Market Square
Chemical-,
APOTHECARIES;
Imported Perfumes, Soaps, Toilet Articles &o.

eodsntf

SAMUEL HANSON,

In Cumberland, Dec. 16, by Rev. T. S. Perry, Jas.
M. Prince and Miss Susan E. Mitchell, both of
North Yarmouth.
In Bath, Dec. 23, Emery E. Lovell and Mrs. Olive

Styles in

BOOTH
lesome feet properly filled.

Stock* anti Bonds limiglii and
sold on commission lor casli or
carried on a reasonable margin.
Orders for stocks on Boston and
N.‘IT. stock boards, promptly executed.
Stock privileges obtained on reliable IS. If. houses, at lowest rates

HABBIAGE8.

me ureez

AFRICA.

Hi-I (sloven cleansed every day. price 10 cts

34

Christmas. A slight shading is reported in
fleeces, but the marxet generally has been pretty
steady. The receipts from domestic ports for the
week have been 8,580 bales against 3,790 bales the
corresponding week of 1879, and 3,365 bales in
1878. The imports of foreign have been 742 bales,
against 3,003 bales In 1879, 15 bales in 1878.

aud

FINANCIAL.

ia2

New

watches, Fine
American
Jewelry Silverware, C lock-,
CHAS. H.

Silk Handkerchiefs,

New.

per Pair.
nov30

C. SAWYER & CO.. 22 Market Square

WM.

1*J PREBLE 8T., opposite Preble Ho one.
■im en cleansed iu a superior maimer.

Middle

TOOLS, BOISE
AlittlCl'I.Tl'BAI.
Furnishing Goods, Plant Stands, Bulbs, &c,

d2w

SPOKEN.
Sept 26, lat 7 N, Ion 25 W, ship S C Blanchard,
Oakes, -Tom New York for San Francisco.

181*

moner refunded.

Loriflg, Short & Harmon.

Something

£#“Parties not prepared to visit Port
land, may order goods from the following classifications with perfect reliance
that their orders will he promptly attended to.
{Satisfaction guaranteed or

including

FOSTER’S
FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,

@35
@47
@47

of Maine.

Ostrich Feathers and Tips Dyed,
All the Fashionable Tints to
Pattern.
Also cleansed
and curled to look like new at

fore

At Cork to-day the police were fired upon
by
crowd and one policeman shot.
Particulars of the Recent .British Defeat.
Details of the attack on the wagon train
which the detachment of the 94th regiment
was in charge of show tht the
wagons got into
a swamp and all hands laid aside their arms to
extricate them. The Boers suddenly appeared
and before the soldiers were able to defend
themselves they were shot down. While a Boer
was attempting to hoist a
republicah flag at
Patchefotroona he was shot by a British officer
whom the Boers immediately killed.
The
four prisoners reported to have been murdered
at Patcbefstroona were a commandant of the
Cape mounted police and three civilians. They
were brutally murdered in the midst of an assembly of 3000 Boers. The driver of a post
cart was murdered and the mails carried off.
Floods in Cyprus.
Nicosia Cyprus. Dec.
26.—Sixty houses
have been destroyed by floods at LimasolEight persons were killed and the damage will
amount to £70,000.
Suicide of the President-Elect of Switzerland.
Berne, Dec. 25.—M. Anderwert, who was
recently elected President of the Swiss Confederation for 1881, committed suicide this
evening in a public promenade, shooting himself with a revolver.

$9000.

@38

dtf

We have added many new
things to our stock thh week,

Cor. Middle & Union Sts..

en

HOLIDAYS, 1880.

The following Trade Circular U respectfully presented by the undersigned Retail Houses of Portland, with a view to
show the extent and variety of articles
handled, and the names of those large
dealers who make this City the best
market and trade centre for the people

we

dec
, 13

PORTLAND, ME.,

FOR

148 Pearl Street.

have a new line of
Groups, consisting of Classical, Musical
and Popular Subjects, made from same
material that Rogers’ are, and ranging
in pric e from 81.60 to 810. This
popular line of groups meets a demand long
called for, and we ask the public to inspect the same at our new store

H. IV. PINKHAM,

OF

COLCORD,

jau24

Liverpool 27th inst, ships Norris, Barstow
Rangoon; Orient, Allen, Norfolk.
Sid 24th, steamer Brooklyn, Lindall, Portland.
Ar at London 23d inst, barque Flora P
Stafford,
Smith. Portland.
Ar at Queenstown 24th
inst, ship Eureka, Woodwood worth, San Francisco.
at
l^ort ^^atal—, brig C C Robinson, Forbes,
New York.

The sales of Wool for the week foot up 3,336,700
pound, which is a large business for the week be-

a

Aleko Pasha has tendered his resignation as
Governor of Roumelia.
An Unfounded Story.
St. Petersbruo, Dec. 26.—The report of the
of
a tunnel near the railway at Liva
discovery
dia is officially declared unfounded.
Opposition in Spain to Concessions to
American Importers.
New York, Den. 26.—The Herald’s Madrid
siiecial says:—Attention must be called in
America to the strong influences brought to
bear upon the Madrid Government by tne journalistic organs of the so-called free trader's in
the capital, by Catalan manufacturers, Castilian agricultural interests and the great ports of
tile peninsula to arrest and impede the concessions about to be made by Seuor Del Castillo to
the imports of the United States and the dag
of America in the West Indies. The arguments rest on the pretension tb at America
must diminish the duties on sugar ai d molasses
because her own refiners want the raw material
and all the developments of the relations between the United States and the West
Indies,
especially the repeal of differentiil flag duties
in Cuba, is the object of resistance in the ports
of Spain. They ask the repeal of the flag duties in the United States.

Besides these

@53

@48
@ 40
@35

j. w.

Peddler.

@65

California.16
Texas.20
Canada pulled. .40
Do Combing .'..45
washed.28
Smyrna
Uunwashed.l6
Buenos Ay res..18
Montevideo.34
English Combing.40
Cape Good Hope.30
42
Australian.
Donskoi.27

suppressed.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber.

are:

CIRCULAR.

RETAIL TRADE

dtf

Cor. Middle & Union St.
Latest Issues

GUIDE.

Street.

These Groups will be on exhibition at store

Shylock,

Cardin.
Ar at

dec*

@48
@41
@ 60
@52
@ 30

delaine—
Medium and N<> 1 combing.53
Fine delaine..
53
Low and coarse.45
Medium unwashed.36
Low unwashed.32

a not Saturday in Dublin between
soldiers and civilians.
The Gazette publishes a proclamation promeeting at Athefuerary county,

26.—Tissot,

@

41

Con cress

OCtll

The Referee,

[Cable reports.]
Ar at Havre 24th inst, ship Thus
Lord,Fairbanks,
New York.
23d, ship C F Sargent, Atherton, for

German,

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.

The

Portland.

@ 46

Combing and

fovernment

Dec.

@46
@45
@48

Extra

_

body.
Constantinople,

@49
@48
@ 51
@ 43

Medium.50
Coarse.42

London, Dec. 25.—A Rome correspondent of
the Times says:—“lam satisfied in asserting
that the Land League in Ireland falls distinctly within the category of associations regarded
by the Vatican as revolutionary, and when the
Pope, as in the document published in the Asservatore Romans, deploring the serious character of the agitations in Ireland, etc., for the
official nature of which I can fully vouch,
speaks of anarchical means,he points distinctly
to “Boycotting” and other unworthy systems.
After this utterance there cannot longer remain any justification for the assertion made
by a portion of the Irish press that the Pope
countenances the proceedings they advocate.”
New York, Dec. 26.
Specials to the World state that the information received within the last few days by the
has been of a character to leave no
oubt of an organized and general rising in
Ireland arranged for the 26th of December.
This accounts for the hurried dispatch to that
island of so many thousand picked troops
which renders a successful insurrection impossible. Simultaneous blows, according to the
original programme,were to be struck in t ondon and other cities of England. Many Irish
Americans have arrived within the last few
days at Queenstown, but any attempt to land
arms will be frustrated for
the coast is now
carefully guarded. The conservative papers
reproach the government bitterly, but leading
journals in the provinces express full approval
of Gladstone’s policy.
At Portedown two tenant farmers who refused to obey the Land League and continued
to pay rents to obnoxious landlords had their
houses burned and produce destroyed.
A spy
employed by the constabulary to search out the
perpetrators was stabbed.
Dublin, Dec. 26.—The circulars of the magistrates in reply to Forster’s circular state that
the magistrates are unable to carry out the law
owing to terrorism. The Monaghan antiLeague associations have issued a manifesto
calling on loyal men to combine for mutual defence.
A Land League meeting in Barris in Ossary
was
There was

Holidays

niarHU.

Boston, Dec. 25—[Reported for the Press].—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon:
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock...61 (® 52
Choice XX.47
Fine X.47

Sunday

648

At Point-a-Pitre Nov 23, sch W G
Moseley, Googfrom Jacksonville, ar 21st.
disg.
At Demarara Nov 24, barque Clara E
McGilvery,
for
New
Walnut,
York; Hannah McLoon, Orcutt
from Troon, ar 23d: brig A J
Pettenglll, Davis
from Leith, ar 23d.
Sid Nov 16 brig Rabboni, Coombs, Turks Island.
Cldat StJohu, NB, 23d, sch Aftou, Watts, for

Exchange

TRADE

Will receive Pupils at

During the

YorkTdavk*

50

BROWN,

French and

ms.

STOCK

THE BUYERS

|

Teacher of

i'OItEIUN PORTS.
At Salt Poud, WOA, Nov
12th, barque Sarah E
Griffin
from Addah.
Kingsbury,
Sid fm Aspinwall Dec 7, ship Ida
Lily, Eastman,
for Galveston,
Ar at Laguna 1st lust, sch John A
Lord, Thomas,
New York via St Lucia, to load for New York.
*nst| 8cb San Juan, Dodge, for New

closing quotations of

United States 6’s, 1881, reg. .101%
United States 6’s, 1881, coup..104%
United States new 6’s, reg.
.101%
U dted States new 5’s, coup.101%
United States new 4%’s, reg.. .Ill
Uuited States new 4% *s, coup.111%
Unit#! States new 4’s,reg.
112%
United States new 4’s.
113%

EDUCATIONAL
MISS

(By Telegraph.)

The toilowing are lo-Uay’s
(lovernment securities

hibiting^

FATAL AFFRAY.

New York, Dec. 25—The following is
Bank statement ending to-day:

Loans, decrease.$
Specie, increase.

DISAPPROVING OF THE

METHOD OF

TWRNTV-FOOR

SPECIAL notices.

lin° Portland'"ANDING~Ar

Bank Statement.

Preparations for a Rising in Ireland Yesterday.
POPE

New

FiNANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

EUROPE.

THE

York for Boston: May Day, Elizabethport for
Kockland, Charley Hanley, do for Winterport; S J
Lindsey. New York for Boston; George & Albert, do
tor
Plymouth; Tennessee, do for Boston; H L CurFour Persons Killed by a Train.
tis, Bartlett, Hoboken; Trade Wind, Gray, do for
Lucan, Out., Dec. 20.—Six persons in a
Perth Amboy for Salem; D B
Everett. Sgdmiaa.
wagon were struck by a train near Claudeboys
Philadelphia for Portland.
®cbs America, from NYork for
Stations and four instantly killed and one danPortland;
G Knight. Pratt, do for
do; Milton, do for Bos7*
gerously hurt.
Calais tor Providence.
j
Disastrous Fire In Bridgewater, N. 8.
^
schs Elizabeth DeHart. Low,
1JV~23d.
St Domingo
for Boston; Ulrica R
Boston, Mass., Dec. 25.—A Halifax special
Smith, Richardson, New \ ork for do.
to the Herald says a tire broke out this after*n
schs Laura
23d,
P^rt
Robinson, for Boston; S S
noon iu a large building in Bridgewater,
N.
Kendall, Snow. Nortbport for do; kate E Rich, fm
S., owned and occupied by Gasper Ernst.
Perth Amboy for uo; Emma K
Smalley, Cousins,
This building witli the Liverpool Hotel owned
Philadelphia for Salem; WF
Fredr^y,
bo S, Foshay, the dwelling of Simon Ernst,
Tracey.
Richmond for Portland.
Gr®f2.»
Fiendlis’ livery stablos and several barns and
Williamson, C*aig, St
Andrews, NB, Empire, Closson, Searsport: Alice
outhouses were destroyed. A great panic prePembroke; Sarah, Wright, Freeport;
vailed as the town has no fire apparatus, but a
Wm Butman Green and
Winterchange of wind prevented further spread of port; E A Elliot. Colson, do.Minetta, Wade,
the flames. Two little children of Gaspar
G'd 24tb’ bHrrlua Wealthy
Pendleton,
Blanchard,
Melbourne.
his
house and
Erust were on the upper floor of
LYNN—Ar 24th, schs Hudson, Coleman, and
though every effort was made to rescue them Dexfc-r,
from Calais;
Empire, Closson, Searsport;
they .were burned to death. Loss by fire Granville, Clark,
Kockland.
heavy. The hotel was the only building in21st' 8ch Sarah, Hamsured.

HOURS.

a

expression, is the true eloquence of

A. Bronson

lauded to get it.

to

Portland, Me.
dt

rj L

First-class Work a Specialty.
D. E. CORNISH,

rrNOERTAKEHM,
U

Caskets.
S. S.

249 Middle St.

Wood and

Metallic
Collins, Shrouds, Caps, Ac.
RICH A SON, 133 Exchange St

I JTNDEKTAKEIIS,
and

Caskets.

CoOlns,

every requisite for funerals.
4 Il'UUHKU 424 < jongree* St
} T7ATCII aud Clock Maker,
Robes,

MoKRNNA

r

▼

Oliver

Gerrish,

at

WM. SENTER A CO.’S, 54 Exchange Street
1 [ITOOD. Dealers in Hawed Wood aud
► ? Kindlings. MORSE A F1UKETT, 19 Plum.

•

ml

:

MONDAY MORNING, DEC. 27.
THE PRESS
May be ob aiueu at ibe Periodical Depots of N. C
.i ,f.
darquis, Brunei & Go., Andrews, Aru
G«i.\ Wem worth, Hodsdon. Hayden. W. 1
•i
j», corner Exchange and Fore St.. Welande:
Ho on a Maine >e[*ot, and Chisholm Bros., on a
that run >ut of the city.
A .ourn, A illard Small & Co.
A igusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. 11. Babb & Co.
ha h, ol J. O. "shaw.
B i-ieford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellersou’s Bookstore.
Bridgton. Daniel Dickens.
Br tuswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cnmn rland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damariscoua, E. W. Dunbar
Freeuort, V\ A Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
G< rbttni, *1. Irish.
Hallo well, O. L. Spaulding.

a

r «i

j

favor, supported by money

CITY and VICINITY.
TO-DAY

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Naw Portland Theatre—Cobwebs.
t'i 5 Hall Hens'-bel Grand Concert.
First Grand Assembly—St. James Baud.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Carlton Kimball-1.
S it A ADVERTISEMENTS.
Six Days’ Benefit—Thomas Fisher.
Wanted—No |15C High Street.
Maine Turning Company—Herbert G.
Briggs.

bargain. Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock al
goods remaining will be sold at auction. 491
•
Congress street, corner Brown.
Read the Weekly Death List ol Coi
sumption, and learn how many die of neglect
ed coughs and colds that Hale’s Honey o
Horehound and Tar would have cured.
Pike's Toothache drops cure in one minute
dec27d6t
An

extra

bargain

in

Pocket

Books

and

Bags; White Black and Red Fans at H. I.
Nelson & Co.’s.

Dr. C. W. Benson’s Celery and ChamoPills are prepared expressly to cure Sick
Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will care any case. Price 50 cts., postage free.
Parsons, Bang* & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.
General Agents.
octl8eodtf

Thirty years’ experience of an Old
Nurse.
MR8.
WINSLOW’S SOOTHING
SYRUP is the prescription of one of the best
female physicians and nurses in the United
States, and has been used for thirty years with
never-failing success by millions of mothers for
their children. It relieves the child from pain,
cures dysentery and diarrhoea,
griping in the
bowels, and wind-colic. By giving health to
the e did it rests the mother. Price
Twentylive Cents a bottle.
nov27SMW&w(imo
Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

ui

Dec. «, I SNO.
OFFICE HOURS:
excepted.

Delivery

the Falmouth line last week, and a man
killed a white tailed martin near Falmouth

near

foreside.
A man

bought a horse in this city a year
ago for $30 and sold him last week, for $600.
The Portland Band will celebrate its 53d
anniversary Wednesday evening.

George

C. Shaw & Co. sold 1500 pounds of
turkey on the day before Christmas.
Bowdoiu alumni association will dine at the
Falmouth January 4.
The Cadets returned from Lewiston Christ-

morning much pleased with their visit.
It is hoped that the Maine Historical library
will be arranged by February 1st when a reception will be given.
Alderman Sargent presented each of his employes with a goose Christmas.
mas

a

fellow

on

new

State

street

at-

tracted some attention by his drunken actions
and drinking from a bottle.
A gentleman in

observing

the sight worked a nice little plan to rid the chap of his destructive companion. lie simply asked him for a drink,
and gaining possession of the article whipepd
This with the sight
up and drove off.
a

team

the

of

broken

bott'e

and

spilled

contents
caused a stream of language that almost made
the air blue while the sot raved like a madmau.

cold with a high wind. MerYesterday
cury 31 at sunrise, 35° at noon, 34'’ at sunset; wind northeast,
was

got that rot.
We have B e nano’s

we

monthly

for December.

New Dump Car.
Saturday morning last Mr. F. T. Pullen,
general agent of the New England Car Company, exhibited a new dump car patented by
that company, at the Maine Central station in
this city in the presence of Superintendent
A

Pay son Tucker of the Maine Central, Superintendent Hamilton of the Ogdensburg, Superintendent Beal of the Portland Company and
other railroad officials.
The car is eight
wheeled witli a weight of 19,000 pounds, and
has a capacity of twenty tons of coal. The car
can have its load dumped and the box righted
again in two minutes by means of a patent
lever worked by one man.
The railroad officials all expressed themselves highly pleased with the car and said it
accomplished all that was claimed for it. The

Portland Company will at

once

build five of

these cars with the New England Car Company’s patent for the Maine Central road.
Card of Thanks.
A large number of gifts were left at the dooi
of Ilev. S. W. Adriance, pastor of the Congregational church at Woodford’s, on Christmas
eve and Christmas day, and he desires publicly

*
*

to express his thanks:
“We take this early opportunity to express
through your columns our hearty thanks to all
the kind friends who by their many useful and
beautiful gifts helped so much to make this ‘a
merry Chirstmas’ for us. We thank you not
only for these visible and valuable substances,
but for the thoughtfulness and regard of which
them to be the tokens. Your symwe believe
pathy strengthens and encourages us in our
work at Woodford’s, and we snail strive by
added faithfulness and joy in friendship to
show our appreciation of your kindness.
And now hoping that your Christmas haf
been a merry one, we wish you each and all a
“Happy New Year.”

Very gratefully,

Rev. and Mrs. S. W. Adriance.

Woodford’s, Me,,[Dec. 25 1880.

aiiu

rt5-

mild weather, than cold New England.
The churches were docorated with evergreen

festoons, wreaths and crosses, and in some Of
the Catholic and Episcopalian the edifices were
resplendent with numerous gas jets. The
music, published in Saturday’s Press, was

beautifully
There

rendered.

very pretty entertainment at
Congress Square vestry Christmas night, giveu
by the children of the Sunday School, entitled
“Santa Claus’ House,” in which the little ones
were treated to a glimpse of the good old Saint
in his home, while dwarfs and fairies kept
guard over his stores, and in obedience to his
call brought forth the stockings of candy.
After that all received a present from the wellladen Christmas tree. The pleasantest feature
of the evening to the older part of the audience
was the presentation of some choice books by
oue of the teachers to the pastor, Rev. ffm. E.
Gibbs, from the officers aud teachers of the
was a

uvuuui.

XU i'll, u-uua UIUIU

ILUfcU

tu

any one i>erson the school is indebted for its
prosperity, and he well deserves the recognition of his services.
CHRISTMAS

TREES.

Besides the Christinas trees

Brief Jottings.
Twelve deaths the past week.
The public installation of Bramhall Lodge
officers will take place January 6tb.
A Cumberland farmer shot a fine red doe

Saturday

Btjuuer

Christmas was a charming day, clear, crisp
and bright. It was more like a winter’s day in
the Middle States, with its dry sidewalks and

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.20
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30 and 9.00 p.m.
Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.20, 5.10, 8.10,
and 11.1“ p. m. Close at 8,15 a. m., 12.30, 3.00
and 9.00 p in.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston & Maine
Railway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.10 p. m. Close at
8.15 a. m. and 3.i Ml p. m.
Groat Southern Si Western—Arrive at 12.20 5.10,
8.10 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m., 12.30,
3.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.05 p
m.
Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.05 p.m.
Close at 11.30 a. in. and 4.35
aud 9.00 p. m.
Morning Northwestern, by Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.40 a m. Close at 8.00 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn—Arrive at 2.06 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.05
p. m. Close at G.30 and 11.30 a.m.
4.35 and 9.00 p. m.
Deer
Castina,
Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, donesport, Machias. Haeblasport, East Machlas. Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a.m.
Close at 5.00 p. m.
Foreign malls, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express. Augusta. Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2.05 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegau.intermcdiate offices ami the north—
Arrive at, 1.05 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Skowhegau also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.4' p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
11.30 a. m. and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & 0.
R. R.—Arrive at 6.45 p. m. Close at 7.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P. &
O. R. R.—Arrive at 11.25 a. m. Close at 2.15 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—Arrive at 1.20 p. m. Close at 12.45
p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
& R. R. R.—Close at 6.60 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are made dally (Sundays excepted,) in the business portion of the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 1.30 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 and 11 45 a. m. 2.30 p. m.
Collections are
ma le on week days at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., and
2.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p. m.

«

uio

uuuno,

Christmas.

uuuuaj

From 8.00 a. m. to 8.30 p. m., Sundays
Sunday s, open for Carriers and General
from 9 to 10 a. in

to

Now, tbe
message could be taken off the wires at any or
all offices between Boston and Portland, Me.
The second want, which it is claimed that
this new instrument will supply, is in its application to telenhonic service. Now if a circuit was completed from Boston to Concord,
N. H., through Lowell, Nashua and Manchester, and it was desirable to send despatches containing the same information to each
of
these cities, the operator at the telephone in
Boston would be compelled to repeat it four
times, one for each locality.
By the use of
this apparatus, it is claimed that one transmission will be sufficient, the receivers at
each station hearing the words simultaneously.
Or the wire can be grounded in any one city,
preventing those beyond from bearing tile
message. This improvement will prove of
especial value in the transmission of press dispatches. Lowell, as well as some of the other
small cities, receives daily telephonic dispatches from Boston, and, when the three
cities northward are also placed in circuit, as
they soon will be, the newspapers along the
...
an exline may receive the same
pense iooo by OU per cent, than would be
charged a single paper, aud a great reduction
from the prices of transmission by Morse lines.

dc2id.1t

mile

»

influence

enable it to wage war to the end.
Another invention which docs not compete
with any, but fills a place hitherto unoccupied
is being rapidly brought to completion in this
city. Its purpose is twofold. By its use, a
central telegraph office like Boston, for instance, can be enabled to “ground” a wire at
any desired point, preventing communication
beyond, and that, too, without consultation
with, or against the objection of, the manager
at the locality to be groundod
The control
of way offices is vested in the central switchboard.
If therefore, it is desirable to send a
private message to Lynu, none bat the operators in the way offices between Boston and
xjjuu,

his entiri >
Every lady ii
and get a grea

should go to his store

and

ceiver, could know its purport.

Carlton Kimball will
offer
stock at auction prices today.

city

this enterprise is that several electricians, in
the interest, it is said, of the American Union
Telegraph Company, have been experimenting for a long while in this direction, and that

be removed.
If the
claims in behalf of this now project are substantiated, the Bell Telephone Company will
have to encounter a powerful rival for public

Noyes.

tiie

Herald says another Telephone
company with a totally different machine
from Bell’s has entered the field.
All that
can be definitely said
at present concerning

trifling impediments to

Estes.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Sunday

they now claim to have attained the end they
sought. The secret of their success is jealously guarded at present, not only because it
is desired
to make the working model as
nearly perfect as possible, before it is brought
to the public light, bat because there are a few

L.mo *11, G. L. dudkins.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, F. A. Millett.
Norway, A. O.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
K -catand, < >. G. Andrews.
Sabaltus, E. II. Johnson.
Sa carap|ia. at the Post office.
Sa o, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick,
Thomas ton, S. Delano.
Vnialhaven, B. Lane.
Waldo boro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Wiscassei., Gibbs & Bundle*,.
W odiord’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, O. E. Coombs.

NEW

New Invention of the American Union
Co.
The

i'c

Lewiston, Cbandl

PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

THE TELEPHONE.

l

connected with

Sunday schools, hundreds of families in Portland bavo adopted this pleasant observance of
the day. Our German residents have theirs at
6 o’clock in the morning, after the fashion of
the Fatherland, at the hour when Yankee
children are running down in their night
dresses to inspect their stockings, and to
begin
ttieir feast of sweetmeats. We know of one
family that has had its Christmas tree for

thirty years, and

now

grandchildren and great

grandchildren gather under its branches. For
days before, parcels are going from all directions to the homestead, and on Christmas, at
about three in the afternoon, the families begin to gather there, each arrival being hailed
with a shout of welcome from the children.
The afternoon is spent in pleasant
greetings,
in romping among the children, or
singing and
recitations by the younger of the broods.
A
bountiful supper follows, and then all

gather

the tree, where the presents are taken off,
the inscriptions read,and the articles delivered
to their addresses. Many pleasant hits excite
at

tho mirth of the audience, such as a
procession of bags of candy which overwhelm a
young lady who has made known her partiality for sweetmeats, and elegant specimens of
handiwork extort the applause of the
company
as well as the gratitude of the
recipients. The
wonder and delight of the little folks, as
they
find their arms filling with gifts and
every
wish anticipated by parents,

grandparents,
cousins, aunts and uucles, or perhaps by some
outside friend who has quietly sent a
present
in, is enough to make a merry Christmas for
the gravest observer, and the
evening winds
up with a succession of choruses
which
make the house ring, and the chilled, out-door
passers

stop

to

time they are
A

say, with

having in

MASONIC

a

smile, “What a good

there.”

OBSERVANCE.

MUSIC AND

MECHANICS’ HALL.
At Mechanics’ Hall Rev. John Wills discoursed on the heauty and excellence of peace.
His text was Tsai ms lxxii, 70: “In his days
flourish and abundance of
moon endureth.”
The
peace
long
inability of David to forecast the distant future of Israel, when a nation that was no nashall the

righteous
as

so

the

tion at the time of his writing, should be the
destroyer of its nationality, furnished no good
reason why we of today should not find in this
sublimest of Hebrew melodies an application
to that ever enduring reign which shall cul-

minate, at last, in

an age of
universal rightand peace. The reign of Solomon,
peaceful and prosperous, was but a faint,
scarce distinguishable type of the golden ago
to come, when “the mountains”—which prefigure the chief rulers of the world, “and the
little hills,” i. e. the lesser depositories of
political power, “shall bring peace to the peo-

eousness

ple by righteousness.”

Great shall be the triumphs of peace when “love your enemies, do
good to them that hate you,” shall be the universal law of Christendom, and the bloody
hand of war shall no more write “thou shalt
hate thine enemy,” over against that diviner
law of the Prince of Peace.
War was shown
to be of the antichrist.
Peace to be of the
Christ. The lovers of peace, the friends of

humanity, were encouraged to renew their efforts for the abolition of war in every shape
and form. Jesus was in advance' of his own
aye. and also of onrs. when he denounced all
in such unmeasured terms as to say withany qualifying if, or but, “All they who
take the sword shall perish with the sword.”
Truths not generally received, especially if
they clashed with our interests or our early
educational prejudices, were always in advance of the age of their first proclaimers.
The so-called heresies of today, religious,
political and economical, would be the cherished creeds of to-morrow. The spirit of war
was as anti-Christian as that of slavery.
England and America had given its death blow to
the latter, and the day was not far distant
when these great kindred nations would give
the law of peace to the world.
Universal
freedom and universal peace were the fruits of
righteousness: the watchwords of our common
Christianity; the pre-ordained results of the
mission of Jesus; the everlasting pillars of the
heaveury Jerusalem. The great lieart of humanity was preparing for the reception of
these inestimable blessings.
War has no
rights. Its so-called rights were, one and all,
infernal wrongs. The preacher believed in
the omnipotence of pnbtio opinion and was
satisfied that in its formation his hearers and
himself had something to do. The eloquence
of the pulpit was indeed perverted when it
hounded men on to deeds of blood, to the
slaughter of their fellow creatures. The soldier dying upon the battle field was infinitely
less criminal than the pulpit orator who had
taught him that war could ever be in harmony
with the angel song of “Glory to God in the
highest, and on earth peace, good w 11 towards
man.” View it in what light we will, war is
the concentrated essence of iniquity and inhumanity. It demoralizes society. It dehumanizes man. It smears with the gore of its
victims the image of God.
It is at once antiChristian and inhuman. “Where,” asked the
preacher, "where is the nation that dare emblazon upon its battle flags the words of Jesus
that they might be heard above the shouting
of the captains,'All ye are brethren;’ 'Love
one another?’
If this were done, the trumpets of war would kindle rage no more, nor
the deadly nightshade of tyranny flourish, as
it always does, on the fields of caruago.
war

PLYMOUTH CHUECH.

Mr. Lathe preached a Christmas sermon
from the text John hi, 17—“For God sent not
His son into the world to condemn the world;
bnt that the world through him might be
saved.”
The sermon was a
“the world’s need of Christ.”

There was no
the last occasion upon which Mr. Lathe would address
this church as its pastor, except in the closing
sentences, which we report verbatim. I have
thought that perhaps God has one special design in removing me from my pastorate here;
that He may have a loving plan for those of my
people who do not know the love of Jesus
I have tried to point to you this
Christ.
anusion to

Saviour.

me tact

I have

mat this

longed

to persuade you to
With many I have not
succeeded. But I rejoice to hope that after I
am gone you will hear from other
lips the words
which I have been unable to speak, which shall

give yourself to Him.

so

present your Saviour to your heart and

science that you will joyfully become His disciples. God grant this glorious privilege, whic
has been denied me, to another who shall,
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, lead you
to the cross of Christ.
There are many things
that I would like to say but I cannot trust my'
self to say them now. When we think of how
much we hope to accomplish in God’s work
and then consider how far short of our hopes
our success falls, we can only be humble
and
trust that God will multiply the harvest.
I
know nothing of what are called the “hardof
the
I
know much of its
ships”
ministry.
abundant rewards. I have had what I sincerely believe to be a remarkably kind and considerate people.
Some tell of those in their
churches who are hindrances in the work and
a constant trial to their pastor. There is not one
of that family in Plymouth church.
I shall
never find a
people more harmonious in its
labor: more thoughtful of its pastor and forbearing; more heartily willing to assist in
I mean all that I say. I
every good work.
have often thought of it, and from my heart I
thank you for it.
Many other things I will
leave unsaid.
It is a beautifnl thought that
Christians never say farewell for the last time

They

are

to meet

sure

again.

My

earnest

prayer is that when God shall call the redeemed to Himself at the great day, each one now
here may receive our Father’s welcome. “Well
done, good and faithful servant.”
WILLISTON CHURCH.

The services were iu especial reference to the
Christmas time. An original hymn, written
by Miss Eunice D. Sewall, was sung by the

God for his unspeakable gift.”
This is an especial time for gift giving, and
all gifts point back to that first of all gifts
which was given to all the world almost 1900
years ago. There are three essential charac-

mond, Va., Washington, D. C., and individual

participants in

AttAnouuu

every State from Maine to

vai.'iuiuia,

auu

tJVOll

111

UgiaUQ
and Irelaud. Telegrams were sent and reand
a
ceived,
large packet of letters from thoso
who had arranged to meet them
thus, was
read. It is a very pleasant observance for
friends who are widely separated, and is es-

pecially gratifying

to

distant

members who
know that the home assemblage is
thinking of
them, and it is noteworthy that the most enthusiastic letters read were from teetotalers
who proposed to driuk, as one of them ex-

pressed it, from
‘•The old oaken bucket,

the iron bound bucket'
The moss-covered bucket that
bangs in the well.”
KOLI.KU SKATING.

“Ever

visited the rink? No? You don’t
mean to say you have never visited the roller
skating rink? Well then wo will go tonight
and see the Christmas exhibition.”
Thus spoke a friend to the writer who thereupon made his first visit to the roller rink
Christmas.
The great front windows were
ahlazo with light and inside the hall was
gay
with flags and streamers, brilliant with
gas,
and filled witli elegantly attired
couples. We
arrived just in time to see the exhibition
given
by local amateurs. We must say that their
movements were like clock-work, and
very
What the audience applauded the
graceful.
most was the promenade
step, oerformed bv
threes.
The ladies’ efforts surpassed
anything
they had attempted. The moment the gong
sounded the signal for the resumption of
general skating a host of young men who had been
standing in the aisles, all ready, rushed into
the arena like a herd of cattle let into a
pasture.
The ladies followed at a speed more becoming their sex. There was a boom in pretty
girls that night at the rink. Then began the
dizzy round. All must skate from the left to
the right around the rink, or the collisions always frequent would he constant.
There
could be not less tnau iiOO skating at
once, and
they swept around in order as close as a funeral procession, but their aspect was
anything
but funereal. To sit an hour looking oil at such
a swiftly passing panorama of
liapny glowing
faces is a better prescription for
melancholy
people in this weather than all the medicine
in the pharmacopeia.
No wonder manager
Laliuie has to fix an hour lor his guests to
go
home, for left to themselves they would never
think of it. But is roller
skating,
then, just
like old-fashion, genuine
skating? Oh, no;
there is gaslight instead of
moonlight; gas jets
in place of stars, the rumble of wheels instead
of the ring of steel; there are no bon-fires on
the ice to warm your fingers at; there are no
shadowed covers where gliding couples
pause,
and warm lips meet in a stolen
kiss; there is
underueath no deep, cold,
river, the
deadly
consciousness of whose hidden
dangers the
reck ess skaters ignore as the pleasure seeker
the death that underlies the
ignores
dissipation that lends a wild relish to his life.
No,
and there are no colds in the head, and frozen
handkerchiefs; no blue noses and cold feet,
with drowning accidents thrown in.
On the
whole we do not wonder that roller skating is

sopopular.
During the holidays this popular place of
amu cement will be open
every clay, forenoon
1U1^ three evenings as usual.
i*“<?,1VteruoPu
Children will be admitted at any of the
day
sessions at regular juvenile prices.
Skatek.

week previous
a first class attraction failed to pay its expenses.
The matinee was thinly attended.
THE HEXSCHEL-ADAMOWSKI CONCEKT.

Timothie Adamowski

born in Warsaw,
Poland, in 1850. At an early ago he exhibited
such unusual proclivities for music that at seven
he was placed in charge of a suitable instruc-

Tho pastor, Rev. F. E. Clark,
2d Cor. 9-15:—“Thanks be unto

teristics to all gifts. 1st—The spirit which
prompts the gift; 2d—the sacrifice required to
make the gift; 3d—the intrinsic value of the
gift. All gifts must be measured by these
three standards. All earthly gifts may be
measured,and the self denial necessary may be
understood, but the love which sent our Saviour to

live with us

His musical studies were
continued whilst at college, after which he entered tho Conservatory of Music of Warsaw as
a pupil
of Apollinaro Ivontski in 1871. He
made his first appearance before the public in

1872, when ho played a solo at the Conservatory concert. From 1.872 lie held the position
of first violinist in the Conservatory orchestra.
In 1874 he graduated with the highest honors,
and was immediately engaged .as solo violinist
for the Musical Society of Warsaw. Here he
was called upon to play also with many of the
best artists in Europe in duos, trios and quartettes, and always the highest class of music.
After holding this place for about a year he
made a concert tour through Poland aud a part
of Russia, meeting with universal success.
Subsequently he went to Paris and enjoyed the
friendship and counsel of Lambert Massart,
and was constantly associated for three years
with the best resident musicians. During this
time he was secured to play in twenty classical
concerts in Salle Phillippe Herz.
He arrived
ill this fvmntrv lost siimm*»r ami arn.«j
ately securod by the Philharmonic Orchestra to
make his American debut at their first concert
in Boston Oct. 24, 1879.
BERNHARDT.

Mr. Pattee, the Boston correspondent of the
New York Dramatic News, writes that paper
that Bernhardt will appear in this city in
March next.
NOTES.

Adah Richmond and Harry Bloodgood with
their company at New Portland Theatre in the
musical absurdity of “Cobwebs” Friday and

Saturday

J.UU

and to die for us is
1DYO-IUD

UI^IIDOI

un-

Presentations.
The employes of L. P. Hawkins made him
a Christmas present of an elegant
easy chair.
At Casco street church there was a distribution of gifts Christmas night, recitations and
music. Rev. Mr. Lowden received a full set
of Appleton’s Encyclopedia, and Mr. Bowden,

Superintendent, au elegant rocking chair.
The Shakespeare Club at Stevens’ Plains
presented their president, David Torrey, with
fine bust of the immortal bard.
The parishioners of Rev. C. W.
Saccarappa presented him with

a

Bradlee at
purse of

a

S75.
Mr. F. A. Cloudman, Superintendent of the
Cumberland Pulp Mill, was presented by the
employes with an easy chair, rocking chair,

gold chain

and pin.
The Chinese scholars o£ the Second Parish
Sunday school presented each of their teachers
with a Christmas gift—to two of them gold
rings and to the others silk handkerchiefs.
Odd Fellowship.
At the regular meeting of Harmony Lodge,*
I. O. O. F., held Saturday evening, the following officers were elected:
N. G.—Benj. I. Small.
—A1UUO XV.

»

1UUUU V

E. S.—Freeman T. Merrill.
P. S.—N. G. Cummings.
Treas.—D. W. Nash.
Trustees—S. S. Eich, Milton Higgins, Addi-

Frye.
Agent of Hall—Milton Higgins.
At the regular meeting of Ivy Lodge, held

son

Saturday evening, the fallowing
elected for the ensuing term;
N. G.—Albert S. Spaulding.

officers

V. G.—Mrs. S. M. Woodman.
E. S.—Mrs. Mira C. Cox.
F. S.—Fred. W. Hatch.
Treas—Mrs. Mary E. Nash.
Trustee—Joshua Davis, ltoland Y.
bour, Mdmes Julia G. Davis, Eliza
Esther Higgins.
Mr. W.

A Beautiful Picture.
H. Lippincott, the well

Philadelphia artist,

were

Bar-

Fry

e,

known

whose

pictures in the
much attention, and

Paris Salon attracted so
whoso “Boys Bathing” and “Breton Peasants”
were commented on so favorably when exhibited at Cyrus F. Davis’ on Elm street some
time ago, has just placed in Mr.

Davis’ new
store on Congress street a charming little picture entitled “Mischief,” representing one of
those remarkably large Breton children sitting
on the floor, tearing to
pieces a Punch and

Judy, while

shuttlecock lies at its feet, and
a broken duster near at hand.
In the backThe coloring
ground is a rare old sideboard.
of the picture is very fine.
a

A Problem in Interest.
A correspondent wants some High School
pupil to solve the following problem:
A. hired of B. §1000 the first day of Jan.
1874, for which he paid interest at 12 per cent,
in advance, paying B. §120 and receiving
§1000 for wiiich he gave his note, payable in
one year without interest.
On the first day of
Jau. 1870, A. said to B.. “I want that money
another year.” “Very well,” says B., “pay
me §120 interest in advance and keep it.”
A.
took out a check for §300. “I cannot give you
the change,” says B. “Well,” says A., “keep
the check; take out the interest and endorse
the balance on the note.”
How much was
the interest and how much should be endorsed.
A Big Claim Paid.
The largest sum ever recovered from a railroad corporation in a suit for personal damages
brought by an individual was paid to Deputy
Sheriff Bayley of Boston Saturday by the
Grand Trunk Eailway Company for Mr. Chas.
H. Worthen, who lost liis leg on the road sev-

eral years ago. The amount was §47,557. Gen
Butler and E. L. Barney were counsel for Mr.
Worthen.
The Eastern and Boston & Maine Consolidation.
Speaking of the consolidation of the above
named roads the Herald says that the Eastern

railroad, having increased its gross earnings
the past year, under the existing amicable arrangements, by §419,000, as against an increase
nnn In

al-V»_a_i*.

_It

to finite minds—is not unAll stories of heroic self denial
speakable.
on battle field, in hospital, on the sinking
ship
or in the
deadly plague stricken cities of the
South can be understood. Noble, heroic men
and women! They gave their lives for others,
but they did not leave Heaven to come to earth
to lie in a manger and to die upon a cross.
This gift of Christ to us alone is unsp"akable.
It was promoted by unspeakable love; it involved unspeakable sacrifice. It is of unspeakable intrinsic value to us. Can you estimate
that which passeth understanding? That gift
which makes us “heirs of Goa?” Do these
gifts to us carry with them nothing for us to
do? Do you not desire to give something for
gratitude for this “unspeakable gift?’’ God
honors us by accepting from us such service as
we can give; not only those
things which we
can give from our substance, but he accepts
our consecration of ourselves to his service.
None are too young to giv*|this; none are too
old to commence this grateful service to Him
who has done so much for us.
NOTES.

At the various churches yesterday sorvices
Serappropriate to Christmas were observed.
mons generally took the Nativity for a theme,
and the music was very attractive, and carried
out according to the programme published in
Saturday's Press.
The Methodist churches united in a love feast

yesterday morning.
A collection lor missionary

service was taken
up at the First Parish church last evening.
A very interesting sermon on “Jacob” was
preached by Rev. Mr. Gibbs at Congress
Square church last evening.
Rev. Mr. McWhinnie of the Free Street
Baptist church delivered a very fine lecture
last evening on “Noah and the Flood.”
Tne sanctuary at the Catholic Cathredral
presented a magnificent appearance last
The music at the First Parish last night was
not only beautifully rendered by the choir, but
several of the selections were more than usually fine.
Especially was this tho case with
“Strike the loud harp” for tenor and soprano
solos, with quartet chorus, and “The angel
sang in the silent night,” arranged similarly to
the first mentioned selection.
At the Second Parish yesterday the season
was observed by appropriate decorations, and
sermotis by the pastor, having reference to the
In
subject, from Math, i, 23, and Acts ii, 22.
the evening there was a Christmas concert by
the Sunday school.
The exercises included
responsive readings, recitations and solos by
the Misses Hill and Webster.
A ChriBtmas praise service was
hel^^yesterday afternoon at our county jail undeFthe direction of the committee who have charge of
the regular service, Mr. Albion Little presiding. The occasion was one of unusual interest, it being the closing Sabbath of the year,
also the last Sabbath of Mr. Dresser’s administration. The music was a marked feature
under the direction of Mr. B. F. Hinds as organist, and Mr. Frank L. Collins as cornetist.
A large company of fine singers was present.
The remarks wore very appropriate, all pointing to Mr. Dresser’s uniform interest and hopefulness in this branch of the work.
At the
close of the service Mr. Dresser was called
upon fora few remarks and he responded in a
few earnest words, thanking the committee
for their faithfulness and interest they had
shown in behalf of the prisoners and also for
the good results that had followed.

Sudden Death.
Coroner Gould was called yesterday to view
the dead body of Mr. William Duross, who
died very suddenly at his residence iu the rear
of 30 Washington street. It appeared in evidence that Mr. Duross was
in
engaged

__

1

idatiou can well be effected upon terms advantageous to the Eastern railroad stockholders.

immediately

menced vomiting and before a physician could
get to him ho died. Mr. Duross was a very
steady, hard working man. He has left a
large family of small children and a wife, to
mourn his death. There is no doubt that heart
disease was the cause of liis death.
An in-

quest

was

cargo amounting
¥230,000, consisting of 737
quasters fresh meat in refrigerator, 139 head of
cattle, 7,000, bushels wheat, 10,000 of corn,
10,783 boxes cheese, 3,991 packages butter, 900
sacks flour, 1,540 sacks oat meal, 411 barrels of
to

apples, 494 boxes meats, 192 tierces lard and
other goods.
Irish Land League.
There will be another meeting of the Irish
Laud League this evening. The meeting will
be addressed by W. H. Looney.
Arrange
ments will be made for the lecture and reception of Mr. Redpath, Jan. 5th. There is to be
national convention of the different branches
of the Land League in Buffalo, N. Y., Jan.
a

12th and 13th. The League this ovening will
probably elect a delegate to represent them at
tho convention.
Wedded.
Christmas Mr. J. H. Files, associate editor of
the Advertiser, was married by Rev. C. J.
Clark, of the Chestnut street church, to Miss
Carrie M. Dam at her father’s residence on
The happy couple left on the
train for New York taking with them the
best wishes of their many friends.

Congress street.

noon
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DAYS BENEFIT.

BOOTS, SHOES
can have them

....".17

Personal.
Hon. T. B. Reed arrived homo for the holi-

engage in
Jan. 1st,
to

business

on

his

own

account

188L_

Business Changes.
The following business changes
for the past week:

are

reported

Augusta—A. W. Kimball, photo, sold to
George O. Ayer.
Biadeford—Herbert S. Jordan, grocer, sold
to R. Jordan.

BY

Tta

otvnnnlna

Misses’
Ladies’
Ladies'
Ladies’

Child’s
Misses’

•«
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7 to 10. ...00c

Kid Button.$1.25
Children’s Kid Button. 1.00

plenty of Men’s Wear, in Congress, Button and
Everybody wishing for Boots or Shoes
have them at cost for this week only.
Please remember that after the first of January
my prices will be the same as usual—lO Per
Cent lews than other Dealers in solid leather
Boots and Shoes.

ec25

P.

St.

Exchange

HORSE and CARRIAGE MART.

Balmorals.

can

Plum

NEW FIRM.
NEW STOCK.

thomasTfisher,

Cor. Summer & Brackett Sts
PORTLAND,

A

at

ME.

NO. 15G HIGH STREET,
dtf

Maine Turning Company.
annual meeting of the Stockholders or the
Maine Turning Company will be held at the
office of the company, 03 Exchange Street, at 3.00
P.M., January 10, 1881.
Business—Election of Officers, Reports, and such
other matters as mao regularly come Defore the
meeting.
HERBERT G. BRIGGS,

YORK COUNTY.

It is reported that the Eastern railroad wil [
build a station next season near the Ross road,
about one mile and a half from Old Orchard
Beach. A line of coaches will be run from
the station to the beach.
The windows for the Baptist church in Sanford have been hung. The-following names of
persons and societies who gave them are cut in
the glassSouth Berwick Baptist Sunday
School, three; Moulton and Nowell, John
Libbey, Lebanon, Kennebunk Village Baptist Sunday School. Capt. George Nasson, Sanford Congregational Sunday School, one each.
Two windows in the alcove were given
by a
lriend, who had Jonathan Tebbett’s name
as
he
was
so
placed upon them,
much interested in the rebuilding of the church.

Auctiou Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.
AgentNfor

dec27 d2t

Sec’y M. T. C.

We have] just bought for cash thus
insuring bottom prices and very latest Style, and stocked the large wareroom, No. 46 Exchange Street, with
complete Line of

daily

selling choice Presents
In Elegant Silks, Satins, Plushes,
Velvets, D^ss Goods and Shawls
in great variety.
Ladies' and Gents' Silk Handkerchiefs.
Ladies’ Embroidered Haudkcr
chiefs in new styles and effects.
Ladies’ and Gents' Kid Gloves.
Ladies' and Children's
Cashmere Gloves.
Gents’ Kid Mittens which are
very desirable for cold weather.
Gents’ Buck Gloves, the best article for driving that is made.
Haw Silk Tidies, Satin Tidies,
German Tidies, Apliquc Tidies.
Piano Covers, all prices from
arc now

viz, Painted, Ash and Walnut Chamber
Sets, Hair Cloth and Spun Silk Parlor
Suits, Extension Tables, Sideboards,
Dining Chairs, Hat Trees, Office Furniture, Spring Beds, Mattresses, Feathers,
&c., &c„ &c., which we offer at prices
hat defy competition.

Liueu Handkerchiefs.

Silk Handkerchiefs.
Lace Handkerchiefs.

Spanish Lace Ties.
Spanish Laee Fichus.
Emb’d MuU Fichus.

$7.00

Lace Ties and Bows.

Don't buy your Christmas

Laced Kid Gloves
A. t

without

and New

examining

one

—

ket, viz.,

H. I. NELSIN & CO.’S.
dec24

FOOT
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Maine, containing reading matter in larger quantity and greater variety than any
journal of its class in the State.

RESTS,

PATENT ROCKERS,
EASY CHAIRS.

tilled with the latest
always
affairs both at home and

current

information

on

abroad,

received
by telegraph
by
Special attention is paid
to local and State matters, and its facilities for obtaining prompt and reliable news from all parts
of the State are unexcelled.
During the coining
session of the
and

mail.

LEGISLATURE,
it will be represented at Augusta by a capable
special correspondent who will furnish full daily
reports of the proceedings. The election of a Unit eel
States Senator and the settlement of the State valuation, both of which will devolve upon the next
Legislature, as well as the fact that that Legislature
will be the last for two years will render the coming
session one of great interest and importance.
As a

COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPER,
the Press must commend itself to every citizen of
Maine engaged in trade or commerce.
It contains
daily reports by telegraph of the condition of foranu
domestic
while
the
eign
markets,
importance of
Portland as a distributing centre for the State
makes its local market reports of great value.
Its
ship news is always full and accurate. In its

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT

ROCKERS,
FANCY TABLES,
WORK TABLES,
WILLOW

CANADIAN

TOWEL

OVERSHOES

227 Middle

decZl

RACKS,

ice., ice., all of which
the

MILLETT & LITTLE,

we

PARKER’S

full stock from tlie Custom House
yesterday. Also an immense stock of
I .allies’ and Gents’

T

FANCY & PLAIN SLIPPERS.
Also

STORE.

another large lot of

The Public Demanded and I
have responded by adding

Dongola

CHEAPEST

A MEAT

Th> events of the coming year at home and abroad
bid fair to be of unusual interest.
The development of the policy of the incoming national administration must attract great attention and be eagerly watched. Abroad the condition of affairs in Ireland is becoming more threatening, and the day
may not he tar distant when news from that quarter will be of absorbing interest.
A daily journal
with telegraph reports from all sections of our own
country and other countries will therefore be a necessity to every citizen of Maine who takes an intelligent interest in affairs.

BOOTS

Canned Meats.
Game and Poultry.
IN

THE (TTY.

In their

Will

TO-DAY
a Great Sale of Cloaks
and Dolmans at

dtf

Congress

ME.

For Sale.
Vessel property for sale.
A rare chance for investment.
1-64 Ship St. John Smith, 2,220 tons.
1-64
J. B. Brown,
1,550
1-32 Barque Isaac Jackson, 616
1-32
Edmund Phinney, 751
1-32 Brig Josefa,
491
1-32 Scb. Fred Jackson,
292
1-32
Albert H. Waite, 294
The party wishing to dispose of them prefers to sell
ill in one lot to close the concern. For further particulars enquire of
J. S. WINSLOW & CO.. 3 & 4 Central Wharf.
dec25

dtf

Bargains, Bargains!
case

double-fold

Brocade

Dress

Goods, new designs and best shades, selling rapidly at 25 cents. This is the best
bargain in the market.
One bale, extra quality, all wool Red
Twilled Flannel, we will sell at 25 cents
per yard. We only ask you to examine.
The cold weather is coming. Ladies’
hand-made

Cardigan Jackets,

nice fit-

A new supply of Ladies’ Felt Skirts,
every style and color. Please come and
see them yourself.
German Turkey Red Damask at 58 cts.
We challenge our many patrons to do
better.
Cloaks and Dolmans! Our specialty.
Our bargains to Ladies will satisfy the
most exacting.

F.A. ROSS & GO.
eodtf

decb

St.

STUDLEY, 253“ MIDDLE ST.
nol 7

cneismis coons.

wulirm

ART NOTICE.

We still have the best variety of
Holiday Goods from which to select
presents for Ladies, Gentlemen,
Still tine line of Art Goods left, suitand Children, and will sell them at
able for Presents. We have the finest
reduced prices to close.
assortment of FrnuifN and Pa****partoutM for Photograph*.
Large stock of Black and Colored
Pictures Framed in
the styles.
Silks and Satin De Lyons, at very
low prices.
We urgently invite all to examine our slock before making their
purchases.
ARTISTS’
COLORMEN,
a

r,

-V

au

> *■

STUBBS BROS.,

To accommodate those who canduring the day, onr store

I

__
And a lare assortment of

FANCY_GOODS.

not come
will be

515
del7

Congress

J. M.

Superlative.

©0.00.
dec 13

WM. M.
Printers’

Bine

or

B. F. WHITNEY &
Under Falmouth
dec23

n

to.

Particular attention pnid to Book and

Pamphlet Printing.
iylO

TuThStf

Plate

Engraver,

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dec&

dtf

HORSES.

CO.,

HAVE this day received Two Car Loads of tlie
Finest Horses over seen in Portland.
One
are.heavy Norman Blacks, of which there are
some finely matched pairs, very heavy -over 2800
less than 1250 lbs, each.
lhs.Ja pair, and none
The other load contains Farm, Express and DrivHorses,
all
kinds
of work, all young,
ing
adapted to
sound and kind. Will l»e sold at reasonable price*
at my

I

Corner Union,
Hotel, Portland, Hie.

—

load

dtf

OF

DRESS MAKING !
Children's work

Stable.

specialty. Prices very low.
Appleton’. Block, opp. 513 Conger.. Ml.
MRS. A. I.OKIXG.

Franklin

Street,

RUFUSRAND.

GAS FIXTURES.

European Ticket Office.
Cabin aud Steerage Tickets by the
Uunnrd, Allan, Ionian. White Star and
Anchor Linen of European Steamer*
sailing weekly from Boston and New York. For
further particulars call on or address
T. P. mcGOWAN, Bookseller,
u

81

a

ap21dtf

Me.

Specially.

WILLIAM “sT LOWELL,

Card

weigh

dim

promptly attended

season.

S. T. TAYLOR’S SYSTEM

Exchange,

in person

order

Ladies' aud Gents’ Canadian Overshoes in Button
and Buckle, and a Full Line of Indies’ and Gents’
Fine Boots aud ShoeB. Call aud examine.

ST.

MARKS,

Job Printing

Parties proposing to make a Christmas Gift of
Cngraved Calling Card**, should give their
as early as possible in order to have them in

GOODS

Gents’ Brocade Opera.
Pat. Lea. Ties.
“
Emb. Cloth Opera.
“
Tamp Gt. opera.
“
Brush Gt. Ties.

CO.,

Exchange St., Portland,

Orders by mail

CHRISTMAS!!

We have the Finest Assortment of Slippers to be
found in the city.

222 middle Street,

Book, Card, and Job Piter,
111

CO.,

In The Shoe Line.

Louis,

FREE

&

isdlw

HOLIDAY

$7.25.

47

dyeTr
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$6.50.
Washburn’s

CALLING CARDS

333 Middle Street.

St.

d.'.t

FOR

<lec21

Family Flour,

Best $t.

16 Temple St., Portland.

this week.

FLOUR
Good

dec21

kept open Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday Evenings of

FRANK B. CLARK,

S. T. SOULE &

PORTLAND,

eodtf

ting and warm, marked at only $1.00.

US^Specimen Copies Scut Frec.^3

POOTLAND PUBLISHING GO.

ocll

One

We have on exhibition
better Styles and Lower
Prices than can be found
in Portland.

G.
M. BOSWORTH.
decl6
Jtf

Press is offered to mail subscribers—
postage paid—for $7 per year, $3.50 for six months
or $1.75 for three months, if j)aid strictly in ad-

Address

Cor. Free & Center Sts.

commence

Glass. GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

This beautiful invention is a perfect substitute for the leaden sash
lines and colored glass of the
stained windows. Can be applied
to any window at comparatively
small cost.
Advertised in Scribner’s for this
month. I have applied for State
Agency, and am prepared to fill orders. Can be seen in window of
my store

to

R. H. PARKER

F. A. ROSS & CO.,

230 Middle Street.
dec22

Season.

Telephone Your Orders

M. G. PALMER

591

—

Telephone

only Dongolas in the State.
We have also the exclusive sale of
“i nT’K
BOOTH, and the best
NEWARK booth.
cy Boots to measure for Gents and
Ladies. Fit and Sendee Warranted.

Stained

AND A

Fresh Goods,

the

The Daily

is now the largest and best weekly paper in Maine.
It is full of news and general matter—literary, scientific, agricultural and commercial. It has also full
market reports and marine news.
Terms $2 per
year in advance, six months for $1 and three months
for 50 cents.

DEPARTMENT
—

the Press will

things.

9

cordially invite

public

to inspect, guaranteeing them
the lowest bottom prices.

JOURNAL,

be devoted as in tho past to a discriminating support of the Republican party, and
will stand through thick and thin for the equal
rights of all citizens throughout the length and
breadth of the Republic. It will always speak out
for education, good morals and just laws, believing
that the safety of the nation depends upon these

Street,
isdlw

A

it
is
stronger than any
daily journal in
Maine. Its treatment of the current political topics
of the day is prompt, able and discriminating,
while its book reviews and literary criticisms are
prepared with great care and are notable for their
keen insight and pure and finished literary style.

AS A POLITICAL

$30.00.

FANCY CHAIRS,

ITS NEWS DEPARTMENTS
axe

to

Haw Silk Covers, new patterns,
sizes 0-4, 7-4, S-3, 13-4.
Printed and Embossed Table
Covers.
Towels, Napkins, Linen Damask Covers, with fancy borders, Cardinal and
Turkey Red Covers, in all sizes, Felt
Skirts, Flannel Skirts, Lasting Skirts,
Quilts and Blankets, Dolls, Decorated
Pottery, Class Balls for Christmas Trees,
Decorated Tete-a-Tete Sets for Children, &c.

of the handsomest, most substantial and
nseful lines of Holiday Goods in the mar-

in Great Variety,
—

Gifts

Year

IMITATION

newspaper in

Celebrated Concord llurne«a

227 Middle St.

Common Furniture,

PRESENTS.

FOR 1881.
The Portland Daily Press is the largest ami best

the

MILLETT & LITTLE,

Cough Syrup near by and

Portland Daily Press

Portland Me.

THE

Bleak, chilly March and November are the
two worst months of the year for those suffering with pulmonary diseases. Keep Dr. Ball’s
such sufferers will
be able to brave the rough weather without
danger. Price 25 cents.

Street,

LOWEST PRICES.
HOLIDAY
LATEST STYLES. Announcement !

d8t

WANTED.
capable cook and a good second girl. Both
must bring satisfactory references.
Inquire

dec 2 7

BAILEY & CO.,

0.

AL'CTIONEKKN,

And

dec 2 7

ot

Brown, consisting ol Hosiery, Gloves, Mittens,
Underwear, Corsets, Laces, Hamburg?, Trimming-,
Buttons, Ribbons, Tieg, Handkerchiefs, together
with a largo line of Fancy Goods.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.

COMPANY,

Ladies* American Kid Button Boots,. 1.20
(This Beats the World.)
Misses’ Grain Button, solid leather, 11 to 2,.. 1.10

OXFORD COUNTY.

COUNTY.

Af

corner

40c
35c
Kid Button Boots, box toe..$2.00
Goat
2.00
French Kid Button Boots. 3.00

ntnn/v

C. G. Atkins, Esq., has met with great success in securing salmon
spawn at Grand Lake
stream this season. The quantity secured is beall expectation, demonstrating that by
yond
his artificial method the stock of fish in Grand
Lake will bo perpetually maintained and even
increased, Mr. Atkins has been compelled to
erect another hatching house.

AUCTION.

Dec. 28th, at 10 o’clock A.
ON atTUESDAY.
Store 407 Congress Street,

IIubbers.

Ladies*

The building in Norway occupied by the
New Religion, Jewett & Adams, cigar makers, Major H. R. Millett, butcher, and J; F.
Allen, boots and shoes, was burned last
Thursday night. The .New Religion lost its
Adams press and most of its type.
James
Grant, who with his. family occupied several
rooms in the upper story, lost
everything, barely escaping with his life.

days Saturday.
Mr. Chas. F. Swett has resigned the cashiership of tho B. & M. R. R. freight department

AT C'OST the whole of this week.

but it could not be get out, and was drowned.
Fortunately neither Mr. Weeks nor the other
gentleman was seriously hurt.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

W. Wells.

FURNITURE

RUBBERS,

or

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Tir Hnnnlmn

—

FANCY GOODS

A resident ef Blaine started the other day
for Houlton and to keep himself warm wore
four pairs of stockings, a pair of moccasins,two
pairs of drawers, pair of thick pants, two undershirts, 3 outside wo olen shirts, dress coat,
vest, two overcoats, rubber coat, a newspaper
across his lungs, two scarfs, and two pairs of
mittens.
The Maine Tin Mining Company at Winslow, under the superintendence of C. W.
Kempton, with W. G. Clapham, foreman,
and ten men, are making steady advancement
in working the mine. Last week a night crew
was put on.
They have descended thirty feet
below the surface and are moving east of the
shaft, following the course of the ledge, and
are now out of the way of water.
This has
been effected by the use of coffer dams. There
is a good prospect of obtaining a large amount
of valuable metal. They will descend forty to
eighty feet deeper.
Col. Darius Alden has so far recovered as to
be able to drive out.
The sixth annual session of the Maine State
Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, was held in
Waterville last week.
The proceedings were
mostly secret. About 120 subordinate granges
were represented by 130 delegates.
Friday noon as Hon. George E. Weeks and
another gentleman were returning from the
ice houses above the Augusta dam their ? horse
took fright and after throwing both gentlemen
out ran across the ice to the entrance to one of
the locks on the east side, colliding with the
granite pier. Inside the lock the ice was thin,
and the poor
animal broke through and
plunged head first into the cold waters of the

OK

LADIES’ FURNISHING

Fine, Medium and

considerably injured.

••

—

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The DAILY PRESS will be furnished
for the Legislative session for $1.50.

The Blues Shoot.
At the Blues’ shoot, Christmas, for the com-,
pany badge, the following was the score:
Capt. O. W. Davis. 18
Sergt. G. A, Knight.
18
F. W. Curtis.17
Corp. H. S. Bloudheim.
.10
Priv. G. \V. Clark
.|.17
D. W. Bussell.
17
*•

LARGE STOCK

in want of

STATE NEWS.

Mr. J. R. Lunt, ex-superintendent Portland & Rochester R. R., fell from a
bridge
on the Mahattan Railroad
recently, and was
Mr. Horace Pride had a foot mangled at tho
pulp mills, Cumberland Mills, Tuesday, by
catching it in the elevator.

AUCTION SALES.

PORTLAND^

For the people wlio have given me such a bountiful trade the past years I have decided to work for
those. Six Dbj-h without Pay. And everybody

vance.

Accidents.

MISCELLANEOUS

(best).3.50

deemed unnecessary.

Maine Militia.
The following order lias been issued by
Col. J. Marshall Brown:
Headquarters 1st Reg. Inf. M. V. M., )
Portland, Dec. 24, 1880. i
General Order No. 8:
I. Upon the recommendation of the Inspector of Ritie Practice, based upon the previous record of competitive trials, the following named officers and men are announced as
the “Regimental Team” of the First Regiment Infantry, M. V. M.:
Capt. Chas W. Davis, Co. B.; 1st Lieut. W.
W. Pettengili, Co. C.; Sergt. Francis W. Scott,
Co. A.; Sero't. L. A. Moore, Co. F.; Sergt. E.
W. Moore, Co. F.; Private Elmer I. Bumpus,
Co. C.; Private John A. Noble, Co. C.; Private C. A. Small, Co. D.; Private J. A. Fairbanks, Co. F.; Private Hampton E. Hill, Co.
G.; Private Isaac D. Adams, Co. G.: Private
Nathan L. Miles, Co. H.
Substitutes—2d Lieut. J. J. Lappin, Co. E.;
Private Geo. W. Clark, Co. B.
TT.
Comnanv rnmmnnHfira will ir.1 H1111 iro 111
this order, immediately, and
notify these
Headquarters whether or not the positions are
accepted. Vacancies arrising from declination will be tilled as in the case of the preced
ing appointments. The future composition of
the ‘"Team” and the regulations for its government, will be provided for in subsequent orders.
By order of
Col. John Marshall Brown,
Commanding 1st Regt. Inf. M. V. M.
Chas. F. Swett, 1st Lieut, and Adj’t.

Sailing of the Lake Nepigon.
The Beaver line steamer Lake Nepigon sailed from this port yesterday afternoon at 4
o’clock for Liverpool with a large and valuable

loading

and unloading the English steamers, and
started to go down to the steamers about 12
o’clock Sunday morning.
Getting part way
there lie began to feel uuwell and turned
about and went home.
He
com-

WASHINGTON

JDVD

compreliensinle

night.

next.

Salvini will begin his Boston engagement at
the Globe to-night.
The Mapleson opera troupe begin their Boston season to-night.
Lady Martin, better known as Miss Helen
Faucit, who played Virginia with Mr. Macready, and was the original Pauline in the
“Lady of Lyons” and Julie de Mortemer in
“Richelieu,” has published two letters on the
characters of Ophelia and Portia. She considers Modjeska a greater actress than
Sarah
Bernhardt.

ItOOIl

ojAiUttauiv.

was

tor for the violin.

con-

M isous to drink the health of their absent
friends at noon, Washington time, on Christmas, their friends at tho same instant, meeting
them in tho same spirit wherever
they may be.
This was observed on Saturday
by a gathering
of sixty, besides those who
participated at
their homes. In the other cities of Mkine
there wore similar gatherings, in
Newport and
where Portland Commandery visited the past summer, in Covington, Louis
ville and other cities of Kentucky, in Rich-

"Jibbonainosay,” although the

was

congregation.
preached from

Providence,

There was a crowded house at New Portland
Theatre Saturday night to see Mr. Proctor’s

presentation of

long been a custom and one which
originated with some of our Portland Free

It has

•7IBBENAIN0SAY.

out

“Her silver wings the dovo of peace,
Would spread o’er every human soul,
And wrath, and strife, and war would cease,
And justice ride from pole to pole.

THE DRAMA.

433 CONI!BESS STREET,

dt

J.
Free

|

KINSMAN,
Street,

Kilborn’s
apS

opposite

Carnet

Store.
dtf

AGRICULTURAL.

The Nose in the Dairy.
like an insignificant member of

This

The practical dairyman may boast that he
has no foolishness about him, and that naming cows is one of the things he does not
bother himself about, but we think in this
he is a little mistaken. For instance, John,
his son or hired man, comes in with the
news that one of the cows has a caked udder
that should be attended to. Which one is
it? He does not know how to describe her,
as there are four or five of the ame color in
the herd. After some talk and much
guess
work it is decided to be old Roan’s third
heifer by Squire Jones' bull. Ed, who is going to the stable, is ordered to turn all the
others out. This he does, when it is discovered that the wrong cow was kept in and all
the others are a mile away, with the cold
wiud doing great damage to that udder. II
the owner would only take the trouble to
settle upon some name, as getting the little
girls to name them when calves, he would
save himself a world of trouble in the end.
This much we may say in relation to common cattle that usually pick
up a name in
some way among the hands on the farm.
With blooded cattle, they usually suffer with
too much name—names as long as the moral law—and many of them as
inappropriate
as a dull imagination can make them.
In
the last list of transfers of Jerseys we notice
one named “Horse Shoe,” a
“flyer,” we suppose, and another “Monarch of the Sea,”

probably a three-masted schooner-rigged
yacht. Then our Dutch iri nds, the Hollanders, what names they have! Many of them

abbreviated, because there are not letters
enpugh in the alphabet to finish them. With
the imported animals we suppose this canare

be helped, as they are named on the other side of the water, but with their
offspring
we can see no sense in
following Up the impossible Dutch names. They are of no earth
ly use In this country, as no one can pronounce them.
A name is intended to distinguish one animal from another, but if we
are unable to call the
name, then ef what
use is it?
Besides, a familiar name goes a
in
long way
spreading the reputation of a
good animal. To make a name familiar it
should be a little odd, striking and
appropriate. There is a vast deal in a name well
chosen, and especially with purchasers who
make their selections from
catalogues alone.
For this reason breeders of
fancy stock
should make a study of the matter of names.

greatest mischief-makers that

can

OF

contact with milk, butter, or cheese. With
its presence good butter cannot be made,
while milk, and especially cream, absorb
bad smells rapidly aud fatally, for the purpose of detecting the presence of these unwelcome visiters, a
keen smelling nose
should be cultivated.
There is no doubt
that this sense, like all the others—feeling,
etc.—can
be greatly cultiseeing, tasting,
vated, and just as surely lost by neglect.
The person who lives within t he reach of
odors from glue and soap factories soon becomes totally indifferent to them.
Just so
the careless dairymau,
old
who allows
cream and grease to accumulate about the
milk room, never tbiukiug about the smell
of things, fails in the end to notice them at
all until he finds his butter totally rejected
in the market. Fumes from cookiug onions,
cabbage, and other strong smelling food,
may permeate the air to such an extent
that the women of the family lose all sense
of bad odors, aud consequently fail to detect lesser but equally fatal odors in the
milk room.
To detect a bod odor it is necessary to devote the whole attention of
your mind to
the matter. Take up each article in the
milk room, and smell of it to see if undetected trouble is not brewing.
Doing this
once a day will put the senses ou the alert,
and thus avoid much trouble and loss when
the butter is to be marketed.—American

LIEBIG CO’G

COCJ

error

of horsemen aud breeders

o

Short horns should be avoided of
calling
each one by the name of the sire or
dam,
with some slight appellation to
distinguish it.
The Hambletoniaus and Dutchesses have
been overdone, and the Jersey breeders bid
fair now to overdo the Alphea and Belle of
Scituates to the same degree. To name animals after the home farm is a good
plan,
preceding it with some one of the every day
names for a handle in the hands of the men
who milk them, and have to answer ques
tions about them.—American Dairyman.
Italian Bees.
At this quiet season, so far as regards the
operations of the apiary, it is proper for
those who have not introduced the Italians
into their hives, as well as those who are
about to commence bee-keeping, to consider
the
claims
made
for superiority
of
the
Italians over
ordinary, or
black
In
the
bees.
first
place,
the Italian bees are much more beautiful
than the black, a point not to be overlooked
in the choice of anything, even if all the
other qualities are equal. They are more
prolific: the oue.ens ibnnsii i T1 or mapo nmrc
than the native. The evpert
bee-keeper can
distinguish the Italian eggs by the compactness with which
are
stored in the
they
combs. The Italians are more hardy than
the natives, venturing out in colder weather, and doing the work while the common
bees remain at home.
They, therefore,
swarm earlier, an important "factor in bee
culture—the hives become populous earlier
in the season, thus securing a large
working
force by the time the flowers are
ready for
them. As a natural result from what has
just been said, the Italians gather more
honey than the natives. Again, they work
upon plants that the blacks do not visit,
which, of course, gives them a wider range
for honey gathering. Cases
are known
where Italians were gathering white
honey
exclusively, while the common bees *ere
working only on the buckwheat. The Italians are notably fond of the red
clover, and
will gather much more honey from this
than
the natives, which derive but litplant
tle from it.

As they are more vigorous than the natives, they are better able to protect themselves and to defend their stores,
being

watchful and swift to discern the enemy. If harshly treated the Italian is worse
to handle than the native. This
naturally
follows from its superior
vigor and more
active disposition, but wheu treated
kindly
experience has shown them to be docile,
and more pleasant to manage than the others.
The honey-comb made by the Italians
is more compact, and presents a finer
appearance than ordinary comb, the difference
so
marked
that
being
experts claim that
they can tell the kind of bee that produced
a given box qf
honey. Lastly, the Italians
are much longer-lived
than the ordinary
bees. This has been proved in many cases
and is a strong characteristic in favor of the
more

a

considerable quantity will be made into cider, and the inquiry will frequently be
made:
“How can I preserve my cider
sweet?” If the following directions are followed, cider may be preserved sweet for an

indefinite period:

First,

take only well ripened, sound apples,
and crush and extract the juice. Let the
mace lie a few
hours before pressing.
ave everything with which the
pJmace or
juice comes in contact sweet and clean.
Strain the juice through a filter, as follows:
On the top put a layer of clean straw, below
fine gravel, or coarse sand washed clean of
dirt, and beneatn flannel cloth. Such a filter will takeout all particles of
pomace, etc.,
which cause decay. Having the
apple juice
pure, put it in a kettle and bring it to a boil,
skimming off all the scum which rises during the proeess. While the cider is still hot
or warm can or bottle it as
you would fruit
to preserve it. Bottles may be made
tight
by corking and sealing the same by dipping
the corks in a composition of resin and tallow melted. The main thing in the
preservation is to keep it from the air
perfectly.
The juice of grapes and other fruits may
be preserved in the same
way. It is essential in all these that the
product be kept in
a cool place or near even
temperature. Un-

6

fermented wine, or juice of the grape, is
made and preserved in this
way, and is better and more healthful than wine made in
any other way.—Country Gentleman.
Training: Oxen.
“The first thing necessary in
training oxen,” says Mr. White, who trained the yoke
on exhibition
through the country, * is kindness; then patience. I began in November
last, not knowing whether 1 could get taught
in time for this season or at
all, but I soon
found them so tractable that
my hopes be-

gan to be raised. It took me just a day to
learn that it wasn’t necessary to strike a
blow or speak a word. The farmers who
go
along shouting at their cattle and goading
them, waste breath and strength
A dozen
yoke of oxen could be taught 10 draw a load
a hundred miles without a word or a blow.
It is only necessary that the farmer should
leid, to show the direction, and the beasts,
if kindly treated and having an affection for
their master, will do ihe rest. These oxen
were trained by a uniform kindness.
A series of tricks inregular order was fixed upon, and I put them through every day. 1
was with them nearly all the time and
they
followed me like two pet kittens.
There
was a ring in the stables where I
taught
them day by day. Fit st, with food in
my
hands, I got them to follow uie round in any
direction 1 chose to take. In this
way 1 got
them to go along on their knees and to waltz.
What they knew when I got them had practically to be untaught, as it was ail done by
and ‘haw’. I found they were quick of
sight, and that, having taught them certain
things, I needed after that to simply get
where they could see me, a d to
give them
a cue by the motion of my
body or my whip
in a certain direction.
Iu this way the
waltz was taught, and when they
go around
the ring on their knees. I keep ahead of
them and they follow
Rural.

by

Duiiean Cam s.
President i.
d
College of Phyr.iei.ms and Surneo- s, etc., tv*,

says: “It ha.3 moro than realinod myexiKJC1
tations.”

Professor
M. farucann,
irl.lf., Professor of Surgery Arm York Mo ical College, say3:
Ai'y patients derive marked
Professor II. Goull

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

^Price
The

Liebig Laboratory

it Chemical Works Co.,

YOP.lt, PARIS, AND LONDON.
oct28dlaw\f&w6mos44

prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Ma-s. Price $1.00. Six bottles for $5.00.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

BLOOD PURIFIER
Will
eradicate
rvprr
vcatlge of
Humor, from the itlomi. at the
■ ante
time give tune ami at length
to the .jMi'in,
a I Ini. produced a.
marvellou. rc.iilt. in
Purifying the
niootl a. the Vegetable
Compound
ha. ia earing Female Complaint*.

CuBE.

Unquestionably the most important
medical discovery since vaccination.
A remedy
which assimilates with the mucous membrane and
forms not only a local, but a conniitutional
cure at any stage. One package generally suffices.
Delivered bv Druggists or by D. B. Dewey & Co.,
46 Dey Street, N. Y., $1.00 complete, Six packages
$5.00. Treatise and remarkable statements by the
cured, mailed free.
The afflicted can refer to:
S. Lewis, 220 Pleasant St., Boston;
H. A. Choate9 Revere House;
B. F. Bradbury, Washington St.;
Geo. C. Goodwin, Hanover St.;
W. Geraohty, 61 White St., Lawrence.;

to-day

the street.

Whittlesey, Sheffield, Mass.;
Caswell & Massey, Newport, R. I.;
Mrs. Susan B. Leighton, New Market, N. H.;
Mrs. Edgar Moores, Friendship, Me.;
Mbs. Geo. Webster, 69 Exchange St., Portland;
Mrs. George Hayden, West Roxbury, Mass.
Mrs. A. M. Partridge, Jamaica Plains, Mass.
Mille. Aimee, Opera Pnna Donna;
Paul Boyton, the great swimmer, Flushing, L. I
Rev. C. H. Taylor, 140 Noble St., Brooklyn, N. Y
Sam*l Benedict. Jr. 697 Broadway, N. Y„ etc.
A real cure of Catarrh for $1.50!
octll
M,W&Fly
Mrs. A. J.

tiana, Norway.

The young folks are making the most of the
fine skatiDg on the pondB to-day. Large crowds
are on Morse’s meadow and the mill
pond.
Quite a number of Bath’s young people attended the masquerade ball at Wiunegance
last night.
Last evening many Bath young folks attended the Christmas eve gathering at the Weiland
church and had a pleasant time.
Last evening the members of the Beacon
street church took possession of the parsonage
aud presented Rev. E. T. Adams with substantial Christmas gifts. All had a pleasant eve-

Medicated

Smith’s

Are

a

certain

_>i*1 rtn

and

Familv should he without LYDIA E.
PINKIlAM’S LIVER, PILLS.
They cure
Const ip it ion, Biliousness, aud Torpidity of the
Liver. 25c. per. box.
No

-OLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Address all orders to

PiRS0.\S,

Gum arabic dissolved in whisky will keep
the hair curled in damp weather.
And a little sugar dissolved in it has a similar effect on
the legs—New Orleans Times.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS,

A new verb has appeared in Bloomington,
111. A paper there speaks of a convivial citizen who was “shuttered” home.

SCHNAPPS.
As a general beverage and
corrective of water rendered

necessary

impure by

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of
Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps it snperlor to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public
trial of over 80 years duration in every
section of our country of Cdolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale onequaled
by any other alcohoUc distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers.

Drawing-room episide:

Affable duchess, to
tenor, who has just been warbling M.

Gounod’s

last—“Charming! charming! you
really get somebody to introduce you to

me!”—Punch.

KNOW THYSELF.
untold miseries that result from indiscretion in early
life may be alleviated and cured.
Those who doubt this assertion
should purchase the new medical
work published by the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
Boston, entitled THE SCIENCE
OF LIFE: «r,
_*ELF PRESERVATION
Exh usted
tality, nervous and physical debility,
or
vitality impaired by the errors of youth or too
close application to business may be restored and

THE

ilplio Ms Son k Co.,
18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK.
dlv

117 & 119 PIDDLE

regained.

PORTLAND, ME.
General -Agents.
°ct!8
”

OB

COCA LEAF COMPOUND.
The best Nerve Tonic known, produces a certain
and tn many cases marvelous effect on the exhausted
and over-worked Nervous System.
It imparts
Increased vigor to the tired and weary. An invaluable remedy for Neuralgia and Nervous Headache,
Dyspepsia, Congestive Chills and Cholera Morbus.
Its action is rapid in Vomiting, Griping and Colic
Pains.
Contributes to mental cheerfulness and
activity. Its equal Is not known in dissipating
the habits of Opium Eating, Strong Drink, or
Tobacco Chewing.
Send for Pamphlet.

Proprietor*,

$'000

cured

if you use

Hop

Bitters

If you are sim-

sent

free.

Sanford, 162 Broadway,
FOR SALE BY ALL

Dr.
N. Y.

DRUGGISTS.

oct13_eodeowly

fow spirited, try

agent which alters the
molecular arrangemeuis of the iodine of silver on the excited coliodian plate, and determines the formation of camphor and iodine
same

save your
life. It has

c.
T ,V
ls an absolute
irrt818ta??d
blecure for

drunkenness,
opium,
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THE

GREAT INVENTION
FOE WASHING AND CLEANSING

sodim

In hard

-<5^llgggglgjg

STEEL PENS

PltEAL SWAN
lu 20

quill

action.

Sviscn, Blakeman.Tayloh
& Co.
Grand
Low
ICy uud 1£0

j«4

Civcct,

York.

dltwlyP
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Advertising Agency,

•asSk.i
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in
bswapapen In the United States and Brittah Prov.
8«d for

of

and

Eastern

Mir’*., Paint, Whitewash, Ac.,
BRUSH
TRUE BROTHERS, Fore St.

BUILDER*
ish.’*

<

OMMENCINQ

piAHINET
DEANE

Maker*. Fine FurnitureBROS. & SANBORN, 183 Mid le St.

OCT T7tKff8Sfc

at
»
m.
p.
(Week
and
at
11
and will be
p. ra.
Sundays,
attached
to this train. Passengers have a
rest
night’s
and ai rive in Boston at 6.30 a.m. in season for
all morning train* South and West.
*•45 a. m. Daily except Sundays. For Boston ano
way stations, v ith parlor car arriving at 1.16 p.m.
I .OO p. na. Daily except Sundays for Boston ano
way outiions, vno parior car, arriving at 6.30
p.m. in season for Sound and Rail connection?
South and West.
f*«r Parti sad, leave Baataa,
■30 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00
p.m., arriving
in Portland at 12.06, r and 11
p. m.
The / pm. train runs daily.
T hrough ticket* ta all
Mautb and
W«»t at lowest rates at l>epot Ticket
Office, Con«mercial street, J. M. French, Ticket
Master, and
at the Union Ticket Office, E. A.
Waldron,
Agt.
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* far
Meats as.<
Berth* *al«l at Depat Ticket Office.

days),

Furnishing Good-.
LEWIS A 00., 147 Middle St.

and

A Jobber-

Middle an.Oi I'mm.la

pOAL, Wholesale, by Cargoor Carload.
V_y RANDALL A MCALLISTER, ml Commercial St
/"AOAC, by the Cargo, Carload or Ton.
ROUNDS & SON, 36 Commercial at
Dealer in Speeial Coals.
HENRY L. PAINE. 267 Commercial St
Lehigh, White Ash and Cumberland.
J
D. S. WARREN, 162 Commercial S
Wholesale by Carload or Ton.
CHARLES H oBRloN, 23(1 Com’l St
Roasters aud *pice Grinder*.
J
H. H NEVENS A CO., 184 A 186 Fore St
Spices, Cream Tartar, Ac
ROLLINS A WHITTEN. 260 Fore S
COMMISSION xflcbts A Produce Dealers.
Til' MPSON A HALL, 163 Commercial Si
1TONARY. Piaiu A Fancy Mfr

V

S.

C®AL,
(AOAL.
GOAL.
(tOFFKfc.
ClOFFEES.
4

*paiat»

LroiUM TUTTLE,
Passenger and Ticket Agent
W’. SAN BOHN, Master ransportatiOn
OCl8
^tf

■

Medicines, Paints
Oil*.
DRUGS,
PARSONS, BANGS & Co., 117 & 119 Middle St
Chem cals, Paints, Oils, Ac.
DRUGS, E. L. STANWuOD A 00., Market
Goods, Wooleus, and Fancy Goods.
PASSENGER OFFICES
DRY
DEERJLNG, MILL1KEN & CO., 166 Middle St.
74 EXCHANGE STREET
Goods, Woolens and Fuucy GoodDRY STORER BROS. A CO. 54 A 56 Middle St
goods and wool.ens.
DEPOT AT TOOT OP CVDIA ST.
Dry
woodman, true a00..137 to 141 Middle s

100 choice Newspapers.

—A-ND—

goods, woolens,

Ac.
A. LITTLE A CO., 236 A 238 Middle St
Woolen* and Fancy Good*.
TWITCHELL, CHAPMAN A CO., 159 Al.ddie

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates !

Gootss,

r. (

Hnada, Urtr.il, < hiraK., HUtaakn
Cinrinnati Si, l,.ui» Omaha, Saainaw, St. Paal, Salt L«kr Pity,
Denver. Nan Praacieca.
and all points in the

DRY
Faucy Goods
JOHN F. RAND, 96 Crows St
t?MBROIDERIES,Laces,
Ci

Northwest, Wesi and Southwest.
W. J.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
SPICER, Superintendent,
oclSdtf

_

NewYork & PMelphia New Line

FLOUR

Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

New

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK liuVhlmfc.
Host Central Station in

Philadelphia

Hhiladelphia <& Reading R. K.
AND UREEN STREETS,

NINTH

AND

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
Be
ticket*
buy
tat any railroad
boat office in New England) via

ware to

BOUND

BROOK

F1 A l-f
<ew York and Philadelphia
NEW
! 119

or

steao

every Affection of the

Throat,

Lungs and Chest, including Consumption. Sold by all Druggists.
»_5IW K& 1 }’40
TRY THE BO>.TONBATTERY.
POT-

w

It
stimulates
the
blood into action, and
should be worn by everyone subject to Kheuni a t

i

h in

Nervous

Neuralgia,

Diseases*
Sleepless Nights Hysteria, hpilepsy. Dyspepsia, Fever and Agile,
Heart, Liver, Luugand
Kinney Diseases. Xursing Mothers and Children wear the
Boston
Battery; its action upon the
mother and
child will be found
very
quieting. Mothers now
discard all soothing syrups and use the Boston Battery, thus relieving the child of much suffering
caused by narcotics. Sent
by mail everywhere on
receipt ot price. 50c.
Sold by all Druggists.
Men
and Women Agent* wanted in every city and town
Address Boston Galvanic Battery Co. 12 4 Tremont
St. Boston, Mass.
declO d&wly
—-

niJBIATIO

Vitriol,
AWD

NITRIC

O’nubci ’* Halt nail other
MANUFAC TURED

ACIDS,
Chemicals,

BY'

MERRIMAC CHEMICAL

F. II.

KENISON

From 145 Tremont Street
A'Boston, will be at U. S.
f Hotel. Room 19 JAW.
IS. for Four Days Only
('orns, Bunions and

feb24

_

A

v*

.j

{gS.g&J, •*£

ENGLAND AGENCY,

Washington

Street Boston.

H. P. BALDWIN,
Gen. Pan Agent 0. B. E. of N. J.

vo...

mh26dly

Maeu. Piue

aud

PALL A WINTER ARRANGEIflENT
Cmwacin December 6th, ■ SNO.
Until further notice passenger trains
will run as follows:
3
LEAVING PORTLAND
! '•43

Bad Wails treated without Pain.
Operations on
Oorn*. 25 cents each.
eiM.ti

E. N. FRESHMAN A BROS.

Adfertislng Agents,
LIW6 W. POFBTH ST., CTlfCIWWATI.
Estimates fur
Send for Olroular.

1

»,

1.

a. in—For all stations
running through to
Swanlaa, Vt., connecting with B C. &
R. R. points, and at St. Johnsbury with Day
Express on Passumpsic R. K. for Newport

ant Tloatreal.
145 p. m—For Fabyan’a and Intermediate
stations.

1

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND:
I. tO a.m.—From Fabyan's and Intermediate

-tioti.
4 i.RO p. m.—From
on

through line.

J.

him-ii WiniiJ*

B S.R.

s

lll’r. ol

ul) kiiK'n oi spruce
LUM
GILBERT SOULE, Agt., Com’!, loot ol ark.

Spruce.
LUMBER,
RUMERY, B1KN1K

LUMBER,

Piue

aud

Short.

Co.. 332 Cojuiuercial St
Doors, Blinds, Windows Ac>

BROS., 24 Preble St
Mieli. Piue A Hard W ood.
wi»>BEK A BAC<>N 220 ( ,m'l St.
MINIS rs and Boiler Makers.
POKTIaANI) COMPAN Y, Last End, Foi e St
ILLiNEfttV, Siruw Goods. Silk* Ac.
.JOHN E. PALMER. 243 MuldleS
LlX
VI HililNEKV aud Milliuery 4^oods.
ifX BIBBER, MORRILL A Me M ANN, 92 Oro** st
Plaulcrx and Skipper*.
TIMMONS A liAYY'ES. 119 Commercial si.
LEGRoVV

LUMBER.
MA4

and

all stations

HAMILTON Su,.’t
dec4dtf

WINE CENTRAL MM.
On

iu

A

Swanton, Vt.,

Dec. 4, 188

CO., 292 Commercial st
oi* All Kinds. k*Muuutr’s.’
Ei> W IN C'-EMEN 1 A CO., 272 Comme< ciai St

LViTIBFB
Eastern. W’rslrrii A Moudu
LI’JlitEK,
S. 11. A A. R. DO EN. 266 to 264 Fore St
Sou. l*iue fl linker aud Boards
J. YY’. DEEUING, 210 Commercial St.
LUMBER.
Sou. Piur Timoer and Plunk
C. W. KICHarUSON, B
LUMBER.
M Whf., ami Com 1

1

and

‘asseuger

after Die. 19th, 1SSO,

Traius

leave

Portland

* '«r Auburn mil I mi.ton at 12.80 ami
6.06 p. m. and fur £,< wj.ion rln tirnaswick.
at 7.00 a. m. and 11 15 p. n
, 'orBaugor, Driirr. Waterrille. Bi-lfast
A •kooli.giiiHi 12.3o, 12.40,and
11.15p.m
I or Augu.lii,
Hi.ll.wrll, diariiiner, and
Ki nusi. ick at 7.00 a. m.
12.40, 5.15, and
II. 15 p in.
^B :o> Rock land and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and far Eu, miugton, via Brunswick
at 7.< K> a m. and 12.4n p. m.
I 'mi Knit, at 7.00 a. in
amt 12.S0 and 6.16 p n
I 'or Earmingion
Phill pa.
Monmouth,
Wiuihrep Renuflrlil, Weal Watrrrillr,
North An.ou anil Waterrille via Lewiston
at 12.30 p. m.
■
'•r Wsit* rville via Augusta, 7.00 a. m.
The 11.i 5 p. m. train in the Night
Express, with
1 ullmaii ideepiug car attached and runs
every

gUt, Sundays iucliuiea.
Close connections are made at
Bangor, for all
^ at ions
11

tlie Bucksport &
OYSTER*.
Bangor, Bangor & Pisnaquis and E. & N. A. Railways: the Maine CenOils, Varnishes A Supplies.
K. R. forming with the E. & N. A. & St.
J* >112* W. PERKINS A C<1., 74 A
John,
PAINTS,
0om? l St
ul .Maine Railways,
Oils all kind*
SUPPLIES,
PAINTERS’«J. B. FICKETT A Co., 187 For* st j lie Provincial & New England All Rail Line
Mannings, Book* A Stationery
Offer*
the
re-establishment
of
PAPER
LURING, SHURT A HAKMON, 208 Middle St
{| Mght train bybetween Bangor
and St. John,
Mutcriala.
u
ou

1

r

,,,

PHOTOGRAPHIC
J. D.
EXikK A

X

CO., 480 Congress St.
S JlCKLES, Vinegar, Cider, Ketchup Ac.
X
E. D. PETTENGILL, Mfr., 8 A 10 Market St
4i4IODS.-Hall Rubber Co.
C. 11. BOSWOKXH. cor. Middle A Exchange st*
Importers und Dealers.
THOMAS, BACON A CO., 86 Commercial St
Importers A Dealers.
1^ EMERY A FUR ISH, Head of Union Wharf.
UllIP IS BOB BBS, Stores A Chandlery.
J. S. VY INSLOYv A CO., 3 & 4 Central Whf

RUBBER
SALT.

©’
“

f|

„i
*4

V
ft
^

BROKERS, Corda^e, Chandlery
^JlIIP
^ Y-.or«B. RYAN A KELSEY 16]

and
Commercial St

Plated and

Britannia Ware.
RUFUS DUNtlA.vi A fciuNS, Mfrs, 218 Fore
SILVER

1Gas, V\ nter A Ventilating Pipe
DANIEL WINSLAJW A SON, 7 Cross St

L»TEAM.

S

4 actings.
Rouges,
PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO., 244Fore
STOVES,
Sinks

Coffees, Spices and Grocers’ Sundries.
G. W. S1MONTON A CO.. Mfrs., 13 A 16 Union
11EAS,
Mis’* nud Dealer*.
TENNEY A LEIGHTON, 202 Fore St.
TIN WARE,
TRUNKS. Bags Ac., Mfrs.
Dealers,
G. B. BROAD A CO., 162 Exchange sr
1
aud

Tailors’ Trimmings,
f ▼ CHADBOCKN A KENDALL, 168, 170 Middle

lIZOpiiENBA

>w
e
to

trains each way every week day, and one
ery Mind sy (night) between Bodou, Portions
u«l f*«. John. IflidiiMX, and all
parts of the
larhiuae Pioviucr*; trains leaving Portland at
!.4t»andll 1.5 p. m.
'Ihe latter making conations with trains for Houltou.
Woo«utock,
i* Andrew*,
St. Stephen, Fredei ieton.
ori Fairfield and Caribou.
Ij i mi ted Ticket* for St. John and Halilx on Male at reduced rale*.
aMMenger Traiu* arrive iu Portland as
follows:—1The morning trains from Augusta,Bath
and Lewiston at 8.36 and 8.40 a. m.
The day
trains front Bangor
and all intermediate and
branch stations and connecting roads at 12.45
ami 12.50 p. m.
rhe afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath and Lewiston at 6.46 p. m. Tbs
^ight Pullmxr Express train at 1.60 a. m. From
St. John aidPHalifax at 12.60 p. m. and 1.60
a. in.

PAYSON TUCKER 8up*t
v
Portland. Dec 13 1880.

on.I

uUGAH A' Molasse*. importers.
GEO. S. HUNT A Co., Agu* Eagle Refinery
O
IIACKI.K Block* Galvanized Boat Trim
X
mmgs. T.LAUGHL1NA S0N,Cemer st.

FALL

tec!3__dtf
■ 111 in ford Falls & Buc&fleld
•

J

£

_r°r Portland,

leave

Canton 4.20

m"Buckfleu-6-16 aDd

F°r Canton and
Buckfleld, leave
* 1 ■rtlaud 1. o p m.;
Le»iston, 1.67 p. in.
jtage cunueciious for West Sumner, Dixfleld,
'ron, itaugley Lakes, Ac.

L ,WASHBURN, JB., President.
P.rtland Oct. 18.1880.
oc20tf

AHRANGJ.MKNT

TWO TKIP8 PEK WEEK.

in each noncii.

Loyal Orange Institution—Washington Lodge
150. Meets Second Monday in the month, at
Temperance Hall, Congress St.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana^ Monday, Congress Hall, 420Va Congress St.;
Mission, W’ednesday, Preble Chapel; Forest City,
Wednesday, Sons of Temperance Hall; Mystic,
Thursday, Sons of Temperance Hall.
Payson Literary Society
Meetings every
Monday evening, at Mercantile Librarv Room, Farrington Block, Congress street
Portland Public Library and Reading
Room—City Building. Open and free to all, from 10

On and after

/•sen-

Monday, Nov 8th..
Falmoi th, Capt. D.

steamers
taiAWcL_,_othe
3,

n

>JiWE!Sai

Hall,

and

New

Brunswick,

J. Thompson, will leave
Jp****==S»»Capt.
Railroad
Wharf foot of State street .every Mondav
and
Thursday, at 6 p. m foi Eastpon and
St. John, with connections for Calais, hohhlnsi4*t*
3
tudrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan,
Digby, Annapolis, Yarmonth
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle Amherst
Pictou, She*liac, Bathurst. Iralbousic, char-’
lotteiown. Fort sairfield Grand hall*, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and C anada Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, V estern Coonties, and Prinoe Edward Island hail Roads
and Stage Routes.
EV Freight received
nntl*
o’clock p. m.
Fo'Circulais, ivlth Excursion Routes Tickets
State Rooms and furthei
Information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
T. C. HER"KY, President, and Manager, or to \ R
STUBBS Agent H k Wb«’
novBdtf

—

a. m. to 0 p. m.
Jt fEMLE Templarb—Perham Temple. No. 24.
at Congress Hall, e ery
Wednesday evening at 7
0 clock.
Temperance concerts first Sunday In every
*
month.

Knights of Pythias— Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 0, Slonday
evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings, at
their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square. Section
181 Endowment Rank, fourth
Thursday in each

CLYDE’S

month.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1 and 3 convene at P. O. S. of A.
Hall, Plum
street. No. 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on Monday evening of each week; No. 2 at School House
Turner's Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday Evening
Portland Army and Navy Union—Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each

Philadelphia

A.

Hew

Ungland
STEAMSHIP LINES

FROM

BOSTON

in connection with

OLD

i’OLOIkY BAIL.
BOAD.
BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.
Nemi-Weekly Line, Quick
rime. Law
Kates, Vregnrar Peparture*.
and lorwarded daily to FALL
Lreceived
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde steamWEl#NI»si)AY and SATURf-rTi.'”,ili“l,*’rr5
DAY to Pailadelpkia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Ykarlea.
mb, N- U-, Waxkingtaa. D. I'., I.caracMwa. D. €., Alexandria. Yn., and aU Rai
air
Witar Lim.ii

month

Young Men’s Christian Association—OppoPreble House, Congress street. Open day and
evening. Union Gospel Meetings Wednesday and
Saturday evenings at 7% o’clock.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters corner of Congress and Temple streets.
Open day and evening. Business meeting Tuesday
evenings at 7Va o’clock.
site

DIRECTORY.
at which

STEAMSHIP CO-

Tie., Calais, Mr,,
Yarmonth,
'• S* stt. John, Ik. H.
Halitas.
Ik. M.. Charlottrtowa. P. K. •

Through Rates uaineu and Bills of Lading rven
from any poini in New England to Philadeli hi
For rates of Freight, and other information apply to
D. D. C. MINK Agent,

the Daily

Press may always be found.

w“hington Street Boston, Mass

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Goding, Proprietor,

nr

AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court SC—W. S. & A. Young, Proprietors.

Portland, Bangor & Mat hias

n
**•
No. 12

Hr € •., General Managers.
^|y*ie
So. Delaware

—FOB

ROCKLAND,
ONE

BELFAST.
AMERICAN HOUSE—J. D. Tucker. Proprietor.

Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS- W. R. Field. Proprieto

PER

.On

and after

U*.

s

Bangor.

mmmmm

DEXTER.
EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G. Mor
rill. Proprietor.

Str. Minnehaha

EAST BROWNFIELD.
:'BEATY HOUSE—W. H. Stickney, Proprietor.

©« atni Hti« r 0< T 4I«|.
wi!l lt,HVe the Ea*t sole ..f « ustom House Wharf, for
t»*nk»,
■»<!
l.ill'* huh 4.'rent
( hetorngUf l*l'.«u«ls

*1*4: Ajbwjf

EAST PORT.
PASSAM AQUODDY HOUSE—A. Pine A Co., Proprietors.

AN!
0.45

A. M.

1.15

•*

for Peaks only.
12.30 p. m.
eturn immediately after each

PORTLAND.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Cor. of Middle mid India Sts.
C. H. Wilkins. Proprietor.
UITY HOTEL, Coruei ol congress and Green St*.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
FALMOl TR HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sfs. -O. M. Shaw A Son. Proprietors.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G.
Perry
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—J. Lindsey A Sen

R'^<^18

ADVERTISING

Humes, Proprietor.

Newspaper Advertising

14 PARK ROW,

Pill I.LIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Page, Proprietor.

Advertising Agents,
FOR ALL THE LEADING
NEWSPAPER*.
IO SPRITE
STREET,' NEWVORK.

MACCARAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,-W. S. Pratt, Proprietor

The

Pbesn

be found

uihv

T.

C.

Advertising

Proprietor

on

tile at

our

nhiee.

EVANS'

Printers’

Agency and

Warehouse,
1

«•

WASHINGTON

ROSTOV.
Woo.1 and Metal Type, and all kinds ef
Vinters Materials Advertisements inserted hi aU
1 aper in the Lnited States or Canadas at nubiishcr*'
werl prices
Soud for estimate*.
Dealer In

HARTLAND.
IABTLAND HOUSE. J. B. Littlefield, Prop.

S. R. NILES,
Advertising Agent,
4 ITREIIONTST.,
Go- tracts for
|

boxtos

Advertisements

SSSfWPmSS^

Newspapers

in al

F. O. BAIL,El A: 4 0.,

LEWIMTON.

^ inctioueers and

Commission Merchants

Nslr.re.ai I*

NORRIDGEWOCK.
'ANFORTH HOUSE—D. Dan forth Proprietor.
NORTH ANSON.
1 IOMEBSET HOUSE, Brown & Hilton,
Proprietors

Airent,

NEW i«KH,

OEO. P. ROWELL A CO.

RAYMOND VILLAGE.
HOUSE, Wm. •. Smith, Proprietor.

HOUSE—Quinby & Murcb, Proprietors.

AOLNTS.

J. H. BATES,
Potteugill A Co.

[J. S. HOTEL, Junction of congress and Federal Sts
—McDonald A New egin Proprietors.

HOUI.TON.
•NELL HOUSE— D. 0. Floyd, Proprietor.

,iti

Late of S. M.

NICHOLAS HOTEL, Temple St.—Albert H.

HIRAM.
flT, CUTLER HOUSE—Hiram Baston, Proprietor

trip.

_

Proprietors

WEST HARPS WELL.
TAItPSWELL HOUSE.—A. J. Merriman, Prop1

Friday, Deo. 17tb.

further particulars Inquire of
L. I»A1 Ge». ITeae. Age
Railroad Wharf
tf GUSHING General Manage
Portlaud, Dec. 10,1880.
declOdtf

nvT
QEO.

VI ERcb ANTS’

ELLSWORTH.
HOUSE—A. i. maunders, Prop.

WEEK

Steamers,

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
LARK'S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Rail was
l>epot—M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

JEW ITT

TRIP

west. Will also wnintH-l at Rockland with
>antord
Line of
each trip to and from boston.
Also each trip t and from Bangor and
River Landings. N
Freight taken or

CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.

k MERIC AN

MIL-

Jlillbridge,
Hachiafiperl.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every J|M*ay viormug, a
4.30 o'clock, arriving In Portland sarnee ening,
connecting with Pullman night
train and earlv
morning trains for Boston and ihe

BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker A Co

NKOWHEGAN.
rURNER HOUSE,—W. G. Heselto
SLM HOUSE,—F. A. Dore, Pronrieto

DESERT,

the Steamer LEWIaTON, Capt.
Charles Deering. will leave Rani.
*** ■ ■— ■— road
Wharf, Portlaud, every
Fn.ia, evening, nt 11.14 o clock, or on arrival of
Puliman express train from Boston fer
UockInn«i. C’a* I iDeer Isle,
Ncdgwick,
»•. We-i Harder, Mar
Harder,
■

BOLSTER’S MULLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

.EXTRA!

—

9IT.

BRIDGE sad MAI HIAfi.
Wiuter Arrangement, ISM),

BATH.
SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.

*T.

Philadelphia.

Ave.

STEAMBOAT CO.

prietor.

aud

LUMBER,
UUFLs DEEK1NG A

(STERNA TI ON A L
Ka-tperi.

No.

Kmbracingtbe leading Hotels

Nimmikip.

tgent.No 229 Washington Street
And to all points In the a eel oy Baltimore a Ohio
R. R., M. W
ti»v1so»
lgent 219 Washington
street.
Ship via Seaboard .Ur Line to Raleigh Charlotte
■>partansburg, Greenville, Atlanta, the Carolina*
and Georgia Points. A. H. Torricelli
Agent. 2944
Washington St. Through bills of lading given by the
above name? agents.
Pannage to Norfolk and Baltimore including
Berth and Meals, 1st Class,
2d ( lass. 97.
For freight or passage to Norfolk. Baltimore W asblagton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON
gent,
aoSdtt
Central w I,
Ht*>n.

every Wednesday

Portland Fraternity—No. 4 Va Free St. Block
evening.
Forest City Commandery No. 10 convenes at
P. O. S. of A. Hall, Plum 8t., on first
Thursday of
each month.
Bobworth Post G. A. R. —Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Portland Society of Natural History—At
their library room, City Hall, on the first and third
Monday evenings of each month.
Portland Temperance Union—Congress Hall.
Business meeting Thursday evenings; public meet
ug Sunday evenings, at 7 o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75Second Saturday of each month.
Maine Chari able Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thurs-

HOTEL

Clam

WM. CRANE,
I). H. MILLER.
Vram Bawtaa direct every WEDIKMD A Y
aa<l NtTIKUAY al 3 P. VI.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Uexandria by steams*
Lady of the Lake and
through rates given
Freight forwarded to Petersburg Richmond and all
Point* South *tnd Southwest via V* and Teno Air
Line. C. P Gaither. Agent 244* Washington street.
To all points of North and South Carolina and beyond via Atlanth Coast Line Wa do A. Pearce

AUGUSTA.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, state St.—M. Whitehead, Pro-

s

L^ALT.

CO.,

Office 73 Kilby Ni„ Boston.
Also lor sale, Aqua Ammonia, Blue Vitriol. Acetic
Lcids, etc.
novl7 WF&M3m

DR

IRON,E. COREY' A CO.. 126 127 <Jmniuei<-ial
Cement Cal. A Lan Plaster
Itair. C. A. B. MORSE A CO., 6 Coo# 1 >VU1
LIME.

Vim
JOHN HOPKi 8,
WM. LAWRENCE,

TEaMPLAKS OF HONOR.

ROUTE.

HaitbiiM;iiin

A

■tkammbip LiMt,

a.

ningB; Ligouia, on Friday evenings; Harmony, on
Saturday evenings; Ivy, D. of R., second and fourth
Thursday of each month.
Encampment—Machigonne, first and third Wednesday, Eastern Star, second and fourth W ednesday;
Portland, first and third Friday; Falmouth, No. 11.
first and third Tuesdays.

day

W. D. LITTli. A LU.
FxrhanffP Ht
purtlunil.

Norfolk, Lain more

ever}

Monday, Oct. 18th,
--jnerc-jngai
1880, passenger trains will leave PorJ-_
■'**'
Iftiiiiland, as follows:
To Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. ra., 14 36
and 5.15 p. m.
To Montreal and Quebec, ».30
p. m.
To Lewiston Junction,
mixed, 4.00 p. m.
To Norway, So. Paris and Gorham, £.45 a. in.
1.30 and 5.15 p oi.
ARKIVALi.
From Gorham, So. Paris, Jb Norway, £.30 a. m.
and 14.30 p. m.
From
Lewiston and Auburn, £.30 a. m..
US p. in., tt.oo p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal ifc
Quebec, 1X30 p.m.
From Lewiston Junction, mixed, 9.30 a. na.

or to
SI

je38dtf

■

°u an'* after

2Utb and 3i)tb of each month

For freight ot passage rates and the fullest infot
mation, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
r. I.. B A KTIiGTT A CO.,
110 Mlate Street, cwr. Brand Si., Bmiso.

Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the
month.
Benefit Association—Board of Directors meet
third
Monday evening of each month. Association
meets third Monday evening of January.
Lodgfb—Maine, No. 1, on Monday evenings; Bea
con,on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No. 3, on Wednesday evenings; Ancient Brothers, on Thursday eve

evening.

ICth,

below.

S. S Colon... Dec. 21 I 8 8- Acapulco.Dec. 30
S. s. Crescent City for Isthmus of Panama
only.1
Jan. 10.

Odd Fellows*Hall, Farrington Block, Congress

Temple—Forest City, No. 1

lulssda, New Zculaod and
Auatra ia.
splenuie steamers sail from New

new an
on the

carrying passengers and freight for San Francisco

4*

month.

CANADA.

Windows, Blinds and Fixtures.
J. A. LEAVITT A SON. 250 Commercial St
DOORS,
Windows, Blinds and Fixture*.
CHAS. S. FARNHAM & CO.,292 Commercial St
DOORS,
Painters & Mfr*. Supplies
W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,134 to 138 Middle St
DRUGGISTS,

Steel, Carriage Kurd ware A «

The
York

T>mp'ais* Hat', Jfo, 100 Exch <nge Street.
Council—Maine, first and bird Monday in each

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

/ 1ROCKERY, Glass and Plated Ware.
XJ iiAYES A DOUGLASS, 242 Middle St.

UAY.
IKON,

"*®Wdwicli

1. O. O. F.
At

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

At

t

Precised Bay A Nuaw by the 4 nrgo. HiRAM PIERCE, Coin'!, cor. Park St
Steel. Deary Daruware Ac.
A. E. S*1 EY KNS A CO., 14c A 160 Commercial

Masonic Instruction—

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.
Third Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R.S., fourth
Friday in March. June, September and December.

General

CfOISFEt L. J. PERKINS, 481) Congress at.
OOPERAGE STOCK Exporters.
GEO. S. HUNT A CO., 111 Commercial St
C
China and €*luss Ware.
C. E. JOSE A CO., 14u A 142 Middle Si
CROCKERY,

Dry

FOR

every month.

Council—Portland Council P. of J., second Fri-

»• “•
jDaily (Night Express from Bangor) for
Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth. Newbury port, Salem, Lynn and Boston. A special Pullman Sleeping Car will be ready for occupancy in Portland

CIGARS.

("SLOTHING
J. T.

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. (0

Masonic Relief AwwinAnaif* Fourth Wednes-

Friday.

('iANNED

Manufacturer*
CLOTHING
ALLEN & Co. 220

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday ; St. Albans, seconil Thursday; Blanquefort, 3d
Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening In May;
Grand Council, W«Hlnesday 2 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

10

Wharf.

These steamers are fitted up with One aceommoda*
.ions for passengers, making this a very -oitve>iiei*t
and comfortable route for 'raveier* betwee» New
York and Maine
During thesumme mouth* here
m«amers will touch at Vineyard Havei oi< tbelt pasto
and
from
New York
Passage including
sage
<tate Room $3
meals extra Goodsdestined beyona
Portland oi New York forwarded to destination at
For iurthei infurmittioL apply to
noo
HENRY FOX, Genera! Agent Portland.
J. F. AMES, AgM,, Piet 38 P R. New York.
Tickets and State Know* cat- W obtained at 22
From Dec. 1 to May 1, no pasVxroange street
dec'd
sengers will be taken by this line.

next before ev
Town House, Cape

Tuesday of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITE

rrainw Leave Portland

Franconia

furthei notice leave Franklin

Will until

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
A. C., third Monday.
Ouimcil—-Portland C. R. A S. Mnstpra, atvond

of

to Sew fork.

Portland, every MONDAY and THTRSDA Y, at fl
P M.. and .eave Piei 38, East River New York,
•very MONDAY and THHRSDAY at 4 P M

Second and fourth

/CARRIAGE A Sleigh Mfr*. A Dealer*.
\y MARTIN, PENNELL A CO., Elm A Cumberland
CARRIAGE and Sleigh Mfr*. A DealersZEN AS THOMPSON, Jr.. 34 to 38 Union St
/CARRIAGE and Saddlery Hardware.
JAMES BAILEY A CO., 264 Middle S
Meats, Fish and Vegetable*.
> PORTLaN 1 > PACKING CO., 221 Commercial
Manufacturer and Importer
ERNESTO PONCE, cor. Exchange and Middle
J

Steani*tiip Company.

Semi-Weekly Line

Vernon, R.

Portland School

T. KILBORN & CO., 24 Free St

Caps, Fur*, Robes and Gloves.
BYRON GKE ENOUGH A CO.. 234 Middle St
UATS,

Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and

Wednesday. Hiram, Tuesday,
llall,

!

at

Meamer* Eleanora and

Elizabeth.

day in

/"'1ARPETI1YG8 and Paper Hanging*.
\y MARRETT, BAILEY A CO.. 190 & 192~lid3le
piARPETINGN and Upholstery Good*.
W.

Maine

month.

ery full moon, at Masonic

p.

Wharf.
in a. in.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn R. R., and South
by conrecting lines, forwarded free of commission
Kill hi Dollar* Ksssd Tripoli,
Meals and Room included.
For Freight ot Passage apply to
ft B. *AJI»»MON, Aaroi
tIII I.SM
le8

on or

WINTER Schedule.

Long
Pine Street

Frou

Philadelphia

YORK BIGHT.

Railroad,

F4I4E, and

and Mfr* of *‘Hou*e FinBURHOWS BR« »S., cor. Fore & Cross stt*

Wharfavc.
From
Wharf. Boston, 8
m.

Monday.

IkBUSH MFBs.. Paint, Whiiewanh, Ac,
■*
D. WHITE A SONS, 127 Middle Si

V,

Ho

Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday : Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

wt.

Llnv.

Every Wednesday and
Saturday.

MASONIC.
At Masonic Hall No 95 Exchange Street.

Town Good* and S. S. Supplie*
BOOKS
HOYT FOGG A DONHAM, 193 Middle

Hardware.

S. W. PETTMCHL & CO.’S
I

BOOKS,
BAILEY A NOYES. 68,
Stationery A Room Paper*.
B®.®^®?
CORING, SHORT & HARMON, 208 Middle S
Blank Book*
Stationery.
HOOKS,
DRESSER. MeLELLAN A CO., 47 Kxchang*

A

ESTABLISHED IN 184».

)

Numbers. A complete Sample Card, for
trial, by mail on receipt of 23 cents*

Room Paper*.
70 A 72 Exchange Si

and

Agents tor oriental Powder Mills.
N. M. PERKINS A CO., No. 2 Free St. bi’k

WILL CERTAINLY CURE
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore

veningofeaoh

AVa.biagt.a,

BOOTH

*i«-nm»lit|»

leaves each Port

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday

Wonlfard’a.

S*Z j*,k.rilJ,*tW,ek

BOOTS

Olrwi

STATED^ MEETINGS.

Dejaai,

B0®?18

and

d2awF&M&eowm28

cf the \ cry Befit European Make, end unrivaled for
b Iexihiuty, Durability, and Evenness of point.

Journal.

soft

water,WITHOUT SOAP, and
without danger to the finest fabric.
SAVES TIME and LABOR
AMAZINGLY,
and is rapidly coming into
general use. Sold by all
Grocers; but beware of vile counterfeit.. Its
great .uccea. brings out dangerous imitation., but PEARLINE is the only safe article.
lways bears lire name of James Pyle, New York

SPENCERIAN

to the inmates of the hive.—Western Farmer

or

and

ail

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshat
Portland.
First class <r>iuing Rooms
Station, Exetei Lawrence and Boston
THROrGF TICKETS to all points Wem and
South may be bad of Tl. I.. William*. Ticke*
Agent, Hostoi A Maine depot and at Union
Ticket Ofllce, 40 Exchange St.
JAS T FI RBER Gen. snpt
8. H. STEVENS Gen Went Portland
«>*
oc!6

a. na.. 1.45, 0.40 and
(mixed) 0.45
p. na.
l'he 1.45 p. na. tiain from Portland
connects atA yer J u or witLHM«,.« land Route
for
the weet, and:at 4 man
Warceater. for
W*», uid all rail,
“h* »pring«eld, Also with 6f. V. A N. R.
R.
B. t Steamer Maryland Route”) for
HhiladrlBalUawirr.
and the
lu*d »'«> Bod.. A
Alban, B B. f«u
he Went.
Close connection* ina-l. ai WcNtbroolt
June
iaaaa with through trains of Me.
Central R. R.. an.
4 GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with trams
>t Grand r» mb R. R.
Through ticket* to a! points South and West, at
l)epot office* aud a
‘in* A Adam* No. 22 Ex
hango Street

Mill Supplies, Acts. Wi liams
HARDWARE.
KING A DEXTER, 269 Middle St
belting.
Farm Tools
Cutlery
EMRK Y, W A 1EKHO USE A CO., 169 AliddleSt
HARDWARE,
linUry and Farm Tools
HARDWARE,
SMITH, Tib BETTS
CO., 131 Middle St

Oil

I

VFQ co’»
Hoekwter, h. y.
4 Toronto, Ont.

WfBtbraah

f*11"’
7.40

—an if

PHll.Airttl.FlilA

ments.

Portland

at

Boston

Transfer

Viwbburg.
HtadhaB. and Ki9

tlBOCEBlEH

gestion, strengthens the system,
regulates the bowels, purifies the

§ QITTniP
I
K llrKS
■'

Leather A Finding*.
-fc> O. J. WALKER & CO., 153 and 156
Middle St
13®OTS, Shoes and Mocca*in*.
O
LORI), HASKELL A CO., 135 Middle St
1IOOTS and Shoe*, Leather A Finding*.
A. F. COX A SON, Manufacturers
Manfr*. and J obber*.
AJ CHASE, KNIGHT A CO., 52 and 54 Union
|
St
HOOTS, Shoe*. Leather and Finding*.
■J
B. B FARNSWORTH A CO.. 133 Middle St
f 8h°ei, Mfr*. Ladle** A Mime**
Fine Shoe*.
SHAW. CODING A CO.
and Shoe*, Manfr*. and Jobber*
JOHN P. THOMAS A CO
A Shoe*, Leather A Finding*.
B. F. WHITNEY & CO.. 222 Middle St

with

<

tion.

and 11.16 a
and 8.10 p.

n. m. and I 43
p. a,
’ll»nehe«ler, f.ar.rd and point* North at
1.45 p. an.
F»r Koch enter,
Hprinsvale, Alfred, Waterboroaml Macs River./.40 a. na.. 1.45
m-- “d (mixed) at 0.45
f
p. ns. Returning
leave Rochester at rmixed) 6.46 a. m.
11.00
a. m., irad 3.56 p. m.;
at
arriving
(mixed) 9.35 a m., 1.10 p. m. and 6.10 p. m.
? or
t.arhana, Saccarappa. ( aoibcrlam

t

Stationery

m.
m.

J""

ping at 1,‘KI

tiROCERIES.
GROCERS.

tiveness, Headache. Itassists di-

T

W|

HARRKL9
E. S. HAMLEN, 140 Com’1
St, .Sr 240 Fore St.
Maker* aual BlackMmith*.
BOILER
QUINN & CO. Office, 35 Commercial St

REWARD! buncleJ,

,.

use of

F*rai»
L1"1®*;l.owell.
Aj,.?r
Nn.fauu,

*r-ck

C'I

Complaints, Jaundice, Biliousness, Malaria, Cos-

pepsin, kidneyn

»;

Market Square
Dairy Imple-

Cooperage

*rrirtug at Woroaster
Returning tear*

>

road connect

It# favorite steazuers Forest City ami
John
Brooks wil! alternately e»ve FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF,
Boston at 5 o’clock p. m. <lnil ?, Suudays excepted).
Passenger* b.v this line are reminded that they secure a 0111 f<.rtable night’s rest and avoid the expense
andhicouvenience of arriving in Boston late at night
IF Ticket* and Staterooms foi sale at D. H.
Ol Ntt’s. 272 Middle street.
Through Ticket* t< New York, via the various
tail u.d Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J
H 1 01 1 E. Jr
brurrsl Acral.
itf
apro

Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Ml l»eeert Machine Eastnort, • :alais, St
and
Halifax.
connect
with Grand Trunk
John
Algo
trains at Grand Trunk Station, %nd Maine Centra1
t
A
Portland
rains
at Transfer Staand
Ogdensbur*

«w

■*

aid

Trains on Boston A Value
steamers run In* between

tRKAAI.KHENT

U3.16 n.ni. and J!;
T.3U p. m.
nlon Depot. Worcester at 7.3d a.
at
Portland
at 1.10 p.
arriving

Implriueul.,

fillSH.

Liver

J^KI

.,

■

Ij^MERY WHafiELS, Drain Pipe, Garden
Holder. J.VN. STOCK WELL, 1 W. t/romeuadv
L'lSU, Dry and Pickled, Deulers in Salt.
DANA A CO.. 124 Commercial St
JT
Liquid Wyomoke in Bottles, at $1.00, $1.50 and $3.00.
Dry, Pickled aud Smoked.
GE'J.TKEFETHEN A CO. 6Couimcrcial Whal
Plasters
for
and
BheuLiver,
Lung,
Sidney
Wyomoke
LILOUR, Provisions and Staple Groceries
matic Complaints. Price,
25 Cents.
Jl
THOMAS, BACON A CO., 86 Commercial st
FOB SALK BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
and Groceries.
WILLIAMS, PULS1FEK A CO., 59 Com’l St.
SHANNON & MAEWIGK,
LlLOUR, Groceries and Provisions.
I JT
Hartford, Cobb., U. 8.*
E. C. HERSEY A CO.. 93 a 95 Com’l st.
noil
dTh&M&wlw
IARUIT
and
Produce, “ Wholesale.”
HODGlX)N A SOULE, 101 Commercial St
A.
L'URN IT URL Manfrs. Fine A Common
WALTER COREY A Co., 28 Free St
r
Felons, Boils,
ALVAN1ZED IRON, Gutters A Cornices.
Ulcers, Abscesses, Sores of longstanding. Erysipelas
W.
H.
W
SCOTT. Mfrs., 29, 31 A 33 Union at
Salt
Piles,
Kheum, Soft and Ulcerated Corns, Ohil
A RAIN and Feed, Receivers A Dealers
blains, Inflamed Joints, Frost Bites, etc. Mrs.
VJT KENSELL, TABOR A CO., 11 Central Wharf
Julye Myer’s Drawing & Healing Salve fails to cure.
RAIN, FLOUR AND FEED.
IT
WALDRON a TRUE, 4 A 5 Union Wharf
Boston, Dec. 13, ’80.
Mrs. Julye Myers,
Flour and Provisions.
Ma 'am,—About the 3rd of Dec. 1879,1 was takIT W. A C. R. Milliken, 107 A 109 Commercial St
en wi h a welling in my foot which settled into
dry
Flour and Provisions.
Gangrene. I was told that I had not 24 hours to live.
COUSENS & TOMLINSON, 217 A 219 Oom
My wife catching at, the last straw, applied your
a IROCERS, Spice Grinders A Codes Roasters
salve: it kept the Gangrene from spreading any furVJT TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN A CO., 175 Com’
ti er andsav- d my lire. I am 78 yean- of age. and • owe
the few remaining years of my life, entirely to you.
a ^ ROCERS.
Yours etc.
Wm. Wood,
IJT CHAa. Vh LAUGHLXN A CO.. Central St.
45 Buckingham street.
/ 1 ROC ERS
Or SAW Yi.lt, toss &DEERING.1 Centra Whrf
Boston. Jan. 26,18*0.
A ^ ROCERIES and Provision*.
Mrs. Myers: Dear Madam—Having been afflicted
CONANT A RAND, 163 Commercial St
VX
f r several years with piles, and having tried nnmer
ous remedies without avail, I was persuaded to
1 ROCERIES, Flour and Provision*.
4
try
▼our drawing and
FLETCHER A CO., 169 Commercial St
VT
healing salve.and am happy to say
has met with complete success
/>< nAcvnis's
ei.n.
d.__
EDWAKD F. KENNEY,
HUKCHlLL A MELCHEK, 147 Commercial St
U<
No. 9 Knapp St., Baste*, Mass.
/ 'I BOEEB81 Provisions and Flour.
W. F.Phillip«& Co., Wholesale Agents.
U W.P. CHASE A CO. 167 Commercial St
«d5
dly
AND PRO VISIONS.
C SHAW, SON A HAWKES. 149 Commercial St
BOOEBS
and
Dealers in Flour.
|
vJ
SMITH, GAGE A CO., 92 Commercial St

Only Vegetable Compound that

blood. A Book

WIWTKH

**•■“***»> o«. is,
T^-afisaiiia..^u,r
• MMW. nweeuger Train* will lean
.»-*i ur<lKBd at 1 iW a. **,, sag

AGRICULTURE
ment*. GEO BLANCHARD &
BRO., 11 Silver
nn>i

oCl6dtf

PORTLAND k ROCRENTER R. R.

scrlptlon,

l< and

WhSCOTT. Supt.

Maud aud ttoreesSr Lluei

and

acts directly upon the Liver, and
cures

Gr O. P.

| iBUGS, Chemicals A Drug9!* Sundries.
XX J. W. PERKINS A CO., 74 & 76 Commercial St

LIVER
INVIGORATOR

11 j.ii
.
j
of Lu iuess.weakman of letters toiling overnua-^
enedbyt o strain of
night work, to resyour duties avoid
ptimularliP-nd use H tore brain nerve and
■ waste, use Hop B*
Hop betters.
If you are young and I guile ring from any Inor
H
tion ; ir you aro mardiscretion
dissipa
ried or single, old or H young, eullering from
poorbealth or languish H Ing on a bed of sickness, rely on H O pB Bitter*.
j
Thousands die anWhoever you are. jBfc
whenever you feel H FI nuallyfrom some
fc>rm of K | d n e y
that your system
disease that might
needs cleansing, toning or stimulating, H9 have been prevented
without intoxicating,
by ft timely use of
take
in.
Hop
HopBItter.
Bltteis.

_

lawMtf

DiSANFORD’S

'' Bw

9,
K; ITHT)
111 | K
B L.L\J

STREET,

I*f_

Two hundredth edition, revised and enlarged, just
published. It s a standard medical work the best
in the English language, written by a physician of
great experience, to whom was awarded a gold and
medal by the National Medical Association.
jewelled
It contains beautiful and very expensive engravingsThree hundred pages, more than 50 valuable prescriptions for all forms of prevailing disease, the resuit of many years of extensive ana successful practice, either one of which is worth ten times the
price of the book. Bound in French cloth; price
$1, sent by mail post-paid.
only
The London Lancet says: “No person should be
without this valuable book. The author is a noble
benefactor.*’
An illustrated sample sent to all on
receipt of 6
cents for postage
The author refers, by
to Hon.
permission,
P. A. K1SSELL, M. I)., president of the National
Medical Association.
Address Dr. W. H. PAHTJU A T
KElt, No. 4 Bulflnch Street
The author rpIf VWl?I I?
Boston, Mass.
JUI1
may be consulted on all dis- 1 H. JL
eases requiring skill and experience.
M.Th&wl v

This circular is presented by the undersigned, Wholesale Dealers ami Manufacturers of Portland.
The Merchant
and Manufacturer will here llud conveniently classified and indexed, general
merchandise and supplies of every de-

st

WOLFE’S

A Lady’s Wish.
“Ob, how I do wish my skin was as clear
and soft as yours,” said a lady to her friend.
“You can easily make it so,” answered t* e
friend. “How?” inquired the first lady. "By
using Hop Bitters, that makes pure rich blood
and blooming health.
It did it for me as you
observe.” Read of it.—Cairo Bulletin.

York next morning at 0 o’clock.
Tickets and Slate Rooms secured in advance at
Ftolluis & Adams', 22 Exchange Street and at the
>6 pot*.
d W. P TER: Len. Ticke
gcllt.

ME.

1

Dyspepsia.

Schiedam Aromatic

«

CD.,

&

Liver Troub-

The most effectual remedy for debility of the
nervous system is “WYOMOKE TEA”.” It
is wholly a vegetable compound used for centuries in its native countries, Peru and Bolivia.
See advertisements. Price 50 cents.

disease

BAJIGS

PRUNES

Their cleansing and tonic action on the
liver and digestive organs removes all impurities from the system, purifies the blood,
relieves the overtaxed kidneys, and establishes regular and natural action of the bowels. Pleasant to take, free from all unpleas
ant or debilitating action and can be used
freely with perfect safety. For sale by all
druggists in half lb. glassjars. Price 50 cents
mh!2 no. 2
eod&wly

Wit and Wisdom.

at the doimiek,
bowele, blood.
liver or nerves 7

r_Ar ..
xvx y^w.w.

_ _

les, Piles, Indigestion, Sick Headache

The agent for the American Express Company, Mr. C. H. Greenleaf, says there never
was a larger holiday business at this office than
for the past week.

plaint,

Tl_j.il

CURE for

Constipation, Biliousness,

ning.

orurinarjjcom-

Pills, also in the form
price, $1.00, per box,

Mr-*. PINKHAM freely answers all letters of
inquiry, bend for pamphlet. Mention this paper.

Catarrh

i.UD OWBU*

Prof. Rosenberg to-day received a “Merry
Christmas” by cable from his parents in Chris-

gradually
assumes a crystal appeara ce—it candies,
as the saying is, and
ultimately becomes a
solid mass of sugar. It has been
suspected
that this change has been due to
photograp-

Plymouth Rock pullets hatched in April
will, if well fed and cared for right along,
commence layiug by the middle of September.

Sent by mail in the form of
of Lozenges, on receipt of
for either.

Wei De Meyer’s

night.

manhood

VEGETABLE COMPOUND
Is

Messrs. H. C. Leighton aud A Hatch have
new duelling rifles for
target practice.
This morning Dr. E. M. Fuller was pleasantly surprised by a party of our merchants, bankers and
professional men entering his office
aud presenting him with a most elegant ebony
gold beaded cane. Dr. Small made the presentation speech, to which Dr. Fuller replied
feelingly, expressing his surprise and deep feeling for the elegant Christmas gift.
Lyman Jordan, the correspondent of the
Boothbay Register, is clerking at Purinton’s.
Mr. Chas. B. Harrington has just completed
a very fine center board sail boat
twenty-three
feet overall.
Private German at Music Hall Monday

must

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

NEW

purchased

amateur

times and under all circumstances, act in
with the laws that govern the female
system.
For Kidney Complaints of cither sex this Compound is unsurpassed.

harmony

One Dollar Per Bi.tSe.

*9- PREPARED ONLY BY SM

first two mentioned there were services this
forenoon.
There was a grand ball at Tarbox Hall,
Westport, last night.
Echo Lake Ice Company are all ready to Bhip
ice.
There was a grand fox hunt at Westport toon

tration, General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion
TTiat feeling of bearing
down, causing pain, weight and backache, is
always permanently cured by its use. It will,
at all

(Cosmos).

euborgians had a tree and danoe atMnsic Hall.
Grace, St. Mary’s and Central churches are
prettily trimmed with evergreen, and at the

or court news

adapted

■

them.
Mr. Scott Stevens, formerly cook at the Glen
House, has that office at the Sagadahoc.
The dry goods and most of the other stores
have kept opea all day.
Pleasant evenings were enjoyed last night by
the members ol the Central, Winter, Wesley,

it

crystals iu a bottle, causes honey to assume
a crystallite form.
Mr. Scheiber inclosed
honey in well-corked flasks, some of whieli
he kept iu perfect darkness, while the others
were exposed to the light.
The result has
been that the portion exposed to the light
soon crvstalizes, while that kept in the dark
remains unchanged. Hence, we see why
the bees are so careful to obscure the glass
windows which are sometimes placed in the
hives. Toe existence of the young depeuds
on liquidity of the saccharins foods
presented to them, and if light were allowed access
to this, iu all probability it would prove fatal

This preparation, ns its name signifies, consists
of Vegetable Properties that are harmless to the
most delicate invalid.
Upon one trial the merits
of this ( ompouud will be recognized, as relief i9
immediate; and when its use Is continued, in
ninety-nine cases in a hundred, a positive and
permanent cure is effected, as thousands will
testif y
On account of its proven merits, it is today recommended and prescribed by the best
physicians in the country.
It will cure entirely the worst form of falling
of the uterus, Leucorrhoea, Irregular and Painful Menstruation, all Ovarian Troubles, Inflammation and Ulceration, Floodings, all
Displacements and the’eonsequent spinal
weakness, and
is especially
to the Change of Life. It
will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus
in an early stage of development. The tendency to Cancerous Uumors there is checked very
speedily by it* use.
In facf, it has proved to be the greatest and best
remedy that has ever been discovered. It permeates every portion of the
system, and gives
new life anil vigor.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving for stimulants, and
relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Pros-

delicate stomach. L :. lie
..a (’'V sh Medical Journal) found it of g
it serv.co i t conv
n
Baron
Humboldt
s ys he
sumption.
has never known a c. -e of eonsum; .on or
asthma among those aceustomod to i s use,
andthatthoy live to agreatage.rotaini gtlieir
mental and physical faculties to the last

PORTLAND,

&

FOR ALL FEMALE COMPLAINTS.

breath; wasting diseases; etc. -it'*. Itis gratefully refreshing ami restorative n v j rolonged
mental and physical Et uin. It ij .isantand
agreeable, and is ron’..y ro*ar .1 by the most

MoKeDney recovered $80 for his horse from
the E. & L. R. R.
The Advent people have found their revival
meetings so pleasant that they will conthne

police

—

Express Train loaves Portland at 1.26 p. m.,
[jonnecting at New Louden Maine evening witn the
fast steamers of the Norwich
line, arriving at
New

A^.KXCXJI.'ri'BAX.
KENDALL
WHITNEY.

THE POSITIVE CURE

throats; palpitati a and other affections of the
heart; epilepsyor facing sickness; weakness
of thevoioe of a vs,singers, pubiicspeakers
and clergymen; col' a; flatulency; seasickness;
falling out of the Ivor; asthma; shortness of

get.
Rev. M. K. McIntyre will commence a two
weeks series of revival meetings at Wesley
church the first Sunday in January.

Why Bees Work in the|Oark.
Every one knows what fresh honey is—a
clear, yellow syrup, without any trace of sol-

ic action—the

Vegetable Compound,

dumb ague; lo.v fever; marasmus; j araiy. ;
spinal and nervous affections; f naie weaknesses; bilious and liver affections; weak

Rave you d <js-

sirainiug,

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

Oil,

Coca are the nr' c remarkable of ui y known to
the medical world. From repeated personal
trials I am convinced that its use is highly
beneficial and tonic.”

Manson, Dike, Brown, Staples, Bowdoin; Stetson, Stinson, Patten, Institute Techology, Boston; Misses Annie Torrey, Martie Houghton,
Clara Patten, Messrs. R. O. Morse, J. H. Lowell, Walston, and others whose names we for-

me.”—Dirigo

After

DISCOVERER Oi

M.D., Physician to the Gra id ltuie of
Saxony; Kmyht of the Ilo’y Cross, etc., savs:
It gives more tone than anything I have over
prescribed.”
Sir Robert tliristisoi!, M.t).,
I.L.l)., JP.ii.M., Physician to her M.'jei J
the Queen; Pr/.
id i
/at British Assoc:
lion, etc., etc., f •>: “The properties of the

Christmas, 1880.
Some of the young folks at home for the holidays:—Messrs. S. S. Sewall, Frank Page, Geo.
Richardson, Yale college; Harold M Sewall,
Harvard; Geo. Mitchell, Dartmouth; Eames,

No

after Manila?, Oct.
Train*
LFAVF
PORTLAND
-“-••OH KOMI'ON ii 8.4",
m.,
1.00, 3.3() p. m., arn nu» at that * b at 1.15,5.30,
8.00 p. in. Kt'-iuruiiifc ’eavr B- * on al 7.30 a. in.
12.30 3.3< p. it
12. <6
af’vuu? at Porrianc at
8.00. 8.00.1. m. PonliiDd far "tcurbaraufcb
■rack, Pine P«mi. O d Orchard Bruch,
Maco, Mindciord and Keaarbuuk, at 8.46
I or %• ell*. North
a, m., 1,00, 3.30, 5 3«» i». m.
Berwick, Malnaon Fall*, Great Fall*, Borer, New
Market, Exeter, Haverhill,
Lawrence, Aa*to«er a il Lowell, at 8.45 a.
in., 1.00, 3.30 p.m. Lor Kochenter and Farmington, N. II.. at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3 30 p. m.
Far Alton Mu? at 8.45 a. in.. 3.30 p. m. Far
Ifkaochester nu«i Concord (via l.awrence,> at
8.45 a. m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p.m.
Morning Train leaves Bcuncbnuk lor Portion
at 7.26.
gy* t he 1.00 p. in. train from Portland connects
with Monad t in. wieumer*.
The 3.30 p.m,
train connects with All Rail • inen far New
l ark and Month um W e«t.
MEN BAY I d* %INM/ Leave Portland for
BoHton at 1.00 p. m. Bo*ton for Portlaml at
6.00 p. m.
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NEW YORK,

which are offered to the
f frade bv firms whose facilities, experteu<e
and
i
enterprise have given this City
an honored
position among ihe W holesale Markets of the country.
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foreign bee.—American Agriculturist.

Keeping Cider Sweet.
When apples are likely to be plentiful
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working force about a well-conducted
dairy, but li is really a powerful ally when
properly appreciated aud judiciously applied.
Every one knows that bad odors are the
the
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